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CABINET 
 

Minutes of a meeting of the Cabinet held on Thursday, 14 July 2022 at 
10.00 am in Telford Room, Third Floor, Addenbrooke House, Ironmasters 

Way, Telford, TF3 4NT 
 

PUBLISHED ON WEDNESDAY, 20 JULY 2022 
 

(DEADLINE FOR CALL-IN: MONDAY, 25 JULY 2022) 
 

 
Present: Councillors S Davies (Chair), R A Overton (Vice-Chair), A J Burford, 
E M Callear, L D Carter, R C Evans, C Healy, K Middleton, S A W Reynolds, 
P Watling .  
 
Also Present: Councillors A J Eade (Conservative Group Leader) and W L 
Tomlinson (Liberal Democrat Group Leader) 
 
CAB-
159 

Declarations of Interest 

 
None. 
 
CAB-
160 

Minutes of the Previous Meeting 

 
RESOLVED - that the minutes of the meeting held on 23 June 2022 be 
confirmed and signed by the Chair. 
 
CAB-
161 

Leader's Announcements 

 
The Independent Inquiry, that published its report into child sexual exploitation 
on Tuesday 12 July 2022, highlighted the pain and distress victims and 
survivors had gone through. 
 
The Leader thanked them for sharing their experiences with the Inquiry; their 
tenacity and resilience in speaking up was extraordinary.   
 
The Leader stated the Council was deeply sorry for the pain and suffering that 
had been caused. 
 
He also thanked The Sunday Mirror and Geraldine McKelvie for shining a light 
on child sexual exploitation in Telford and supporting the victims and survivors 
in telling their personal and harrowing stories. 
 
Additionally, the Council acknowledged the hard work of the Inquiry chair, 
Tom Crowther QC, and his team who worked on the Inquiry.   
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The report, commissioned by the Council, dated back to 1989 and it heard 
evidence dating back to the 1970s. 
 
In 1989, the Leader was 3 years of age. He was proud to come from Telford 
and it had been a wonderful place to grow up.  
 
However, it clearly was not the same for many children and young people. 
This brought great sadness. 
 
As a Telford dad and a corporate parent, the Leader was more determined 
than ever to make this a safe and happy place for future generations.   
 
The report had found areas where more could have been done over the last 
three decades to support victims and survivors and their families.  
 
Even though the Inquiry acknowledged significant and transformational 
improvements since 2016, and the inquiry specifically stated that services 
today were good, the Council fully accepted and would act on all of the 
Inquiry’s recommendations in full.   
 
It was for all; every elected Member, Council officer, and every partner to 
ensure these recommendations were fully implemented.   
 
The Leader would be speaking to the Conservative and Liberal Democrat 
group leaders and the Police & Crime Commissioner about how they could 
work together to take the recommendations forward. 
 
One early concern  from victims and survivors was the funding of the CATE 
team, the team of dedicated professionals who were at the forefront of the 
response to tackling child sexual exploitation, and who were commended 
throughout by the Inquiry. The report proposed that the team was properly 
funded for the next 5 years. The Leader made a commitment that funding 
would be protected, not just for the next 5 years but also beyond as long as 
Labour led the Council.   
 
The Leader was humbled and thankful in equal measure that survivors Holly 
Archer and Scarlett Jones had agreed to be part of the implementation 
process moving forward. Working together, they would co-design the 
Council’s response to the Inquiry’s recommendations; to make sure it was 
doing the very best it could for those people who needed it the most.   
 
He thanked Scarlett and Holly for holding the Council to account and for 
agreeing to be part of the Authority’s journey moving forward. 
 
Together, everybody could ensure that a future that we can be proud about is 
built, a future that ensured that children and grandchildren, now and for 
generations to come, were safe and happy in Telford and share in the positive 
experiences a child growing up here in Telford and Wrekin should experience. 
 
CAB- Annual Public Health Report 
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162 
 
The report had not been produced for two years as a result of Covid-19, 
however, those two years had shone a light on the Borough’s health 
inequalities. Health inequalities had begun to widen further as a result of the 
pandemic and the cost of living crisis. The report highlighted what the Council 
and partners were doing to combat inequalities and what more needed to be 
done.  
 
Members agreed that the issues faced by Telford & Wrekin were not just local 
but national issues and required government intervention. Members also 
stated the need to work with communities to co-design services, highlighting 
local needs.  
 
The leader of the Conservative group sought an update on maternity services. 
The Director: Health & Wellbeing stated that as she had not prepared to 
discuss the topic she would seek to arrange a meeting to discuss the matter.  
 
The leader of the Liberal Democrat group echoed the statement that the 
government needed to do more on health inequalities.  
 
RESOLVED – that Cabinet endorse the following recommendations 
 
a) The Health & Wellbeing Board should ensure that the Health 

Inequalities plan is refreshed in 2022/23 and that future Health & 
Wellbeing Strategy maintains a commitment to tackle health 
inequalities.  

 
b) The Health & Wellbeing Board should ensure that there is a clear 

‘Best Start in Life’ priority in the next Health & Wellbeing Strategy. 
 
c) NHS partners should work with the Council and partners, as part 

of the Shropshire, Telford & Wrekin ICS, to identify and implement 
placed-based programmes to improve the physical and mental 
health and associated inequalities of our children & young people. 

 
d) The Shropshire, Telford & Wrekin Integrated Care System should 

ensure that their plans to roll out NHS prevention programmes 
and the delivery of services that tackle healthcare inequalities (as 
defined by NHS England) are prioritised, resourced and delivered 
to those communities most in need. 

 
e) The Shropshire, Telford & Wrekin Covid vaccination programme 

should ensure that the necessary resources and capacity are 
appropriately directed to reduce vaccine inequalities, specifically 
encouraging people from deprived communities, those from black 
and minority ethnic backgrounds and other groups with low 
uptake to get vaccinated. 
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f) The Council’s Insight team, working with intelligence teams in the 
NHS and partner organisations, should continue to develop the 
intelligence base to more fully understand the ‘picture’ of 
inequalities within the borough to both inform and monitor our 
inequalities programme of work. 

 
g) The Health & Wellbeing Board should explore ways of ensuring 

work to tackle health inequalities is recognized and visible across 
our multiple partnerships – this could entail becoming a ‘Marmot 
Borough’. 

 
CAB-
163 

Equality & Diversity Strategy 

 
The Cabinet Member for Leisure, Public Health and Well-being, Equalities and 
Partnerships presented the report of the Director: Communities, Customer 
and Commercial Services.  
 
The previous report to Cabinet in December 2021 had proposed a four year 
inclusion strategy, a clear commitment and vision for diversity and inclusion in 
the Borough. The objectives in that strategy had all been supported by an 
action plan. However, the Council had wanted to ensure the community and 
employees had more involvement. To this end, independent facilitators had 
been engaged and carried out a range of engagement activities with a range 
of individuals and organisations, giving people and opportunity to get involved.  
 
Following consultation, an updated strategy was created and this was 
contained within the appendices of the report.  
 
Cabinet noted the importance of the strategy and of engaging with residents 
on the policy.  
 
The leader of the Liberal Democrat group welcomed the report.  
 
The Leader of the Council noted the link between the strategy and the 
previous report on health inequalities, noting that ‘hard to reach’ was 
something of a misnomer and that by deliberately taking consultations and 
services to people you could reach them.  
 
RESOLVED – that Cabinet  
 
a) Notes the changes to Appendix A - the updated Equality, Diversity 

& Inclusion Strategy, and approve this as a final version. 
 
b) Notes the results of the community engagement exercise in 

Appendix C and approves the publication of this document 
alongside the Strategy once it has been finalised. 

 
c) Grants delegated authority to the Director: Communities, 

Customer and Commercial Services in consultation with the 
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Cabinet Member for Leisure, Public Health and Well-Being, 
Equalities and Partnerships to take the necessary steps to 
implement the EDI Action Plan moving forward. 

 
CAB-
164 

Electric Vehicle Strategy 

 
The Deputy Leader and the Cabinet Member for Climate Change, Green 
Spaces, Natural and Historic Environment and Cultural Services presented 
the report of the Director: Neighbourhood & Enforcement Services. 
 
The strategy was an important part of the Council’s net-zero 2030 pledge and 
came at a time of increased focus on electric vehicles (EV) both nationally and 
locally. Since 2018, the number of EV charge points across the Borough had 
doubled to 46, 599 home charge points and 51 workplace-charging sockets 
had been fitted since 2014. The demand for ultra-low emission vehicles had 
risen 800% since 2017.  
 
In developing the strategy, the Council had carried out a thorough demand 
analysis to be able to understand the rollout of charging.  
 
The Council aimed to lead by example and to that end had bought electric 
vehicles for its own fleet and was encouraging partners to do so. New 
NuPlace homes were being fitted with charging points in the hope of pushing 
other developers to do so.  
 
Transport was an important aspect of the move to net zero and having a 
better-developed charging infrastructure gave people the option to switch to 
electric more easily.  
 
Members noted the wider climate crisis and the need for more action from 
government to tackle the issue.  
 
The leader of the Liberal Democrat group welcome the report and the forward 
thinking approach taken with NuPlace.  
 
The leader of the Conservative group expressed the need to stay ahead of the 
curve on the matter given the rate at which electric vehicles were being taken 
up.  
 
RESOLVED – that Cabinet 
 
a) Approves the adoption of the Public Electric Vehicle Infrastructure 

Strategy attached at Appendix A. 
 
b) Endorse the proposals and approve plans to proceed to 

procurement of a delivery partner. 
 
c) Delegate authority to the Director: Neighbourhood & Enforcement 

Services, in consultation with the Deputy Leader & Cabinet 
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Member: Housing, Enforcement & Transport to refresh the Public 
Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Strategy as required to support the 
emerging Local Transport Plan. 

 
CAB-
165 

Local Cycling & Walking Infrastructure Plan 

 
The Deputy Leader and the Cabinet Member for Climate Change, Green 
Spaces, Natural and Historic Environment and Cultural Services presented 
the report of the Director: Neighbourhood & Enforcement Services. 
 
The Council continued to invest in infrastructure for more active modes of 
travel, such as foot and cycle paths. The plan was a working document that 
looked to enable residents to take up more active travel. Other parts of the 
plan included Bikeability courses, bike rides to encourage people to cycle 
more, and changing cycling signage to say the time journeys take rather than 
just the distance to a place.  
 
The report presented put the Council in the best position to bid for any future 
national funding for such works.  
 
The leader of the Conservative group stated his support for the Bikeability 
scheme in particular. It was also noted that officers should consult with 
planners when looking at schemes.  
 
Bikeability’s popularity was noted by the Leader of the Council who also 
stated that the Council was keen to increase the capacity of the courses.  
 
RESOLVED – that Cabinet 
 
a) Approves the adoption of the Local Cycling & Walking 

Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP) attached in Appendix A. 
 
b) Delegate authority to the Director: Neighbourhood & Enforcement 

Services, in consultation with the Deputy Leader & Cabinet 
Member: Housing, Enforcement & Transport to refresh the 
existing 2017 Cycling and Walking Strategy to support the 
emerging Local Transport Plan. 

 
c) Endorse the proposals to engage with stakeholders including 

Town & Parish Councils as part of continued development and 
delivery of the Local Cycling & Walking Infrastructure Plan. 

 
d) Note progress to date in delivering cycling and walking across the 

borough including improvements to the A518, Silkin Way and on-
going investment into our Public Rights of Way network. 

 
CAB-
166 

Financial Monitoring 2022/23 
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The report of the Director: Finance & Human Resources was presented by the 
Cabinet Member: Finance, Governance and Customer Services. 
 
This was the first financial monitoring report of the year 2022/2023. 
Projections indicated an overspend of around £550,000; this would be 
covered by the Council’s general contingency fund.  
 
Capital programme schemes had spent 87% of their budget allocation.  
 
It was stated that council tax collection was slightly behind the target.  
 
The budget contained a £3.95m contingency to cover any shortfalls, the 
position at the time of meeting left £3.4m for any further pressures. In addition 
an allowance for the 2022/23 pay award was held and £3.5m contingency for 
inflationary pressures. 
 
RESOLVED – that Cabinet  
 

a) Notes the 2022/23 revenue budget position and approve the 
allocations of the contractual inflation contingency detailed at 
Section. 
 

b) Notes the position in relation to capital spend.  
 

c) Recommends that Full Council approve the changes to the capital 
programme detailed in Appendix C.  
 

d) Notes the collection rates for NNDR, council tax and sales ledger. 
 
CAB-
167 

Representation on Outside Bodies 

 
The Cabinet Member: Finance, Governance and Customer Services 
presented the report of the Director: Policy & Governance.  
 
The report sought delegated authority to consider nominations to outside 
bodies.  
 
RESOLVED – that Cabinet 
 
a) Notes the outside bodies to which the Council historically has 

nominated to, as set out in Appendix 1 of this report; and 
 
b) Delegates authority to the Monitoring Officer in consultation with 

the Cabinet Member: Finance, Governance and Customer 
Services to consider which bodies to nominate to and which 
Councillor is nominated. 

 
The meeting ended at 10.54 am 
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Signed for the purposes of the Decision Notices 

 
Anthea Lowe 
Director: Policy & Governance 
Date:  Wednesday, 20 JULY 2022 
 

 
Signed  

 
Date: 

 
Thursday, 22 September 2022 
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Customer Feedback Reports for 2021/2022 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“This report shows a sustained increase in positive feedback, increasing 64 per cent over the 

last two years. It provides assurance that the council’s response to complaints is effective 

and that services are learning and continuously improving.” 
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Borough of Telford and Wrekin 

Cabinet 

22 September 2022 

Customer Feedback Reports for 2021-22 
 
Cabinet Member: Cllr Rae Evans - Cabinet Member: Finance, Governance and 

Customer Services 

Lead Director: Felicity Mercer – Director: Communities, Customer and 

Commercial Services 

Service Area:  Customer Relationships and Welfare Services 

Report Author: Lee Higgins - Service Delivery Manager: Customer 

Relationships and Welfare Services 

Officer Contact  Rebecca Zacharek  
 
Details:   Tel: 01952 383890 Email: rebecca.zacharek@telford.gov.uk 
 
Wards Affected:  Borough-wide impact 

Key Decision:  Non-Key Decision 

Forward Plan:  Borough-wide impact 

Report considered by: Business Briefing – 08 September 2022 

Cabinet – 22 September 2022 

 
 
1.0 Recommendations for decision/noting: 

1.1 It is recommended that Cabinet review the Customer Feedback Reports for 2021-
22 in respect of Adult Statutory Complaints, Children’s Statutory Complaints and 
Corporate Customer Feedback and the Local Government and Social Care 
Ombudsman Review Letter 2022. 

 
2.0 Purpose of Report 

 

2.1 The purpose of this report is to update Cabinet on the Council’s Customer 
Feedback between 1 April 2021 and 31 March 2022 and to provide assurance that 
the Council’s response to complaints is effective and that services are learning 
from complaints and wider customer feedback and continuously improving. 
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3.0 Background 
 

3.1 The Council has a well-established mechanism for customers to tell us when 
things have gone well, they have received an excellent service, or we have 
exceeded their expectations. Compliments are shared across the Council and 
within teams, to inspire, motivate and build confidence and ensure that shared 
examples of best practice are used to help develop services.  
 

3.2 Our Customer Strategy launched in January 2021 outlines our ambitions to work 
with our customers to develop quality services that are accessible to all, while 
making every contact count. As part of our established Customer Insight 
Programme, we have recruited Mystery Customers who help us to review our 
services from the customers’ perspective, providing valuable feedback that allows 
our services to continually improve. 
 

3.3 Our customers can also seek advice and support from the Council’s Leader, 
Cabinet and Members via our Cabinet and Member Enquiry processes, which also 
allows any trends to be identified and highlights any service development 
opportunities.  
 

3.4 To demonstrate effective complaint handling the Council produces an annual 
report on complaint handling for Children’s Statutory Complaints, Adult Statutory 
Complaints and Corporate Feedback. These reports can be found at Appendices 
A, B and C. 
 

3.5 This year has seen new challenges both for the Council and for our residents and 
customers, against the backdrop of COVID 19 and the subsequent aftermath. The 
increase in the cost of living has also put significant pressure on our residents and 
customers as they seek support. As a result, the Council has seen significant 
demand for and increased pressure on its services, particularly during times where 
swift mobilisation of financial support was required. 
 

3.6 In January 2022, the Council continued its commitment to improve our customers 
experience by becoming members of the Institute of Customer Services (ICS). We 
aim to work with the ICS to reinforce our Customer Strategy actions and continue 
to analyse our customers’ journeys to improve our services. Membership also 
allows us to benchmark the Council against similar organisations and share ideas. 
 

3.7 The ICS are reporting that complaints are increasing across all organisations in 
the UK and are at their highest ever level, citing that customers’ expectations have 
changed following the swift mobilisation of businesses during the pandemic, with 
the pandemic also allowing customers the opportunity to put a lens on their likes 
and dislikes. 
 

3.8 The ICS Customer Behaviours Report highlights that there has been a significant 
change in customer behaviour in the last two years where customers are 
becoming less tolerant and that they also want to hold organisations to account, 
there is also now a heightened expectation for organisations to act quicker.  
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4.0 Summary of main proposals 

 

4.1 The Corporate Feedback Report shows that there has been a sustained increase 
in compliments which has continued to increase year on year. The number of 
residents and customers who have taken the opportunity to give a compliment in 
this reporting period has increased significantly by 21%. Telford and Wrekin 
Council overall has seen a 64% increase in compliments in the last 3 years. 

 
4.2 Our first Institute for Customer Services (ICS) business benchmarking survey was 

completed by customers. Telford and Wrekin Council scored 72.1, on the UK 
Customer Service Index. This is a strong score particularly when compared to the 
average of 64.4 for other local councils. A score of 4.2 was also received for 
Customer Effort (reflected in a low score the lower the score the more positive the 
result), this is a strong score compared with the average for other local councils of 
6.1. 
 

4.3 The Customer Insight Programme now has 175 volunteers who have registered 
with us as Mystery Customers now undertaking assignments and helping us 
shape and improve our services. We have seen a 38% increase in volunteers 
during 2021/22. 
 

4.4 A total of 759 complaints were received across the Council in 2021/22 from 733 
complainants, which, in the context of the many thousands of transactions and 
interactions that take place across the organisation in a week remains an 
incredibly small proportion and less that 1% of all transactions. To provide some 
context, the Council emptied 10.3 million bins during 2021/22, and handled 
239,837 calls to our Corporate Contact Centre, resurfaced 49km of roads, 
replaced 97km of road markings and welcomed approximately 1 million visitors to 
its Leisure Centres.   In line with the national trend reported by ICS, we have seen 
an increase of complaints received across the Council in 2021/22.  

 
4.5 In March 2021 complaints about council policy and anonymous complaints were 

formally included in our reporting, accounting for 8 complaints and 13 complaints, 
respectively.  
 

4.6 The number of Adult Statutory Complaints and Children’s Statutory Complaints 
decreased in the year to the lowest number received in 6 years and 7 years, 
respectively.  
 

4.7 Corporate Feedback Report (Appendix A)  
 

4.7.1 The number of residents and customers who have taken the opportunity to give a 
compliment has increased significantly by 21%. There has been a sustained 
increase in compliments in the last 3 years from 290 in 2019/20 to 475 in 2021/22. 

 

4.7.2 As part of our membership with the Institute of Customer Services (ICS), we are 
able to benchmark our services against organisations across the UK. Our first 
survey was considered as a starting point from which we could measure our 
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improvement over the next 3 years. Early indications suggest that we have a 
strong starting point from which to improve. 
 

4.7.3 Most significantly our customer effort score (reflected in a low score), which 
reflects the effort our customers must make to access our services, scored 4.2. 
This is a clear indictor that improvement to our online offer and service access has 
worked.  

 

4.7.4 During 2021/22 the Customer Insight Programme completed a number of deep 
dives and snapshot Reviews of our front facing buildings, Customer Insight 
Officers have been undertaking ‘Everything Speaks’ reviews of these locations. 
Everything Speaks reviews look at any detail that could impact on our customer’s 
experience from broken equipment, unprofessional formatting of displays or litter. 
It must be noted that these reviews are not restricted to just physical locations. We 
have encouraged our workforce to continually think about the image that is given 
to our customers and report any Everything Speak observations and 
recommendations to their managers. 

 
4.7.5 Alongside the Snapshot reviews Mystery Customers have also completed further 

digital reviews and have had the opportunity to test some new apps before go live 
including the new MyTelford, MyTLC app and the new Leisure Services Website. 
These online reviews and user ability testing help to design an app or a website 
that the community can easily use.  

 
4.7.6 During the year 99 Customer Insight assignments were completed with 86% 

satisfaction with the experience when using the Council’s services.  
 

4.7.7 Since April 2021, posters have been located in all front facing buildings asking our 
customers to comment on the service that they received. These short surveys can 
be accessed by scanning a QR code on a smart phone or via a website link. They 
are designed to take a maximum of 30 seconds to complete. These surveys 
continue to be deployed with posters most recently being placed at the 
Independent Living Centre and Sky Reach in Telford Town Park. Any comments 
received as part of these surveys are shared with services instantly so they can 
consider if improvements can be made. 
 

4.7.8 As well as Compliments and Complaints the Customer Relationship Team 
manages the Leader and Cabinet enquiry process, Member enquiry process and 
also MP enquiries.  During 2021/22 a total of 674 Leader and Cabinet enquiries 
were received a 41% increase on the year before. Whilst there was an increase, 
90% of responses were responded to within the timescales. 

 

4.7.9 Of the 702 corporate complaints that were responded to in the year just over half 
(356) were partly or fully upheld, this is where services have acknowledged that 
we could have done better.  81% of corporate complaints were responded to 
within the 15 working day target time scale, broadly in line with the 82% achieved 
in 2020/21. 
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4.7.10 The service area which received the majority of the Corporate Complaints was 
Neighbourhood and Enforcement Services, followed by Communities, Customer 
and Commercial Services. This is an indication of the ubiquitous nature of these 
services in the day to day lives of every resident and visitor to the Borough, such 
as refuse collection, highways maintenance and the maintenance of open 
spaces. Neighbourhood and Enforcement Services also received the highest 
level of positive feedback during the year.  

 

4.7.11 During 2021/22 the Council has continued to respond to corporate complaints in 
an average of 12 days (maintaining the average response timescale achieved in 
2020/21), which is well within the 15 working day timescale. Given the increase in 
complaints received the Council continues to perform well in terms of response 
timescales. 

 

4.7.12 Of the 702 complaints received, 57 were escalated to Stage two of the procedure 
with13 partly or fully upheld. This represents an increase on the 29 received in 
2020/21. The average number of days to complete a full investigation has 
increased to 41 working days, this is still well within the extended timescale of 65 
working days as outlined in the complaints policy. 

 

4.7.13 All of the 356 complaints partly or fully upheld have been reviewed to ensure 
wider learning to avoid such issues occurring in the future.  There are no major 
trends or common themes that have led to complaints being reported.  

 
4.7.14 Examples of positive improvements resulting from learning following complaints 

can be seen at page 27 of the Corporate Feedback Report (Appendix A). 
 

4.8 Adult Statutory Complaint Report (Appendix B) 
 

4.8.1 We received 33 Adult Statutory complaints in 2021/22, a decrease on the 38 
received in 2020/21 and lowest number received in 6 years. Of the 33 complaints 
completed, 58% (19) were upheld. 

 

4.8.2 In 2020/21 the average number of days to respond to an Adult Statutory 
complaint across all portfolios was 53 working days however in 2021/22 these 
timescales significantly reduced to 33 working days.  

 

4.8.3 Examples of positive improvements resulting from learning following complaints 
can be seen from page 10 of the Adult Statutory Complaint Report (Appendix B).  

 

4.8.4 Our Adult Social Care service continue to work in co-production with residents to 
modernise, develop and design services across the borough that are future 
proof.  Our co-production framework in adult social care supports an ethos of 
getting people involved whether being a part of the specialist partnership boards, 
Making it Real board, and the feedback forms. A current example of this in action 
is the Ageing-Well Strategy, which is being actively developed with residents who 
are experts by their experience, with support from the Making It Real board, who 
include members who have lived experience of accessing our services with 
additional needs. 
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4.9 Children’s Statutory Complaint Report (Appendix C)  

 
4.9.1 We received 24 Children’s statutory complaints in 2021/22 a decrease on the 29 

received in 2020/21 and the lowest number received in 7 years. All were dealt 
with at Stage One, with one progressing to an independent Stage Two 
investigation during the year. No Stage 3 panels were completed in 2021/22. 

 

4.9.2 Of the 24 complaints completed in the year, 71% (17) of the complaints were 
upheld. 

 

4.9.3 The average number of days to respond to Children’s Statutory Complaints 
during the year was 14 working days, which is a significant improvement on the 
23 days achieved in 2020/21 and is within the extended timescale outlined in the 
regulations, indicating a clear improvement during the year.  

 

4.9.4 Examples of positive improvements resulting from learning following complaints 
can be seen from page 9 of the Children’s Statutory Complaint Report (Appendix 
C). 

 
4.10 Local Government and Social Care Ombudsman Annual Review 2022 

(Appendix D) 
 

4.10.1 During 2021/22 a total of 36 complaints were escalated to the Local Government 
and Social Care Ombudsman, 4 detailed investigations remained open on 31 
March 2022. 

 

4.10.2 During the year the Local Government and Social Care Ombudsman made the 
decision that 27 complaints were premature, or the Ombudsman decided not to 
further investigate.  There were 11 detailed investigations completed in 2021/22 a 
slight increase on the 9 investigated in 2020/19, and the Local Government and 
Social Care Ombudsman has confirmed that 8 complaints were upheld, in line 
with the number upheld in the previous year.  

 

4.10.3 In all cases where fault was found the Local Government and Social Care 
Ombudsman was satisfied that the Council successfully implemented their 
recommendations. In two cases the Local Government and Social Ombudsman 
was satisfied that the Council has provided a satisfactory remedy before the 
complaint reached them. 

 

4.10.4 In each upheld case the Council has taken learning forward to improve practices 
in relation to the faults identified, apologies have also been given to customers in 
these cases. 

 
5.0 Alternative Options 

5.1 Not applicable 
 
6.0 Key Risks 
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6.1 Ineffective handling of complaints and management of the complaints procedures 
may result in reputational damage to the Council. 

 
7.0 Council Priorities 
 
7.1 A community- focussed, innovative Council providing efficient, effective and 

quality services  
 
Key outcome: Our customer experience is the best possible and facilities are accessible 

to all. 
 
8.0 Financial Implications 
 
8.1 The cost of dealing with complaints is mainly in the form of officer time and is 

therefore met from existing Council budgets.  The cost of becoming a member of 
the Institute of Customer Services (ICS) and the mystery customer exercise will be 
met from reserves. 

 
10.8.22 PT 

 
9.0 Legal and HR Implications 
 
9.1 On 08.10.2020 the Local Government & Social Care Ombudsman [LG&SCO] 

issued updated guidance on effective complaint handling for local authorities 
 

Children’s social care statutory complaints are conducted under Section 26 
Children Act 1989, the Children Act 1989 Representations Procedure (England) 
Regulations 2006, known as the CARP Regulations and guidance Getting the 
Best from Complaints 
The LG&SCO Guide for practitioners on the Children’s statutory complaints 
process was revised in February 2022.  

 
Complaints about Adult Social Care Services are governed by The Local Authority 
Social Services and National Health Service Complaints (England) Regulations 
2009 and guidance Listening, responding, improving: a guide to better customer 
care. 
 
08.08.2022 KF 

 
10.0 Ward Implications 
 
10.1 Not applicable 
 
11.0 Health, Social and Economic Implications 
 
11.1 Not applicable 
  
12.0 Equality and Diversity Implications 
 
12.1 Not applicable 
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13.0 Climate Change and Environmental Implications 
 
13.1 Not applicable 
 
14.0  Background Papers 
 
 Not applicable 
 
15.0  Appendices 
 

A Corporate Feedback Report 2021-22 
B Adult’s Statutory Complaint Report 2021-22 
C Children’s Statutory Complaint Report 2021-22 
D Local Government and Social Care Ombudsman Annual Review Letter 

2022 
 

16.0  Report Sign Off 
 
Signed off by Date sent Date signed off Initials  
Legal 08/08/2022 08/08/2022 KF 
Finance 08/08/2022 10/08/2022 PT 
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Report summary 
This year has seen new challenges both for the Council and for our residents and customers, against the backdrop of COVID 

19 and the subsequent aftermath. The increase in the cost of living has put significant pressure on our residents and 

customers as they seek support. As a result the Council has seen significant demand and increased pressure on its services, 

particularly during times where swift mobilisation of financial support was required.  

 

The Institute of Customer Service (ICS) are reporting that complaints are increasing across all organisations in the UK and 

are at their highest ever level, sighting that customers’ expectations have changed following the swift mobilisation of 

businesses during the pandemic, with the pandemic also allowing customers the opportunity to put a lens on their likes and 

dislikes. 

 

It is therefore positive that this annual feedback report shows that there has been a sustained increase in compliments. 

Which has continued to increase year on year. The number of residents and customers who have taken the opportunity to 

give a compliment has increased significantly. Telford and Wrekin Council has seen a 64% increase in compliments in the 

last 2 years from 290 in 2019/20 to 475 in 2021/22. 

 

In line with the national trend reported by ICS, we have also seen an increase of complaints received across the Council in 

2021/22. Corporate complaints increased from 424 in 2020/21, the year of the pandemic, to 702 in the year of which just over 

half were upheld. 

 

In March 2021 complaints about council policy and anonymous complaints were formally included in our reporting, 

accounting for 8 complaints and 13 complaints respectively.  

 

When considering the total number of transactions and interactions undertaken by the Council during the year, the data in 

this report clearly shows that whilst the number of complaints received has increased the numbers received continues to be 

well within accepted customer service industry standards and appreciably under 1% of all transactions. To provide some 

context, the Council emptied 10.3 million bin’s during 2021/22, and handled 239,837 calls to our Corporate Contact Centre, 
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resurfaced 49km of roads, replaced 97km of road markings and welcomed approximately 1 million visitors to its Leisure 

Centres.  
 
The report highlights that the Council continues to manage complaints well, in terms of response timescales, which have 

remained in line with last year’s performance. The positive improvements made evidence that the Council is committed to 

putting right anything that has gone wrong. 

 

There are areas of opportunity for continued improvement, and the Customer Relationship team will continue to work with 

senior leadership teams to effectively utilise complaints intelligence and customer feedback to support positive improvements 

in service delivery. 

 

In January 2021, we launched our new Customer Strategy and Customer Contract documents, which sought to outline our 

ambitions for the next four years, during which we want to work with our customers to develop quality services that are 

accessible to all, while making every contact count. Our Customer Strategy can be found here 

www.telford.gov.uk/customerstrategyandcustomercontract 

 

In April 2021 we launched an internal guide for customer service excellence which has been shared with all the workforce as 

part of a refreshed Customer Service training module. In January 2022, the Council continued its commitment to improve our 

customers experience by becoming members of the Institute of Customer Services (ICS). We aim to work with the ICS to 

reinforce our Customer Strategy actions, and continue to analyse our customers’ journeys to improve our services. 

Membership also allows us to benchmark the Council against similar organisations and share ideas. Our first business 

benchmarking survey was completed by customers in May/June 2022. As this was our first survey it was viewed as starting 

point from which we could measure our improvement over the next 3 years.  

 

Early indications suggest that we have a strong starting point from which to improve, scoring 72.1 on the UK Customer 

Service Index, a strong score particularly when compared to the average for other local councils which scored 64.4. For 

Customer effort we scored 4.2 (the lower the score the better), which was strong score compared with the average for other 

local councils, which was 6.1. Our score also exceeded the average for Public Services with a score of 5.8 and also the 

average for all organisations across the UK with a score of 5.2, this includes companies such as Amazon, Pets at Home and 
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Jet 2. A low customer effort score is clear indictor that improvement to our online offer and service access has worked. A 

snapshot of the results can be found at page 17. 

 

During 2021/22 the Customer Insight Programme has seen a number of projects completed including a revisit to the 

pantomime at The Place Theatre and a deep dive review of the Wellbeing Independence Partnership. Digital reviews 

continued which included new websites such as TW Council Leisure and Apps such as MyTelford. We also recommenced 

our snapshot reviews in 2021/22, after they were put on hold due to the pandemic. This has seen over 23 front facing 

buildings reviewed by our Mystery Customers and Senior Management Team in order to identify improvements that could be 

made to our customer’s first impression of our buildings and services.  

 

The Customer Insight Programme now has 175 volunteers who have registered with us as Mystery Customers in order to 

undertake assignments. We have seen a 38% increase in Mystery Customer volunteers during 2021/22, this is in part due to 

the teams attendance at some of the Safer Stronger Community events, where we targeted recruitment in areas of the 

borough that did not have a representation of volunteers. 

 

Since April 2021, posters have been located in all front facing buildings asking our customers to comment on the service that 

they received. These short surveys can be accessed by scanning a QR code on a smart phone or via a website link. They 

are designed to take a maximum of 30 seconds to complete. These surveys continue to be deployed with posters most 

recently being placed at the Independent Living Centre and Sky Reach in Telford Town Park. Any comments received as part 

of these surveys are shared with services instantly so they can consider if improvements can be made.  

 

Our Customer Insight Programme continues to proactively identify and remedy concerns. It also continues to deliver 

organisational intelligence to drive transformation and continuous improvement by identifying trends and enhancements that 

could be made to customers’ experience of our services. For more information about the Customer Insight Programme, 

please go to page 12. 
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Highlights 2021/22 

Over 

170 

volunteers  
registered to be 

Mystery Customers 

 

Average of 
 

12 days  
 

to respond to corporate 

complaints 

 

UK Customer 

Satisfaction Index 

Score of  

71.2  
(UKCSI for other local Councils 64.4) 

 

 

Complaints remain under 

1% 
of all transactions 

 

99 completed 

Mystery 

Customer 
assignments completed 

 

81% of corporate 

complaints 

responded to in 15 working 

days 

 

100%  
 

LGSCO* recommendations 

completed 

 

A total of 
475  

Compliments 
 received 

 

 

21% 
increase in  

Compliments 
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Purpose of the Report 
 To give Members and Officers an overview of Telford and Wrekin Council’s corporate customer feedback, including 

complaints and compliments, from 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022. This includes highlighting areas of positive 

performance and those for development. 

 To outline the key developments and planned improvements to customer feedback processes operated by the 

Council. 

 To consider how learning from customer feedback can be used to gain a better understanding of the experience 

customers are having while accessing council services, drive improvement by acting on the feedback received, 

prioritise quick wins and ensure that longer-term actions feed into the Customer Strategy, and continue to develop and 

improve the services we provide. 

 

Background 
The Customer Relationship team co-ordinates complaints relating to three separate complaints processes. These are: 

 

1. The Adult Social Care Statutory Process, reported separately in the Adult Statutory Complaints Annual Report 2021/22 

2. The Children’s Social Care Statutory Process, reported separately in the Children’s Statutory Complaints Annual 

Report 2021/22 

3. The Corporate Complaints Process. These are complaints relating to other services provided by the Council where 

there is no statutory complaints procedure 

 

In addition, the team deals with a wide range of interactions with customers that do not go on to become formal complaints. 

These include general enquiries, MP Enquiries, Leader and Cabinet Member Enquiries, comments and suggestions, as well 

as any matters that are exempt from consideration under our complaints policies. 
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We recognise that our customers have a range of experiences when contacting us, working with us and using our services. 

Some of these experiences are positive, and we want to recognise and celebrate where good practice is evident, while others 

fall short of our standards, where it is essential that we learn from them. As an organisation, we provide customers with a 

mechanism to feedback to us both positive and negative experiences, and encourage a culture of learning, where the focus is 

on resolution and continual improvement. Whenever possible, we take immediate action to put things right at the first point of 

contact, and if this can’t be done, we operate a robust complaints procedure. 

 

Above all, the way we deal with customer feedback is based on our co-operative values, as published on the Council website 

www.telford.gov.uk/info/20268/co-operative_council/779/our_co-operative_values and the following key principles: 

 Customer focus – listening to what people tell us and seeing things from the customer’s perspective 

 Responsiveness – acting on what people say to us 

 Promptness – making sure people get answers in good time 

 Transparency – dealing openly and honestly with problems 

 Proportionality – making sure that the resolution fits the complaint 

 Learning – making sure complaints result in changes and improvement 

 

Our policies are also published on the website www.telford.gov.uk/complaints . A complaint is defined within the Council’s 

Corporate Complaints Procedure as:  

‘an expression of dissatisfaction, however made, about the standards of service, action or lack of action or 

decisions taken by the Council, or the way in which council employees carry out their duties’ 

 

Telford and Wrekin Council operates a two-stage process for all corporate complaints. Complaints recorded under the formal 

procedure (and dealt with in this summary report) do not include those ‘first time’ representations that were effectively 

requests for a service and so dealt with as such. Accordingly, a new report of a missed bin collection or a broken swing, for 

example, would not be registered and dealt with as a complaint but instead as a service request. Of course, in the event that 

the Council failed to respond to this request appropriately, this may then generate a complaint. Appeals against decisions that 

have separate appeal routes are not dealt with as complaints. 

 

For more information regarding corporate complaints in 2021/22, please go to page 18 of this report. 
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The charts below show the feedback received by the Customer Relationship team in 2021/22: 

Chart 1: Summary of complaint feedback in 2021/22  
Our customers’ behaviour is changing, with 

more of them now contacting the team via 

digital methods such as emails and web 

forms, with 1020 completed in 2021/22 an 8% 

increase on the 948 in 2020/21 and a 45% 

increase on the 702 in 2019/20. The team also 

took a total of 1,563 telephone calls over this 

period a 33% increase on the 1,179 received 

in 2020/21. The volume of contacts received 

by the team totalled 2,370 in 2021/22 this is a 

39% increase on the 1,702 in 2020/21 and a 

58% increase from the 1,504 in 2019/20 and 

reflects the increased ease of contacting the 

team.  

 

 
Chart 2: Summary of other feedback in 2021/22  

Both digital and voice contacts have increased in  

year. The Institute of Customer Services is 

reporting that there has been a significant change in 

customer behaviour in the last two years. 

Customers want to be able to interact across 

different channels and two years ago organisations 

were looking towards a digital future. During and 

since the pandemic, nationally voice contacts have 

gone up, particularly around emotional and difficult 

topics, and this trend is expected to continue.  

 
 

475

108

154

111

674

Summary of other feedback received by the 
Customer Relationship Team in 2021/22

Compliments- 475

General Enquiries- 108

MP Enquiries- 154

Member Enquiries- 111

Leader/Cabinet Enquiries- 674

702

57

24
33
32

Summary of complaint feedback in 2021/22

Corporate Complaints- 702

Corporate Stage 2 Complaints - 57

Childrens Statutory Complaints- 24

Adult Statutory Complaints- 33

Local Government & Social Care
Ombudsman Enquiries- 32
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Compliments 
In 2021/22, there was a 21% increase in the number of compliments received. This amounts to a total of 475 instances in 
2021/22, amounting to an increase on the 392 received in 2020/21. Telford and Wrekin Council has seen a 64% increase in 
compliments in the last 3 years from 290 in 2019/20 to 475 in 2021/22. 
 
Compliments are logged and copied to Directors and Line Managers. This is recognised at service level through team briefs/ 
meetings and individual ‘one-to-one’s.  
 
The Chief Executive also makes regular ‘shout-outs’ about staff who have gone above and beyond in his weekly emails.  
 
The chart to the right highlights the          Chart 3: Number of compliments received in 2021/22 by directorate 
compliments received for each 
directorate.  
  
This year, Neighbourhood & 
Enforcement Services (142) and 
Heath & Wellbeing (78) received the 
most compliments. The majority of the 
compliments for Neighbourhood and 
Enforcement Services were related to 
the refuse crews. The Healthy 
Lifestyles team received the majority 
for Health and Wellbeing  
   
 
 
 
 
 
Prosperity & Investment also received 
a significant increase in compliments when compared with 2020/21 (17).  
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Compliments

Compliments

Many thanks to all the 
team. I will be keeping 

up the good work in my 

goal to lose weight. 
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Here are some examples of compliments received during the year:  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Thank you so much for the past 
year, for your listening ear, voice of 
reason and patience! You saved our 
sanity! Thanks is really insufficient, 

just a word but we really are 

grateful!” Strengthening Families 

 

“As time has passed Dan has been a continued 
source of support, together with Hayley…over the 
period I have known them they have consistently 

demonstrated exemplary ‘customer;’ support.” 
Highways Engineering 

“We would like to say a huge thank 
you for your help and support 

during the time you were our social 
worker, we have made a lot of 

progress and our life has improved 
dramatically since you became our 

social worker and we are very 
grateful for your hard work, 

dedication and commitment, thank 

you.” Adult Social Care 

 

“My son became ill, experienced 
several convulsions and stopped 
breathing, using the training you 

provided I was able to offer CPR until 
emergency services arrived and my 
little boy is now safely home. We are 
grateful for the training and so much 

more!” Careers 

“I would like Adrian to be recognised for 
the extremely helpful response to our 

request to manage a hedge at the front 
of our house. He kept in contact with us, 

listened and collaborated with other 
members of the council teams to 

complete the work. He was patient and 
considerate with all the residents in the 

drive.” Green Space Infrastructure 

“I  have recently found myself in a fab 

position to be able to pay my debt off 
and the first thing I did was ring Paul 
to let him know and to thank him so 

much for all the help he has given me 
over the years.  Paul’s kindness made 
a huge difference to me and made me 
want to pay my debt off for myself and 

also for him.” Revenues Services 
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Customer Insight Programme 
Our Customer Insight Programme was launched in October 2019 with the aim of helping us review our services from 

customers’ perspective. The programme is designed to deliver organisational intelligence to drive transformation and 

continuous development by identifying trends and improvements that could be made to enhance customers’ experience of 

our services. Some key customer satisfaction results from cross our services in 2021/22 include: 

 

 

92%  
 

Of customers  
were  

satisfied 
with  

call handling  
and webchat 
*Corporate Contact Centre 

 

99.3% 
 

Of customers  
were satisfied 
with the help 

given by 
‘Ask Tom’ 

 
*Corporate Contact Centre 

 

83%  

 
Of customers attending our  

Learn Telford  

courses  
were satisfied or  

very satisfied with  
the course overall. 

 
 

98%  
 

Of customers  
rated the  

Healthy Lifestyles  
Service  

as Very Good 
 or Good 

 
 

 

98% 
  

Of customers  
were satisfied  

with the service  
received by  

our  
Library Services 

 

99%  
 

Of customers  
were satisfied 

with the service  
provided at  

the   
Register Office 
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The Customer Insight Programme now has 175 volunteers who have registered with us as Mystery Customers in order to 

undertake assignments. We have seen a 38% increase in volunteers during 2021/22, this is in part 

due to the teams attendance at some of the Safer Stronger Community events, where we targeted 

recruitment in areas of the borough that did not have a representation of volunteers.   

 

In April 2021 we recommenced our deep dives into services and reviewed the Wellbeing 

Independence Partnership (WIP), a council commissioned service comprising of a group of agencies who work together to 

deliver advice, information and guidance to residents of Telford and Wrekin. The partnership brings together the Telford and 

Wrekin CVS, Carers Centre, Age UK and Taking Part. Our review highlighted that;  

 

85% of Mystery Customers and service users had a good overall experience with the WIP 

100% of customers stated that they would use the WIP service again 

83% of customers advised they would recommend the WIP to a friend or family member.  

 

Recommendations were made and implemented for example Mystery Customers commented that the images on the website 

were blurred, these have now been replaced.  

 

During the pandemic in March 2020, all face to face Customer Insight assignments were put on hold, this included the 

Snapshot Reviews of our front facing buildings. In January 2022 the Snapshot Reviews were 

refreshed and relaunched covering 22 of our front facing buildings which includes First Points, 

libraries, leisure centres and receptions.  

 

Snapshot reviews are designed to gain insight into the initial look and feel of our buildings and 

the impression that this gives to our customers. So far 15 front facing locations have been reviewed by Customer Insight 

Officers, Mystery Customers and our Senior Management Team who have gathered insight on overall satisfaction, customer 

service, interior and exterior appearance and accessibility.  

 

 

“Fantastic customer service, 
really impressed with the 

level of service. 
Outstanding.” 

“Remarkably professional, 
friendly and knowledgeable 

about the activities 
available” 
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The Customer Insight Officers have also started to carry out Everything Speaks reviews of these locations. Everything 

Speaks reviews look at any detail that could impact on our customer’s experience from broken equipment, unprofessional 

formatting of displays or litter. It must be noted that these reviews are not restricted to just physical locations. We have 

encouraged our workforce to continually think about the image that is given to our customers and report any Everything 

Speak observations and recommendations to their managers.   

 

Usability Testing  
 

Alongside the Snapshot reviews the programme has also completed further digital reviews and Mystery Customers have had 

the opportunity to test some new apps before go live including the new MyTelford app and MyTLC app. These online reviews 

and user ability testing were taken up positively by Mystery Customers and provide actionable insights that support the 

community’s digital access to the Council. Mystery Customers also had the opportunity to review the new TW Council Leisure 

Website. 

 

99 assignments have been completed across the Customer Insight programme since April 2021  

89% of Mystery Customers were satisfied with their experience when using the Council’s services. 

 

QR Code Satisfaction Surveys  
 

Since April 2021, posters have been located in all front facing buildings asking our customers to comment on the service that 

they received. These short surveys can be accessed by scanning a QR code on a smart phone or via a website link. They 

are designed to take a maximum of 30 seconds to complete. These surveys continue to be deployed with posters most 

recently being placed at the Independent Living Centre and Sky Reach in Telford Town Park. Any comments received as part 

of these surveys are shared with services instantly so they can consider if improvements can be made.  

 

77% of customers were satisfied with the service provided at these locations during 2021/22  
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You said, We did 
 

Our vision is to work with our customers to develop quality services that are accessible to all and to make every contact 

count. 

 

Feedback plays a vital role in our continuous development to make our customer service of the highest standard. Feedback 

is received via complaints, enquiries, through our Customer Insight Programme and also from instant, real-time QR code 

feedback surveys, which have been introduced into many of our buildings - including libraries and leisure centres. 

Please find below some of this feedback from 2021/22 and the actions that we have taken as a result.  

 

You said We did 

There are large queues at the bar in The Place Theatre Bar sales are now available online before arrival and also 

the online app has been introduced to order and pay to 

avoid queuing. 

Images in the Wellbeing Independence Partnership 

webpages were blurry 

These images have now been replaced  

It was not possible to return to the TW Leisure website after 

visiting the Ice Rink, Ski & Snowboard Centre and Town Park 

sites 

Navigation has been amended to allow return to the site.  

That images on the TW leisure website were stock images 

and also there was a lack of videos  

The images on the site are now a combination of stock 

images and real images of the facilities. And videos have 

been added to the website 

The concessionary memberships policy did not include PIP 

(Personal Independence Payment) as eligible for a 

concessionary membership 

The Policy has now been updated to include PIP 

Healthy Lifestyles Team could do with later appointments There are now extended and increased evening clinic hours 

throughout the week. 

The website advises not to leave items for bulk collection that 

are wet 

Guidance has been updated to advise ways of reducing risk 

of items getting waterlogged 
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For further examples of You said, We did please visit www.telford.gov.uk/yousaidwedid  

 

Additional examples of improvements that have been made following complaints can be found from page 28 for this report.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our website did not contain information regarding recycling all 

types of plastic and their codes 

Plastic codes are now included on the websites A-Z 

directory 

The how to guide on My Telford could do with audio 

instructions 

All How to use guides have audio instructions on the videos  

On My Telford there does not appear to be anywhere to 

report overflowing bins 

This can now be found under the word ‘overflow’ 

Customers commented that advertising banners on our 

webpages were distracting and flickered. 

Advertising banners are no longer used on our webpages. 

The Compliments online form was taking too long to 

complete. 

This form has been reviewed and shortened. 

The Webchat icon was not considered prominent enough on 

our website. 

The Webchat icon is now prominently displayed on our 

website Homepage. 

Death certificates should be issued via recorded postage Certificates are now issued via first class recorded delivery P
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ICS Business Benchmarking  
 

In January 2022 the Council became members of the Institute of Customer Services (ICS), as part of this membership we are 

able to benchmark our services against organisations across the UK. We completed our first survey in June 2022 some of the 

key results from survey are details below; 
 

UK Customer Satisfaction Index Score: 

 

This is a strong score for the Council’s first benchmarking survey, particularly when compared to the 

average for other local councils which was 64.4, however we are just short of the 73.4 average achieved 

by other public services, which includes, local Fire Services, Ambulance Services, Police Services. The 

average for all organisations across the UK is 78.4, this includes Amazon, Pets at Home and Jet2. 

  

Net Promoter Score: 

 

This is another strong score for a first benchmarking survey, particularly when compared to the average 

for other local councils which was -21.6 (a negative indicating a significant proportion of customers who 

would not promote the service (detractors) against those that would promote the service (promoters)). 

We have also exceeded the average for public services with a score of 14.0.  

 

 

Customer Effort: 

This score reflects the effort our customers have to make to access our services (the lower the score the 

better). This is an excellent score in this respect, particularly when compared to the average for other 

local councils which was 6.1, we have also exceeded the average for Public Services with an average of 

5.8 and also the average for all organisations across the UK which is 5.2. This is a clear indictor that 

improvement to our online offer and service access has worked.  

 

72.1 

16.1 

4.2 
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Corporate Stage One Complaints 2021/22 
In the year 2021/22, there were 702 corporate Stage One complaints (those dealt with by more than one service 

simultaneously are counted as a single complaint) from 676 complainants. This is an increase on the number received in 

2020/21 (424) the first year of the pandemic. 

 

Chart 4: Total Corporate Complaints by year Of these 702 complaints, 57 were escalated to Stage Two of 

our procedure and 18 corporate complaints were the subject of  

Local Government & Social Care Ombudsman enquiries 

(please note that some of these may have been for Stage One 

complaints prior to 2021/22). 7 of the 18 complaints subject to 

enquiries resulted in detailed investigations.  

 

There has been an increase in Stage Two complaints this year 

from the 29 in 2021/22, and the 49 seen in 2019/20.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For further information regarding Stage Two complaints, please see page 26.  

 

For further information regarding Local Government & Social Care Ombudsman enquiries, please see page 30. 

Stage Number of 

complaints 

One 702 

Two 57 

LGSCO 18 
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Customer Access Channels and Digital Contact (Stage One Corporate Complaints): 

In 2021/22, 67% of corporate complaints were received via a 

digital access channel, which includes via our online complaints 

form and emails directly to the Customer Relationship team.  

 

 
 
 
 
 

Complaint Themes:  
 

Chart 5: Corporate complaint themes 2021/22 

 

Complaint 

channel 

Number of 

complaints 

Email 333 

Web form 139 

Telephone 210 

Letter 19 

In person 1 

Total 702 

This chart shows the top 10 complaint 

themes for 2021/22. This is compiled 

from all complaints received prior to 

investigation. Further analysis of upheld 

themes can be found later in this report. 

Communication and complaints 

involving staff and our contractors 

accounted for the majority of 

complaints received, representing an 

element of 34% of the complaints.  
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Chart 6: Number of Corporate Complaints received by directorate  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Complaints have increased across the majority of directorates with Health & Wellbeing being the only exception. The 

Directorate that received the highest number of complaints was Neighbourhood & Enforcement Services (229). This is an 

increase on the 155 received in 2020/21.  Given the millions of customer interactions that take place through Waste, 

Highways, Grounds Maintenance, Public Protection, Community Safety and Enforcement, this figure still represents a very 

low number. The second highest number of complaints were received about Communities, Customer & Commercial Services 

(119). This is an increase on the 57 received in 2020/21 during which the majority of the facilities under this directorate such 

as the theatre, Café’s, school catering and leisure centres were closed. Complaints received represent a small percentage 

against the volume of interactions across this directorate and the council as a whole.     
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Corporate Complaints Outcomes 2021/22

Upheld Not Upheld Other

Stage One Complaint outcomes 
 

Of the 702 Stage One complaints that have been responded to in the year, 51% (356) were upheld. This is where services 

acknowledged that they could have done better, this is an increase on 42% (180) in 2020/21. This indicates that there has been 

an increase in cases where we have acknowledged that we could have done better. 44% (309) of Stage One complaints were 

not upheld and 5% (37) were either withdrawn, out of jurisdiction or resolved by the service.  

 

The highest number of upheld complaints were in Neighbourhood & Enforcement Services (116) and Communities, 

Customer & Commercial Services (67) which is not unexpected given that these directorates received the highest number of 

complaints 229 and 115 respectively.  

 

The outcomes by directorate can be seen in the following chart. This has been broken down into upheld, not upheld and 

other. ‘Other’ can include service resolved, dealt with through courts, out of jurisdiction or withdrawn.  

 

Chart 7: Corporate complaint outcomes 2021/22  
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Top 5 Upheld themes Corporate Complaints

The top five upheld themes identified corporately at Stage One were: 

 

Chart 8: Top five upheld themes for corporate complaints  

356 complaints were upheld, the top 

five themes being: 

Communication was a theme within 

28% of the complaints upheld, with the 

issue crossing many different services. 

Generally, the concerns raised involved 

inadequate/ lack of communication, no 

response, no updates to customers if 

there was a delay and call backs not 

being completed. The majority of these 

complaints received an explanation and 

apology.  

 
 

Complaints involving Staff was a theme with 18% of the complaints upheld. Complaints naming staff covers a variety of 

concerns, including a lack of support from individual officers, no identification shown when attending a property, how a 

member of staff spoke to a customer and the general behaviour of staff, whether face-to-face or over the phone. There were 

a number of upheld issues highlighted for the Council’s contractors and also driver conduct, which included obstructive 

parking and blocking roads. As part of contract management all complaints are required to be investigated by contractors and 

in some instances this results in formal disciplinary investigations.  In the cases upheld, an apology was given, the officers 

were spoken to by their Managers and additional training given. 

 

Delay (Processing & Response) was a theme within 17% of the complaints upheld. This was where there was a delay in 

information being sent which included reports for comments and also minutes from meetings. A delay in responding to 

customer enquiries and a delay in processing some assessment/ account for example personal budgets, Blue Badge, 

Council Tax and Parking Permits.   
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Lack of Action was a theme within 14% of the complaints upheld. This is where no response or action taken and timescales 

had not be kept to. There were delays in completion of jobs which led to a perceived lack of action by contractors. There were 

no trends in Service Areas for this concern and it was seen to cut across all Directorates. In the cases upheld, an 

explanation, apology and service were provided. 

 

Poor Quality Service/ Facility was a theme within 10% of the complaints upheld. Again, this issue crossed many different 

services; however, a number were related to service being below standard expected, this included equipment not working, 

cleanliness and communication regarding service availability, responses not provided to the quality expected, handling of 

post and repairs required within some buildings, and call drop outs on contact centres. A number were related to waste 

services. These upheld complaints were raised via Contract Management with our contactors. In the cases upheld, an 

explanation, apology and service were provided. 
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Response Timescales

Percentage responded to within 15 working days Percentage responded to within extended 20 working days

Average time scale to respond in days 15 working days

Timescales for responses at Stage One 
The Council’s Corporate Complaints Policy states that Stage One corporate complaints should be responded to within 15 

working days. This may be extended in exceptional circumstances by a further five days. The following chart shows the 

percentage of complaints responded to within 15 working days by directorate and also the average number of days for each 

to respond to corporate complaints at Stage One. 

 

The data indicates that, in the main, directorates are meeting the corporate timescale of 15 working days, which is excellent. 
 

Chart 9: Response timescales for Stage One corporate complaints     
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During 2021/22 the Council has managed to respond to corporate complaints in an average of 12 days, which is well within 

the 15 working day timescale. Given the increase in complaints received the Council continues to perform well in terms of 

response timescales. 

 

81% of complaints were responded to within the 15 working day timescale, broadly in line with the 82% achieved in 2020/21. 

Our local target is to respond to 90% of corporate complaints within 15 working days.  

 

Finance & Human Resources and Communities, Customer & Commercial Services met this target during the year.  

 

Other directorates also saw an improvement in their percentage responded to in 15 working days and also the average 

working days to respond across the year.  Adult Social Care saw a significant improvement in the average days to respond 

from 24 days in 2020/21 to 14 days this year increasing the percentage responded to in 15 working days from 44% to 62% 

this year. Likewise, Children’s Safeguarding and Family Support saw an improvement from 19 days in 2020/21 to 15 days in 

2021/22 and also an increase in the percentage responded too from 41% to 61% in the year.   
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Corporate Stage Two complaints 
During 2020/21, 57 corporate Stage One complaints progressed to Stage Two of the process. This represents an increase on 

the 29 that progressed in 2020/21. All investigations have now been completed.  

Chart 10: Stage Two complaints received and outcomes by directorate  

A higher volume of Stage Two 

complaints were seen in Prosperity & 

Investment (11) and Neighbourhood & 

Enforcement Services (12).  

Health & Wellbeing, Adult Social Care, 

had no complaints escalated to Stage 

Two in 2021/22, they are therefore not 

detailed in Chart 10.  

 

Out of the 57 complaints, it was 

considered that 20 had already been 

addressed fully at Stage One or the 

desired outcome that the complainant 

was seeking was not achievable by 

progressing their complaint further, i.e. 

there would have been no added value 

in taking the complaint through to a full Stage Two investigation. These complaints were responded to in an average of 12 

working days. The aim is to respond to Stage Two escalation requests within 10 working days, so the average is just outside 

of this timescale. Of the 57 Stage Two complaints, 36 resulted in full investigations, compared to the 20 investigated in 

2020/21. 23% of full investigations were upheld, 1 Stage Two complaint was withdrawn. The average number of working 

days taken to complete a full investigation was 41 working days. This is an increase on the 29 days taken in 2020/21. This 

figure has been affected by the volume of stage two complaints received and also the complexity of these complaints and 

significant correspondence received by complainants in relation to these cases. This figure, however, is still within the 

extended timescale of 65 working days as outlined in the complaints policy. 
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Learning and outcomes from Corporate Complaints 
Although they provide an overall picture of our services, we should not, however, be looking purely at the numbers. We 

should also be focusing on the learning we have undertaken from these complaints. 

 

Complaints are a valuable source of information that can help to identify recurring or underlying problems and potential 

improvements. We know that numbers alone do not tell us everything about attitudes towards complaints and how they are 

responded to locally. Arguably, it is of greater importance to understand the impact that complaints have had on people and 

to learn the lessons from them to so as to improve the experience of others. 

 

Lessons can usually be learned from complaints that were upheld, but also in some instances where no fault was found but 

the Council recognises that improvements to services can still be made. 

 

Occasionally, during the course of an investigation, issues will be identified that need to be addressed over and above the 

original complaint. The Customer Relationship team will then work with services to ensure that they address the “bigger 

picture” so that that residents receive the best possible service from the Council. 

 

Remedial actions taken from resolve complaints at Stage One in 2021/22   

  

All 358 complaints where fault was found have been reviewed by the Customer Relationship team to ascertain what action the 

relevant department has taken, both in remedying the fault and identifying any wider learning to avoid such issues recurring in 

the future. 

 

Remedial action typically consists of both individual redress (e.g. an apology or carrying out overdue work) and wider actions 

that may affect many other customers. On some occasions, the fault has already been remedied - so the complaints process 

is used to ensure that the appropriate action has been taken. 
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204

39

39

21

19 11

Complaint Remedies 2021/22

Explanation & Apology- 204

Explanation & Service Provided- 39

Apology & Service Provided- 39

Information Provided- 21

Apology, No Remedy Required- 19

Explanation, No Remedy Required- 11

 
Chart 11: Top complaint remedies 2021/22 

Of the remedies recorded against corporate 

complaints in 2021/22: 

 

 57% were to provide an explanation and an 

apology 

 

 11% were to provide an explanation and the 
service was provided 

 

 11% were to provide an apology and service 
was provided 

 

 6% were to provide an explanation and no 
remedy was required 

 

Positive Improvements 

Throughout the year, we record the learning identified from each complaint in order to build up a picture of common themes or 

trends. Learning from corporate complaints is considered alongside that from statutory complaints as part of our quality 

assurance activities. 

 

Below are some examples of positive changes that have resulted from learning from complaints: 

 

 Review of procedures related to unacceptable behaviour from customers at Leisure centres 
 

 Procedures related to TLC cards have been reviewed at Oakengates Leisure 
 

 There has been a review of processes with Idverde and in particular the use of the Pride in our Community contact 
email address, in order to improve communication. 
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 The website has been updated with further information regarding Free School Meals and Early Years Pupil Premium 
 

 Notices have been reviewed in Bus Stops of their operational times to avoid confusion 
 

 Contractors have been warned about parking in bus stops and 
laybys, when on breaks 

 

 Reminder to Enforcement agents to place accounts on 
hold whilst they are investigating a complaint 
 

 Training has been provided to officers on Individual Voluntary 
Arrangements and when accounts should be put on hold 

 

 There has been changes made in the Family & Friends team so that social workers 
undertaking private fostering work will have increased support and additional training  

 

 There has been a review of appointment arrangements at Darby House to ensure that staff and visitors are aware of 
up to date arrangements. 

 

 Notes taken over the phone regarding complaints are shared with customers for approval by email 

 

 Planning team will request that permitted development applications are accompanied with detailed drawings and 

elevations 

 

 The Home Improvement Agency will consider adding information to the Wellbeing Assistance Grant application form or 

correspondence to advise that they expect applicants to intend to remain in their current property for at least 5 years 

 

 Responses to complaints that require password protection when emailed will be sent via second class recorded 

delivery if a hard copy responses is required 

 

 

 

“Just thank you for 

the support! As soon 

as I opened the 

complaint I got the 

answer in the next 

day…Thank you!” 

“It was nice to see that 

it was taken seriously 

and improvements 

continue to happen so 

the issue doesn’t 

happen again.” 
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Local Government & Social Care Ombudsman 
enquiries 
The Local Government & Social Care Ombudsman (LGSCO) has the authority to investigate complaints when it appears that 

our own process has not resolved them. Complainants can refer their complaint to the LGSCO at any time, although the 

Ombudsman will generally refer them back to us if they have not been through our process first. In exceptional 

circumstances, the Ombudsman will look at things earlier; this usually being dependant on the vulnerability of the person 

concerned. During this period 32 enquiries were forwarded to the LGSCO. 11 enquiries related to statutory complaints which 

are detailed in the Adult Statutory and Children’s Statutory Complaint Reports. Three were related to School Appeals and 18 

to Corporate Complaints.   

 

Chart 12: Local Government & Social Care Ombudsman outcomes in 2021/22 

Of the 18 corporate complaint enquiries, 

two remain open awaiting a decision.  

 

The Local Government Ombudsman 

undertook 7 detailed investigations into 

corporate complaints, four of which were in 

respect of complaints escalated in 2020/21 

these were upheld. Three detailed 

investigation were also not upheld.  

 

Telford & Wrekin Council has taken 

learning from the upheld decisions, and 

100% of recommendations made by the 

LGSCO have been completed. 

 

More information regarding the Council’s performance and LGSCO decisions can be found at: www.lgo.org.uk/information-centre.     
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Oversight and support provided by the Customer 
Relationship Team 
The Customer Relationship team continues to support Service Areas to both manage and learn from complaints. The key 

services they offer are: 

 

1. To manage and support the Council’s approach to customer intelligence, ensuring we effectively manage and learn 

from our interactions with customers 

2. Provide support to services concerning all aspects of customer insight and obtaining feedback 

3. Perform in-depth and snapshot reviews of our services, our key physical front doors and digital front door 

4. Provide services with complaints advice and support, including support with persistent and unreasonable complainants 

5. Provide reports on the quality of complaint responses and make recommendations for improvement 

6. Act as a critical friend to challenge service practice 

7. Provide advice on drafting comprehensive responses to complaint investigations 

8. Continue to escalate overdue complaints to Directors  

9. Provide regular dashboards/ complaints samples to Directors, and performance is reported monthly to the Senior 

Management Team 

 

Customer Relationship Team priorities for 2022/23 
During 2022/23, the Customer Relationship team will focus on a number of key priorities: 

 

 Continue to roll out the Customer Insight Programme, Mystery Customer Snapshot Reviews and Mystery Customer 

Website Reviews, with the view to proactively reduce complaints  

 Continue to drive an improvement in the percentage of complaints responded to within timescales from 81% to 90%  
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 Continue to provide a quarterly and monthly reporting dashboard of performance data to senior management so that 

improvement can be driven forward continuously during the year 

 Continue to improve and add to the resources available to managers when responding to complaints and other 

correspondence, while encouraging self-help 

 Work to maintain low levels of maladministration findings by the Local Government & Social Care Ombudsman 

 Continue to develop a new customer service training package 

 Organise Local Government & Social Care Ombudsman complaint training for managers 

 Work with the Institute of Customer Service to further improve our customers’ experience.  
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Purpose of the Report 
 To report statistical information to Members and Officers detailing Telford and Wrekin 

Council’s Adult Social Care complaints from 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022. 

 To provide an open resource to anyone who wishes to scrutinise local services. 

 To outline the key developments and planned improvements to the complaints 

processes operated by the Council. 

 To consider how the learning from complaints can be used to improve the overall 

customer experience. 

 

Introduction 
This is the Complaints Manager’s Annual Report for Adult Social Care. It is a statutory 

requirement to prepare an Annual Report each year concerning the complaints activity 

within Adult Social Care that can be made available to anyone on request. This must: 

 

1. Specify the number of complaints received  

 

2. Specify the number of complaints upheld 

 

3. Specify the number of complaints that we have been informed have been referred 

to the Local Government & Social Care Ombudsman 

 

4. Summarise:  

a. The subject matter of the complaints received 

b. Any matters of general importance arising out of these complaints, or the 

way in which these complaints were handled 

c. Any matter where action has been, or is to be, taken to improve services as 

a consequence of these complaints 

This report provides information about complaints made between 1 April 2021 and 31 

March 2022 under the Local Authority Social Services and National Health Service 

Complaints (England) Regulations 2009.  
 
Highlights 2021/22 

The lowest number 
of Adult Statutory 

Complaints 
received for 

 6 years 

 

The average 
number of days to 

respond to 
complaints has 
improved by 20  
working days 

 

13% 
 

Reduction in Adult 
Statutory 

Complaints 
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Adult Statutory Complaints 2021/22 
We received 33 Adult Statutory Complaints between 1 April 2021 and 31 March 2022. The 
chart below compares the number of statutory complaints we’ve received over the past 
six years.  
 
 
Chart 1: Total Adult Statutory Complaints by year  

 
 
There has been a significant decrease in the number of complaints received in 2021/22.  
 
There were also 17 further complaints that were resolved within 24 hours and therefore 
were register under the statutory procedure.  

 

Customer Access Channels and Digital Contact  

Complainant channel Number of complaints 

Email 19 

Web form 4 

Telephone 8 

Letter 2 

Total 33 

 

In 2021/22, 70% of Adult Statutory Complaints were received via a digital access channel, 

including via our online complaints web form and by email directly to the Customer 

Relationship team.  
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Complaint Themes  

Chart 2: Adult Statutory Complaint themes in 2021/22 

 
 

Most of the themes are self-explanatory and give a clear idea about the aspects of our 

work that received complaints. 

 

Complaints received by directorate  

Of the 33 complaints received, all have been responded to. Below is a chart of the 

statutory complaints received by each portfolio against the number upheld. One complaint 

was cross-cutting and it was appropriate for this to follow the Adult Statutory Complaints 

procedure.  

The chart below details the statutory complaints received by each directorate against the 

number subsequently upheld. 

 

Chart 3: No of Adult Statutory Complaints received  
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Of the 33 complaints completed, 58% (19) were upheld, 12% (4) were not upheld and 

9% (3) were dealt with via another method. 

 
Chart 4: Adult Statutory Complaint outcomes  

 

The chart below includes the number of complaints received by each service. Please note 

that the number of complaints detailed below is higher than the overall total because 

certain complaints had multiple issues raised with different teams. This chart seeks to 

show all the services against which issues were raised, meaning that an individual 

complaint may be counted multiple times within it. 

 

Chart 5: Number of complaints by service, highlighting those upheld  

 

There were 12 complaints that included issues raised regarding the social work locality 

teams WEST and EAST, and 10 of these were upheld (77%). Issues raised included lack 
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communication, lack of support, inadequate communication related to assessments, lack 

of action and delay.    

 

There were 9 complaints received that had an element related to the Learning Disability & 

Autism Service. Themes included lack of communication and support, lack of action, and 

delay. As a result of these complaints changes have been made to processes to ensure 

that individuals, families and carers are communicated with regularly.  

 

There were 7 complaints that included issues raised regarding the Financial Case 

Management, one of which related solely to Financial Case Management the other 6 

complaints related to other teams but included issues related to financial case 

management. All were upheld (77%). These complaints were due to various issues, which 

may have included an error in how the social worker explained the financial assessment 

and disability related expenditure, delays in assessments, letter sent in error related to 

funding, errors in calculations, incorrect communication. 

 

Six complaints involved issues related to Telford Integrated Community Assessment Team 

(TICAT), five of which were upheld (83%). Issues included delay in assessment and 

inadequate communication, advice and support and an error made with transportation. 

 

Themes of upheld complaints 
Of the 19 upheld complaints, the top themes raised were as detailed in the chart below. 

 

Chart 6: Upheld themes 

 

The above categories are self-explanatory and give a clear indication of the overall areas 

of our service or aspects of our work that had the most upheld complaints. This indicates 

11

5
4

3

3

3

3

Top upheld themes Lack of action- 11

Incorrect/Inadequate/Inappropriate
Communication- 5

Lack/level of Support- 4

Conduct of Staff/Social Worker- 3

Disagree with Council decision-3

Delay in Assessment- 3

Level of Charge/Fee- 3
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that 48% of upheld complaints related to either communication or the lack of action 

received. This covers a variety of concerns including a lack of communication from social 

worker, lack of acknowledgement of emails, delay in setting up support plans, errors in 

transportation, and delay in funding / direct payments.  

 

9% (3) of upheld complaints related to conduct of staff/ social worker, which includes 

errors in communication/ record keeping, lack of follow up around equipment.  

 

Individual management reports are shared with service managers on a regular basis, 

which allows for greater analysis and interpretation of the data. 
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Timescales for responses 
In 2021/22, the average number of working days to respond to an Adult Statutory 

Complaint across all portfolios was 33 working days. This is a significant decrease on the 

average response time from 53 days in 2020/21.  

 

Since November 2020 new procedures have been put in place to improve timescales for 

Adult Statutory Complaints. Complaints are now rated based on timescales and allocated 

to Service Delivery Managers, the Director is also copied into progress chases. 6 weekly 

meetings are now also taking place with Directors to review all outstanding cases and 

learning. Performance against timescales continues to be discussed on monthly basis at 

leadership Team Meetings.  

 

Timescales have also improved significantly due to the changes that have been made to 

both the complaint procedure, which saw the introduction of a negotiated timescale with 

customers which seeks to better manage customer’s expectations and also additional 

steps at service level to encourage timeliness of responses. This annual report highlights 

the impact these changes have made. For a breakdown, see the chart below.  

 

Chart 7: Response timescales at Stage One 

Of the 33 complaints received, all have been responded to. 13 of the 33 responses were 

sent within 25 working days, 19 were sent within 65 working days and one exceeded 65 

working days. This represents 3% of responses and indicates a significant improvement 

on the 26% achieved in 2020/21. It should be noted that whilst these timescales are used 

for monitoring purposes, since October 2021 the focus has been on negotiating a 

timescale with customers which timescales often been agreed at between25 and 35 

working days. As this is an agreed timescale with the investigators few have exceeded this 

initial timescale which has resulted in the average number of days significantly reducing. 

No complaints received in 2021/22 exceeded the six month timescale. 
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Learning and outcomes from Adult 
Statutory Complaints 
Complaints are a valuable source of information that can help to identify recurring or 

underlying problems and potential improvements. We know that numbers alone do not tell 

us everything about attitudes towards complaints and how they are responded to locally. 

Arguably, it is of greater importance to understand the impact that complaints have had on 

people and to learn the lessons from them to so as to improve the experience of others. 

 

Lessons can usually be learned from complaints that were upheld, but also in some 

instances where no fault was found, the Council recognises that improvements to services 

can still be made. 

 

Occasionally, during the course of an investigation, issues will be identified that need to be 

addressed over and above the original complaint. The Customer Relationship team will 

then work with services to ensure that they see the “bigger picture” so that residents 

receive the best possible service from the Council. The Customer Relationship team will 

continue to provide daily advice and support to managers around complaints management 

and resolution, and with responding to representations. Learning is also shared and 

progressed as part of the Adult Social Care Quality Assurance Framework.  

 

Chart 8: Adult Statutory Complaint remedies in 2021/22  

Of the remedies recorded against Adult Statutory Complaints in 2021/22: 

 

 52% were to provide an explanation and apology 

 18% were to provide an explanation  

 12% were to provide an explanation and service provided 

 9% were to improve communication and information 
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Positive Improvements 

Throughout the year, we record the learning identified from each complaint in order to 

build up a picture of common themes or trends. Learning from corporate complaints is 

considered alongside that from statutory complaints as part of our quality assurance 

activities. 

 

Case study 

 

We found that there was a delay in some people being contacted following a request for a 

Care Act Assessment. Unfortunately, we had been experiencing significant demands on 

the service which impacted on the time taken to see people.  

 

To address this, the team contacted everyone awaiting allocation to ensure we remained 

in touch and assured them they would be seen as soon as possible.  

 

We also recognised that we needed to do things differently to stay in touch with people so 

we introduced a Contact Sheet that is now sent out to each person and/or the 

representative once we receive a referral for a care act assessment or review. This details 

the name and number of the team supporting them and includes a copy of our ‘My 

Assessment/review conversation’ document, which highlights the type of questions and 

conversation people can expect when they are contacted. We developed these documents 

in partnership with our Making It Real Board. 

 

Our Adult Social Care service continue to work in co-production with residents to 

modernise, develop and design services across the borough that are future proof.  Our co-

production framework in adult social care supports an ethos of getting people involved 

whether being a part of the specialist partnership boards, Making it Real board, or the 

feedback forms. A current example of this in action is the Ageing-Well Strategy, which is 

being actively developed with residents who are experts by their experience, with support 

from the Making It Real board, who include members who have lived experience of 

accessing our services with additional needs. 

 

Below are examples of other positive changes that have resulted from learning from 

complaints: 

 

 Individual remedies have been completed concerning support plans and 

assessments, and identifying the best ways of working together and staying in 

touch. 

 

 Where social work practice fell short of our expected standards, this has been 

addressed as part of formal supervision process to support learning and 

professional development. We are also reviewing our Supervision policy and 

supporting documents to see if any improvements can be made. 
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 Teams received refresher training on domestic abuse. 

 

 We are commissioning training on the importance of professional curiosity.  

 

 Our training in relation to the Equality Act has been updated to include information 

regarding assistance animals and the Council’s responsibilities in respect to this.  

 

 We have made the Disability Related Expenditure question within our electronic 

recording system mandatory. This will support staff in ensuring this is included in 

discussions with individuals, families and/or carers, supporting correct calculation of 

client contributions. 

 

 Teams received refresher training on what can and cannot be disregarded in 

financial assessment calculations to ensure the correct information is given to 

customers and/or their representatives. 

 

 Reminders were issued about processes and best practice. For example, several 

visits over different times of the day should be completed to get a more holistic 

picture during assessments. Ensure that people and their family/carers are 

appropriately informed prior to assessments being undertaken. Keep in contact with 

individuals and respond to any issues that are raised. 

 

 To ensure better working practices we have introduced a duty protocol across the 

service to ensure when workers are unavailable there is another contact that 

individuals, carers and families can have to keep in touch with. 

 

 One named officer will liaise with individuals or families to resolve issues to avoid 

customers having to make continual contact. We will ensure that once an individual, 

their family member and/or carer has made contact that it is the responsibility of the 

worker receiving the call. Any follow up actions by other officers will be 

communicated by the single point of contact. 

 

 A new operational protocol has been implemented to ensure regular contact is 

made through an individual’s hospital admission to ensure families are kept up to 

date of any discharge plans.  

 

 Processes have been put in place to ensure that customers are contacted at the 

earliest by the invoicing and collection teams to set up a payment arrangement, this 

will minimise risk of delays. 

 

 Involving people who have made complaints and experts by their experience in 

learning for staff. 
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Complaints made to the Local 
Government & Social Care 
Ombudsman 
 

The Local Government & Social Care Ombudsman (LGSCO) has the authority to 

investigate complaints when it appears that our own process has not resolved them. 

Complainants can refer their complaint to the LGSCO at any time, although the 

Ombudsman will generally refer them back to us if they have not been through our process 

first. In exceptional circumstances, the Ombudsman will look at things earlier; this usually 

being dependant on the vulnerability of the person concerned.  

 

Seven cases were escalated to the LGSCO in 2021/22. All cases have been determined in 

the year. Three cases were closed with no further investigation, four cases were upheld. 

One of which was not investigated further as the LGSCO considered that satisfactory 

remedy had been provided by the organisation.  

 

Chart 10: Local Government & Social Care Ombudsman outcomes in 2021/22 

The Council fully complied with the recommendations made by the LGSCO, and learning 

was taken forward to improve practices in relation to calculation of disability related 

expenditure, and communication. Training has been amended to include information 

regarding assistance animals and the organisations responsibilities in respect of this.  

The Ombudsman also identified that there was a delay in internal processes and lack of 

clarity regarding the use of micro providers. Commissioners will escalate micro providers 

use and process with CQC to enable them to meet community needs.  

 

The Council has already made service improvements to its Adult Social Care Service 

including creating a Learning Disability and Autism Team to prevent a recurrence of the 

faults identified. 
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Concluding Comments 
This Annual Report shows that the number of Adult Statutory Complaints we received in 

2021/22 decreased from the previous year. Our services continue to result in a low 

number of complaints at a time when there have been major reductions in government 

funding for local authority service provision. Despite this financial backdrop, the Council 

continues to manage complaints well and is committed to putting right anything that has 

gone wrong.  

 

The number of statutory complaints upheld was high in comparison to the total number 

received (at 58%). However, the Council acknowledges that the services it provides must 

continually evolve by us acknowledging and learning from our customers’ experiences of 

them and actively identifying improvements. 

 

Time scales for responding to complaints have significantly improved during the last 12 

months following some significant changes to local procedures and our complaints policy, 

this has seen complaint timescales reduce significantly, as time scales are agreed from 

the outset complaints are rarely extended beyond this timescale more effectively 

managing our customer expectations.  

 

Complaint handling recommendations 

 When completing a complaint investigation and response, services should assess 

whether any element of the customer journey could have been improved, even if 

this does not form part of the complaint. i.e. Could improved communication have 

prevented the customer’s concerns being escalated to a formal complaint? 

 

 Services should continue to respond in accordance with both statutory policy and 

our local policy so that customers get a resolution as swiftly as possible and are 

contacted at an early stage to discuss their concerns. When an amended response 

date has been provided, this must be honoured and not further extended.  

 

 Services should continue to ensure that they are prioritising complaints and 

responding within the stated timescales. If there are unforeseen delays, the 

Customer Relationship team should be notified immediately so that we can notify 

the customer and advise them of the date they should expect their response and 

the reason for the delay. 

 

 The legislation allows for a complaint not to be registered as such if it is resolved 

within 24 hours of receipt. This should be used as an opportunity to resolve the 

concerns of customers as swiftly as possible and involve them in the resolution of 

the matter – so as to reduce the number of complaints needing to be filed going 

forward. 
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 When responding to a complaint, all of its points should be addressed so that the 

customer receives a full response and, as a council, we get it right first time. 

Resources are available to assist officers when investigating and responding to 

complaints. The Customer Relationship team quality checks responses, and often 

makes comments and suggested amendments. The role of the Customer 

Relationship team is to ensure that complaints progress and complaint standards 

are adhered to. This is reflected in the advice they provide. 

 

 An investigation template should continue to be completed for all statutory 

complaints, this ensures that detail of the investigation and records review is kept 

for if the complaint escalates further to the LGSCO. It also allows for ongoing 

learning and development to be shared. 

 

 The Customer Relationship team will also continue to escalate complaints that have 

exceeded timescales to their appropriate Director.  

 

 Meetings every six weeks with Directors will continue to ensure that complaints are 

being handled appropriately and learning identified. 

 

 The list of complaints outstanding which can be accessed by Directors and their 

Service Delivery Managers, should continue - as this is having a positive impact on 

timescales. 

 

 The Council’s Adult Statutory Complaint Policy has been reviewed and approved in 

2021/22. The Customer Relationship team will continue to work with senior 

leadership teams to effectively utilise complaints intelligence to support positive 

improvements in service delivery. 

 

Oversight and support provided by 
the Customer Relationship Team 
The Customer Relationship team continues to support Service Areas to both manage and 

learn from complaints. The key services they offer are: 

 

1. Complaints advice and support 

2. Quality assurance of statutory complaint responses 

3. Act as a critical friend to challenge service practice 

4. Support with persistent and unreasonable complainants 

5. Assistance in drafting comprehensive responses to complaint investigations 

6. Continue to escalate overdue complaints to Directors 
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Customer Relationship Team 
priorities for 2022/23 
During 2022/23, the Customer Relationship team will focus on a number of key priorities: 

 

 Helping to improve the Council’s record of timely complaint responses 

 Continuing to improve and add to the resources available to managers when 

responding to complaints and other correspondence, while encouraging self-help 

 Working with services to develop an investigation template, and providing a 

complaint workshop covering complaint procedures and how to both investigate and 

respond to complaints 

 Providing complaint data to senior management on a monthly basis, as part of 

corporate monitoring 

 Working to maintain low levels of maladministration findings by the Local 

Government & Social Care Ombudsman 

 Continuing to provide a quarterly and monthly reporting dashboard of performance 

data to senior management so that improvement can be driven forward 

continuously during the year 
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Appendix 
Legislation 

Section 5 of the Regulations (2009) requires local authorities to consider complaints made 

by anyone who: 

 

 Is receiving, or has received, services from the Council 

 Is affected, or is likely to be affected, by the action, omission or decision of the 

Council 

 

A person is eligible to make a complaint where the local authority has a power or duty to 

provide, or to secure the provision of, a service for someone. 

 

The 2009 regulations set a benchmark for all complaints to be investigated within six 

months. If the investigation is going to exceed this timescale, the local authority should 

write to the complainant to advise them of this and explain the reasons why.  

 

The Corporate complaints process is used for anyone else who makes a complaint. 

 

What is a complaint? 

A complaint is generally defined as an expression of dissatisfaction or disquiet about 

actions, decisions or apparent failings of a local authority’s Adult Social Care provision that 

requires a response. We will always try to resolve problems or concerns before they 

escalate into complaints. If it is possible to resolve a matter immediately (or within 24 

hours), there may be no need to engage in the formal complaints process. 

 

The purpose of a complaints process is to resolve concerns raised by service users and 

their representatives, to deliver outcomes that are appropriate and proportionate to the 

seriousness of the issues, and to ensure that changes are made in response to any 

failings that are identified.  

To achieve this, the approach to handling complaints must incorporate the following 

elements: 

 Engagement with the complainant or representative throughout the process 

 Agreement with them about how the complaint will be handled 

 A planned, risk-based and transparent approach 

 Commitment to prompt and focussed action to achieve the desired outcome 

 Commitment to improvement and the incorporation of learning from all complaints 

 

A complaint must be made no later than 12 months after: 

 

 The date on which the matter that is the subject of the complaint occurred, or 
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 If later, the date on which the matter that is the subject of the complaint came to the 

notice of the complainant 

 

The time limit will not apply if the Complaints Manager is satisfied that: 

 

 The complainant had good reasons for not making the complaint within the time 

limit, and 

 Notwithstanding the delay, it is possible to investigate the complaint effectively 

and fairly 

 

Who can make a complaint? 

A complaint may be made by a relative, carer or someone who is acting on behalf of a 

person who has died, or is unable to make the complaint themselves because of: 

 

 Physical incapacity, or 

 Lack of capacity within the meaning of the Mental Capacity Act 2005, or 

 Has requested that the representative act on their behalf 

 

Complaints may be received through a variety of media (phone, letter, email, feedback 

form, personal visit, etc.) and at various points within the Council (to staff members, via 

respective web addresses, direct to the Customer Relationship team, etc.). 

 

The Adult Statutory Complaints Procedure of Telford and Wrekin 
Council 

When a complaint is first received, the Customer Relationship team will carry out an initial 

assessment of it to determine its issues, severity and potential impact, and to identify any 

other organisations that maybe involved.  

 

When someone contacts the Customer Relationship team to make a complaint, they will 

acknowledge it within three working days. They will also offer a meeting to the complainant 

to discuss the matter and establish their desired outcome. Agreement is sought on the 

following points: 

 

 The detailed account of the complaint 

 The complainant’s view of the impact it has had on them 

 Specific reference to any aspect that requires immediate action within the adult 

safeguarding/protection procedures 

 Details of the outcome(s) that will resolve the matter from the complainant‘s 

perspective 

 Whether the subject of the complaint could relate, entirely or partly, to another body 

(e.g. an NHS body or an independent care provider) and therefore a joint approach 

may be needed 
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 How the complaint will be investigated and by whom 

 How long it should reasonably take to investigate the matter and provide the 

complainant with the Council’s formal response 

 How often, and by what means, the complainant will be updated on the progress of 

the investigation 

 Whether an advocacy, translation or other support service is required 

 Whether the involvement of an impartial mediator might contribute to a satisfactory 

resolution of the complaint 

 

When an Adult statutory complaint is received we negotiate a timescale with complainants, 

depending on the complexity of the case. We aim to respond to all Adult Statutory 

Complaints within a maximum of 65 working days. 

 

When the investigation is complete, the appropriate manager will write a letter explaining 

what they have found and what they will do to put things right. 

 

If the complainant is not happy with the final decision or how we have dealt with their 

complaint, they can refer the matter to the Local Government & Social Care Ombudsman 

(LGSCO). 
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Purpose of the Report 
 To report statistical information to Members and Officers detailing Telford and Wrekin 

Council’s Children’s Social Care complaints from 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022. 

 To provide an open resource to anyone who wishes to scrutinise local services. 

 To outline the key developments and planned improvements to the complaints 

processes operated by the Council. 

 To consider how the learning from complaints can be used to improve the overall 

customer experience. 

 

Introduction 
This Annual Report covers all complaints made about Children’s Social Care that were 

received by the Customer Relationship team and dealt with under the statutory complaints 

procedure during the period 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022. 

 

The 2006 Social Care complaints guidance ‘Getting the Best from Complaints’ 

(Department for Educations and Skills (DFES), 2006) requires that an Annual Report be 

arranged by a local authority’s Complaints Manager to provide a mechanism by which it 

can be kept informed about the operation of its complaints procedure. The report should 

be presented to staff, the relevant local authority committee, and be made available to 

both the regulator and general public. It should provide details about: 

1. Representations made to the Council 

2. The number of complaints at each stage 

3. The types of complaints made 

4. The outcome of the complaints 

5. Compliance with timescales, and detail complaints resolved within extended, 

agreed timescales 

6. Complaints that were considered by the Local Government & Social Care 

Ombudsman 

7. A review of the effectiveness of the complaints procedure 

8. Learning and service improvements, including changes to services that have 

been implemented and details of any that have not 

Please see the Appendix for details of the legislation and procedure. 

 

Highlights 2021/22 

The average 
number of days to 

respond to 
complaints has 

improved to  
14 days 

 

The lowest number 
of Children’s 

Statutory 
Complaints 

received for the 
last 7 years 

 

17% 
 

Reduction in 
Children’s 
Statutory 

Complaints 
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Children’s Statutory Complaints 
2021/22 
We received 24 Children’s Statutory Complaints between 1 April 2021 and 31 March 2022. 
The number of complaints received decreased by 17% compared to 2020/21.  
 

The period saw the lowest number of Children’s Statutory Complaints received over the 
past 7 years. The chart below shows a comparison of the number of statutory complaints 
over the past six years. 
 
Chart 1: Total Children’s Statutory Complaints by year  

 
 

The 24 complaints were all dealt with at Stage One, with only one progressing to an 

independent Stage Two investigation.  

Of the 24 Stage One complaints received, 24 were 

completed during the period. One Stage Two 

complaints was received and independently 

investigated. No Stage Three Panels were 

completed in 2021/22. 

 

Contact Types 

Children’s Statutory Complaints were received from the following in 2020/21: 
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Complainant Number of complaints 

Parent  11  

Carer 1 
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Other family member 2 
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Total 24 
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One complaint was received directly from children and young people in 2021/22. Four 

were received from children via the Council’s representations service.  

 

Customer Access Channels and Digital Contact  

Complainant channel Number of complaints 

Email 17 

Web form 3 

Telephone 3 

Letter 1 

Total 24 

In 2021/22, 83% of Children’s Statutory Complaints were received via a digital access 

channel, including via our online complaints web form and by email directly to the 

Customer Relationship team.  

 

Complaint Themes  

Chart 2: Children’s Statutory Complaint themes in 2021/22 

 
 

Most of the themes are self-explanatory and give a clear idea about the types of concerns 

raised in relation to our involvement. 

 

Complaints received by directorate  

The chart below details the statutory complaints received by each directorate against the 

number subsequently upheld. 
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Chart 3: No of Stage One Children’s Statutory Complaints received  

 
 

 

The number of upheld complaints against number received for Children’s Safeguarding & 

Family Support was 71%. Housing, Employment and Infrastructure saw 0% upheld; 

however, this directorate only received one complaint in 2021/22. 

 

Of the 24 complaints completed, 71% (17) were upheld, 29% (7) were not upheld and 

0% (0) were dealt with via another method. 

 

The chart below includes the number of complaints received by each service. Please note 

that the number of complaints detailed below is higher than the overall total because 

certain complaints had multiple issues raised with different teams. This chart seeks to 

show all the services against which issues were raised, meaning that an individual 

complaint may be counted multiple times within it. 

 

Chart 4: Number of complaints by service, highlighting those upheld 
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The most upheld complaints were in the Children in Care service, where nine complaints 

were received and seven of them upheld. 

 

Issues raised included lack of communication, poor experience in placement, delay 

completing assessment or allocating a worker, record keeping and lack of support. 

 

12 complaints in total were received for our Family Safeguarding teams, nine of which 

were upheld. 

 

Issues raised included lack of communication from social worker or team, lack of action, 

delay in providing information, inadequate communication with child’s birth parents, lack of 

smooth transition between workers and record keeping. 

 

Themes of upheld complaints 
Of the upheld statutory complaints, the top themes raised were as detailed in the chart 

below. 

 

Chart 6: Upheld themes 

 

The above categories are self-explanatory and give a clear indication of the overall areas 

of our service or aspects of our work that had the most upheld complaints. This indicates 

that 21% of upheld complaints related to either communication or the lack/level of support 

received. This covers a variety of concerns including a lack of social worker contact or 

support provided by a staff member, a lack of signposting, the lack of a stable social 

worker and a lack of understanding from staff regarding a complainant’s situation. 

 

Individual management reports are shared with service managers on a regular basis, 

which allows for greater analysis and interpretation of the data. 

5
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Top upheld themes

Lack/level of Support- 5

Incorrect/Inadequate/Inappropriate
Communication- 5

Lack of action- 2

Disagree with Council decision-1

Conduct of Staff/Social Worker- 1

Conduct of Foster Carer- 1

Change in Social Worker- 1
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Timescales for responses 
Our Children’s Statutory Complaints Policy has been written in line with The Children Act 

1989 Representations Procedure (England) Regulations 2006, which outline how 

Children’s Statutory Complaints should be handled and the three stages involved.   

 

Stage One should be an opportunity to resolve the complaint at service level and should 

be completed within 10 working days. This may be extended to 20 working days in 

exceptional circumstances and with the prior agreement of the complainant.  

 

Stage Two is an independent investigation that should be completed within 25 working 

days. This may be extended to 65 working days in more complex cases. 

 

Stage Three is a Panel where the investigations at Stage One and Stage Two are 

reviewed. 

 

Chart 7: Response timescales at Stage One 

Of the 24 complaints that were completed, 10 were responded to within the 10 working 

day timescale and 13 were completed within the 20 day extended timescale. No 

complaints exceeded the extended 20 working day timescale. 

 

The average number of days to respond in Children’s Statutory Complaint was 14 working 

days, which is a significant improvement on the 23 days achieved in 2020/21.  

 

Children’s Social Care complaints are complex and this can impact on timescales. 

However since November 2020 new procedures have been put in place to improve 

timescales. Complaints are now RAG (red, amber, green) rated and copied to the Director. 

The Director is also copied into progress chases. Six-weekly meetings take place with 

Directors to review all outstanding cases and learning. Complaint training was also given 

to managers and team leaders in the last quarter of 2020. This significant improvement on 
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the time scales for Children’s Statutory Complaint is a direct indication that these 

procedures have impacted on the timescales.  

 

Overall in 2021/20, 100% of complaints were responded to within the statutory timescale 
of 20 working days and 46% were responded to within ten working days. 

 

Statutory Stage Two complaints 
During 2021/22, one (4%) Statutory Stage One complaint progressed to Stage Two of the 

process. 

 

Chart 8: Stage Two complaint outcomes in 2021/22 

The upheld complaint related to a fostering placement and finances, and the associated 

record keeping in relation to discussions around finances.  

 

The complaint was resolved at Stage Two of the procedure. 

 

There was a decrease in the number of statutory Stage Two investigations in 2021/22, 

these being investigated by the use of Independent Persons. The majority of complaints 

were resolved locally at Stage One of the procedure. 

 

The average number of days to complete a Stage Two investigation was 55, which was an 

increase on the 66 day average achieved in 2020/21, note there was one complaint 

investigated.  

 

There were no Stage Three panels in 2021/22. 
 

Learning and outcomes from 
Children’s Statutory Complaints 
Complaints are a valuable source of information that can help to identify recurring or 

underlying problems and potential improvements. We know that numbers alone do not tell 
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us everything about attitudes towards complaints and how they are responded to locally. 

Arguably, it is of greater importance to understand the impact that complaints have had on 

people and to learn the lessons from them to so as to improve the experience of others. 

 

Lessons can usually be learned from complaints that were upheld, but also in some 

instances where no fault was found, the Council recognises that improvements to services 

can still be made. 

 

Occasionally, during the course of an investigation, issues will be identified that need to be 

addressed over and above the original complaint. The Customer Relationship team will 

then work with services to ensure that they see the “bigger picture” so that residents 

receive the best possible service from the Council. The Customer Relationship team will 

continue to provide daily advice and support to managers around complaints management 

and resolution, and with responding to representations.  

 

Chart 9: Children’s Statutory Complaint remedies in 2021/22  

Of the remedies recorded against Children’s Statutory Complaints in 2021/22: 

 

 42% were to provide an explanation and apology 

 29% were to provide an explanation and no remedy was required 

 13% were to improve service provision 

 8% were to provide an apology and a service was provided 

Positive Improvements 

Throughout the year, we record the learning identified from each complaint in order to 

build up a picture of common themes or trends. Learning from corporate complaints is 

considered alongside that from statutory complaints as part of our quality assurance 

activities. 

 

Below are examples of positive changes that have resulted from learning from complaints: 

 

 Individual remedies have been completed concerning support plans and working 

agreements, assessments, referrals, meetings, and documentation. 
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 A reminder issued to team manager that where social workers are absent from 

work, visits will continue to be completed.  

 

 Review of contact and associated processes and how contact is communicated with 

professionals prior to and on the day of contact, ensuring that there is a robust 

process to reduce the risk of communication breakdown 

 

 Lessons have been learnt around adoption processes and practices. Particularly 

around any transition and introduction plans from family placements and around 

preparation and support to children, birth family and adopters.  

 

 Officers have been reminded of the expectation that minutes of meetings are 

provided  

 

 Reminder to social workers that if children present at A&E interested parties are 

updated  

 

 Reminder to social workers to let young people they are supporting know when they 

are on leave 

 

 Reminder of the importance of communicating with birth parents 

 

 Review has been undertaken to provide better consistency of communication and 

that agreed communication timescales are met.  

 

 Investigations undertaken by external fostering agencies will have oversight to 

ensure that they are investigated appropriately and a response is provided to all 

elements of the complaint.   

 

 We will be working more closely with external foster carer agencies to make sure 

that they are fully aware of the Council's expectations and that these are being 

delivered. 

 

 Discussions about savings and finances should be held with those involved on a 

regular bases and full details should be recorded within minutes and notes on the 

record to make sure it is clear in future.  

 

 Independent Reviewing Officers have been reminded to have these discussions 

with child/foster carers and for the discussions to be recorded. There is a new policy 

in place to ensure that any issues around finances prevented from happening 

again. 

 

 Additional training has been given to ensure high standards of record management 
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 We have implemented a process whereby files cannot be closed until all tasks have 

been completed and then signed off by the relevant Team Manager 

 

 We will ensure that plans for the ending of placements are clearly articulated at the 

outset  

 

Complaints made to the Local 
Government & Social Care 
Ombudsman 
The Local Government & Social Care Ombudsman (LGSCO) has the authority to 

investigate complaints when it appears that our own process has not resolved them. 

Complainants can refer their complaint to the LGSCO at any time, although the 

Ombudsman will generally refer them back to us if they have not been through our process 

first. In exceptional circumstances, the Ombudsman will look at things earlier; this usually 

being dependant on the vulnerability of the person concerned.  

 

Three cases were escalated to the LGSCO in 2021/22, two decisions were received in 

2021/22, both decisions were not to proceed with an investigation. One case remains 

open with the LGSCO on 31 March 2022. 

 

Chart 10: Local Government & Social Care Ombudsman outcomes in 2021/22 

The Council always ensures that it complies with the recommendations made by the 

LGSCO, and learning is taken forward to improve practices. 
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Concluding Comments 
This Annual Report shows that the number of Children’s Statutory Complaints we received 

in 2021/22 decreased from the previous year. Our services continue to receive a low 

number of complaints at a time when there have been major reductions in government 

funding for local authority service provision. Despite this financial backdrop, the Council 

continues to manage complaints well and is committed to putting right anything that has 

gone wrong. 

 

Response times have significantly improved during 2021/22 with the average number of 

days to respond to a statutory complaint reducing from 23 days in 2020/21 to 14 working 

days.  

 

100% of complaints were responded to within the statutory timescales with 46% sent 

within the initial 10 working days.  

 

This achievement has followed a significant amount of work undertaken following a review 

of our handling of complaints towards the end of 2020. Training was provided to staff and 

processes amended in an effort to improve performance going forward. This has resulted 

in a significant improvement in 2021/22. 

 

The Customer Relationship team continued to update complainants concerning any delays 

or extended response timescales. They also continued to work with services to further 

improve on the timescales achieved. 

 

In 2022/23, the Customer Relationship team will continue working with services to ensure 

that the percentage of responses sent within statutory timescales continues. 

 

Recommendations 

Our recommendations for this financial year are: 

 

 When completing a complaint investigation and response, services should assess 

whether any element of the customer journey could have been improved, even if 

this does not form part of the complaint. i.e. Could improved communication have 

prevented the customer’s concerns being escalated to a formal complaint? 

 

 It is recognised that delays maybe occurring due to social worker availability. Ideally 

however, case notes should be sufficiently detailed to allow others to respond in 

their absence. 

 

 Services should continue to ensure that they are prioritising complaints and 

responding within the stated timescales. If there are unforeseen delays, the 

Customer Relationship team should be notified immediately so that we can notify 

the customer and advise them of the date they should expect their response.  
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 Officers were delayed in provided comments when reviewing interview notes from a 

Stage Two investigation. Comments were only provided once the draft report was 

submitted, causing a delay and additional work for the investigator. Stage Two 

investigations are completed by Independent Investigators, often from outside the 

Council, therefore responding to this information should be prioritised. 

 

A service level complaints guide is in development, which will cover guidance and 

expectations for communication with complainants, and also timescales and extension 

arrangements.  

 

Oversight and support provided by 
the Customer Relationship Team 
The Customer Relationship team continues to support Service Areas to both manage and 

learn from complaints. The key services they offer are: 

 

1. Complaints advice and support 

2. Quality assurance of statutory complaint responses 

3. Act as a critical friend to challenge service practice 

4. Support with persistent and unreasonable complainants 

5. Assistance in drafting comprehensive responses to complaint investigations 

6. Continue to escalate overdue complaints to Directors 

 

Customer Relationship Team 
priorities for 2022/23 
During 2022/23, the Customer Relationship team will focus on a number of key priorities: 

 

 Helping to improve the Council’s record of timely complaint responses 

 Continuing to improve and add to the resources available to managers when 

responding to complaints and other correspondence, while encouraging self-help 

 Working with services to develop an investigation template, and providing a 

complaint workshop covering complaint procedures and how to both investigate and 

respond to complaints 

 Providing complaint data to senior management on a monthly basis, as part of 

corporate monitoring 

 Working to maintain low levels of maladministration findings by the Local 

Government & Social Care Ombudsman 

 Continuing to provide a quarterly and monthly reporting dashboard of performance 

data to senior management so that improvement can be driven forward continuously 

during the year 
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Appendix 
Legislation 

The Children Act 1989 Representations Procedure (England) Regulations 2006 underpin 

all representations received from children and young people, their parents, foster carers or 

other qualifying adults about social care services provided or commissioned by Children’s 

Social Care. The act and regulations set down procedures that councils with social care 

responsibility must follow when a complaint is made. 

 

The Children’s Statutory Complaints Procedure is a three stage process. Stage One is 

where complaints are investigated at service level, Stage Two is where an independent 

investigation takes place and Stage Three is where a Panel of Independent Persons will 

review the investigations undertaken at Stage One and Stage Two.  

 

The Corporate complaints process is used for anyone else who makes a complaint. 

 

What is a complaint? 

We define a complaint as: 

 

‘A statement, written or verbal, which expresses dissatisfaction about any aspect 

of the social services provided by or on behalf of the Service Delivery Units 

responsible for services to children.’  

 

The purpose of a complaints process is to resolve concerns raised by service users and 

their representatives, to deliver outcomes that are appropriate and proportionate to the 

seriousness of the issues, and to ensure that changes are made in response to any 

failings that are identified.  

 

To achieve this, the approach to handling complaints must incorporate the following 

elements: 

 

 Engagement with the complainant or representative throughout the process 

 Agreement with them about how the complaint will be handled 

 A planned, risk-based and transparent approach 

 Commitment to prompt and focussed action to achieve the desired outcome 

 Commitment to improvement and the incorporation of learning from all complaints 
 

A complaint must be made within 12 months of the event complained about, or when the 

customer became aware of the matter/ event. Nevertheless, the Council has the discretion 

to waive this time limit if: 

 

 It would not be reasonable to expect the complainant to have made the complaint 
sooner, and 

 It is still possible to deal with the complaint effectively and fairly  
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Who can make a complaint? 

A complaint may be made by: 

 

 Children or young people who are receiving, or have received, services provided 

by the Council, or are entitled to receive such a service because they are looked 

after by the Borough, or because they are deemed to be ‘in need’, as defined by 

the Children Act 1989 

 People who have parental responsibility for these children and young people 

 Advocates and representatives of any of the above children and young people 

(providing that it has been established, as far as possible, that the advocate or 

representative is reflecting the child’s or young person’s own wishes) 

 Foster carers who want to comment or complain about the service being provided 

to a child or young person for whom they are caring 

 Any other person, providing that they are deemed to have sufficient interest in the 

child’s or young person’s welfare to justify the Council considering the complaint 

 

Complaints may be received through a variety of media (phone, letter, email, feedback 

form, personal visit, etc.) and at various points within the Council (to staff members, via 

respective web addresses, direct to the Customer Relationship team, etc.). 

 

Who can make a complaint? 

When a complaint is first received, the Customer Relationship team will carry out an initial 

assessment of it to determine its issues, severity and potential impact, and to identify any 

other organisations that maybe involved. 

 

Whenever a complaint is received from a child or young person, the Customer 

Relationship team will notify the Rights & Representations Service of the need to offer the 

complainant an advocacy service within the remit of the 2004 Advocacy (Services & 

Representations) Regulations. A child or young person whose complaint is being 

considered within this procedure is entitled to advocacy services throughout the process. 

Subject to the approval of the child or young person, all correspondence with regard to the 

complaint will be copied to the advocate, who will be entitled to accompany the 

complainant at any meeting or interview about the complaint they attend. 

 

When someone contacts the Customer Relationship team to make a complaint, they will 

acknowledge their complaint within two working days. The Customer Relationship team 

will then pass details of the complaint to the appropriate Service Delivery Manager. 

 

We aim to respond to all Stage One Children’s Statutory Complaints within ten working 

days. However, due to the nature and complexity of some issues, it may take longer, and - 

in agreement with complainants - the timescale may be longer (subject to a maximum of 

20 working days). 
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When the investigation is complete, the manager concerned will write a letter explaining 

what they have found and will do to put things right. 

 

If the complainant is not happy with the response or how we have dealt with their 

complaint, they can request that it is considered at Stage Two of the procedure, where it 

will be investigated by an independent investigator. 

 

Following this investigation, the findings will be sent to the complainant, at which point they 

may request that the investigations undertaken at Stage One and Stage Two are reviewed 

at Stage Three by a Panel. 

 

Following the Panel meeting, if the customer is not happy with the final decision or how we 

have dealt with their complaint, they can refer the matter to the Local Government & Social 

Care Ombudsman (LGSCO). 
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20 July 2022 
 
By email 
 
Mr Sidaway 
Chief Executive 
Telford & Wrekin Council 
 
 
Dear Mr Sidaway 
 
Annual Review letter 2022 
 
I write to you with your annual summary of complaint statistics from the Local Government and 

Social Care Ombudsman for the year ending 31 March 2022. The information offers valuable 

insight about your organisation’s approach to complaints. As such, I have sought to share this 

letter with the Leader of your Council and Chair of the appropriate Scrutiny Committee, to 

encourage effective ownership and oversight of complaint outcomes, which offer such valuable 

opportunities to learn and improve.  

Complaint statistics 

Our statistics focus on three key areas that help to assess your organisation’s commitment to 

putting things right when they go wrong: 

Complaints upheld - We uphold complaints when we find fault in an organisation’s actions, 

including where the organisation accepted fault before we investigated. We include the total 

number of investigations completed to provide important context for the statistic. 

Compliance with recommendations - We recommend ways for organisations to put things right 

when faults have caused injustice and monitor their compliance with our recommendations. 

Failure to comply is rare and a compliance rate below 100% is a cause for concern.  

Satisfactory remedy provided by the authority - In these cases, the organisation upheld the 

complaint and we agreed with how it offered to put things right. We encourage the early resolution 

of complaints and credit organisations that accept fault and find appropriate ways to put things 

right.  

Finally, we compare the three key annual statistics for your organisation with similar authorities to 

provide an average marker of performance. We do this for County Councils, District Councils, 

Metropolitan Boroughs, Unitary Councils, and London Boroughs. 
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Your annual data, and a copy of this letter, will be uploaded to our interactive map,                   

Your council’s performance, on 27 July 2022. This useful tool places all our data and information 

about councils in one place. You can find the detail of the decisions we have made about your 

Council, read the public reports we have issued, and view the service improvements your Council 

has agreed to make as a result of our investigations, as well as previous annual review letters.  

Supporting complaint and service improvement 

I know your organisation, like ours, will have been through a period of adaptation as the 

restrictions imposed by the pandemic lifted. While some pre-pandemic practices returned, many 

new ways of working are here to stay. It is my continued view that complaint functions have been 

under-resourced in recent years, a trend only exacerbated by the challenges of the pandemic. 

Through the lens of this recent upheaval and adjustment, I urge you to consider how your 

organisation prioritises complaints, particularly in terms of capacity and visibility. Properly 

resourced complaint functions that are well-connected and valued by service areas, management 

teams and elected members are capable of providing valuable insight about an organisation’s 

performance, detecting early warning signs of problems and offering opportunities to improve 

service delivery. 

I want to support your organisation to harness the value of complaints and we continue to develop 

our programme of support. Significantly, we are working in partnership with the Housing 

Ombudsman Service to develop a joint complaint handling code. We are aiming to consolidate our 

approaches and therefore simplify guidance to enable organisations to provide an effective, quality 

response to each and every complaint. We will keep you informed as this work develops, and 

expect that, once launched, we will assess your compliance with the code during our 

investigations and report your performance via this letter. 

An already established tool we have for supporting improvements in local complaint handling is 

our successful training programme. We adapted our courses during the Covid-19 pandemic to an 

online format and successfully delivered 122 online workshops during the year, reaching more 

than 1,600 people. To find out more visit www.lgo.org.uk/training. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 
Michael King 

Local Government and Social Care Ombudsman 

Chair, Commission for Local Administration in England
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Telford & Wrekin Council 

For the period ending: 31/03/22  

                                                             

 

 

 

 

Complaints upheld 

  

73% of complaints we 
investigated were upheld. 

This compares to an average of 
64% in similar organisations. 

 
 

8                          
upheld decisions 

 
Statistics are based on a total of 

11 investigations for the period 

between 1 April 2021 to 31 March 
2022 

 

Compliance with Ombudsman recommendations 

  

In 100% of cases we were 
satisfied the organisation had 
successfully implemented our 
recommendations. 

This compares to an average of 
99% in similar organisations. 

 

 

Statistics are based on a total of 6 

compliance outcomes for the period 
between 1 April 2021 to 31 March 

2022 

• Failure to comply with our recommendations is rare. An organisation with a compliance rate below 100% 
should scrutinise those complaints where it failed to comply and identify any learning. 
 

Satisfactory remedy provided by the organisation 

  

In 25% of upheld cases we 
found the organisation had 
provided a satisfactory remedy 
before the complaint reached 
the Ombudsman.  

This compares to an average of 
12% in similar organisations. 

 

2                      
satisfactory remedy decisions 

 

Statistics are based on a total of 8 

upheld decisions for the period 
between 1 April 2021 to 31 March 

2022 

 

73% 

100% 

25% 
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Customer Strategy Update and key actions for 2022/2024 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Our Customer Service Strategy sets out what we want to achieve to deliver our vision, and 

an action plan to achieve it. This mid-point update shows a significant number of priority 

actions have been completed, and refreshes our actions to focus on the next 18 months.” 
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Borough of Telford and Wrekin 

Cabinet  

22 September 2022 

Customer Strategy Update including Town and Parish Council 
Partnership Agreement 

 
Cabinet Member: Cllr Rae Evans - Cabinet Member: Finance, Governance and 

Customer Services 

Lead Director: Felicity Mercer – Director: Communities, Customer and 

Commercial Services 

Service Area:  Customer Relationships and Welfare Services 

Report Author: Lee Higgins - Service Delivery Manager for Customer 

Relationships and Welfare Services 

Officer Contact    
Details:   Tel: 01952 383835 Email: lee.higgins@telford.gov.uk 
 
Wards Affected:  Borough-wide impact 

Key Decision:  Non-Key Decision 

Forward Plan:  Not applicable 

Report considered by: Cabinet – 22 September 2022 

 
 
1.0 Recommendations for decision/noting: 

1.1 That Cabinet approve the update to the Customer Strategy, noting the progress 
delivered to date and endorse the refreshed action plan through to 2024. 

 
1.2 That Cabinet grant delegated authority to the Director: Communities, Customer 

and Commercial Services in consultation with the Lead Cabinet Member for 
Finance, Governance and Customer Services to take the necessary steps to 
implement these recommendations. 

 
1.3 That Cabinet approves the new Town & Parish Council/Borough Council 

Partnership Agreement and pledges.  
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2.0 Purpose of Report 

 

2.1 To provide a mid-point update to the Customer Strategy launched in January 
2021, including achievements since its launch and a refresh of the priority actions 
to be undertaken over the next 18 months. 
 

2.2 Alongside the Customer Strategy update the Council will be launching the new 
Town and Parish Council/Borough Council Partnership agreement, which was one 
of the priority actions in the original Customer Strategy. 

 
3.0 Background 

 
3.1 In January 2021, the council published a new Customer Strategy, which focused 

on consistent customer service standards, training, and development, involving 
customers and employees in improving services, developing our online services, 
and removing barriers to ensure we are accessible to all.  
 

3.2 The strategy, called “Improving Our Customer Experience - Our Journey to 
Excellence by 2025” contained several priority actions to be delivered in the first 
18 months of the strategy.   As we are now at that mid-way point, we have taken 
the opportunity refresh the strategy to reflect progress and achievements made to 
date, and to prioritise the actions to be delivered in the next 18 months.  
 

3.3 Underpinning the strategy remains our aim to develop an ‘Everything Speaks’ 
culture where employees take pride in the services we deliver, act as the ‘eyes 
and ears’ of the Council to report issues and suggest improvements and know 
that every detail of what we do affects our customers’ experience and satisfaction. 

 
3.4 One of the key actions in the strategy was to develop a new Town & Parish 

Council/Borough Council Partnership agreement as a replacement to the previous 
Parish Charter, which all parties agreed needed a significant overhaul and 
simplification.  This new agreement is being recommended to Cabinet for 
approval and adoption. 

 
4.0 Summary of main proposals 

 

4.1 Since the publication of the Customer Strategy, we have implemented a range of 

actions to further improve and develop the experience that customers have when 

engaging with council services. Some key highlights of our achievements to date 

include: 

 

 Launched a new digital assistant “Ask-Tom” which is available 24/7 to respond 
to the most frequently asked customer questions. In the first year over 10,000 
enquires were resolved by the assistant with a >99% customer success rate. 
33% of these enquiries were made outside of main Council opening hours. In 
the last month, the knowledge base has been expended to include Leisure and 
Theatre enquiries. 
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 Migrated call handling for Registration Services and Housing into the corporate 
contact centre, significantly reducing the barriers to customers being able to 
access these services. 

 Extended the opening hours of the corporate contact centre to 8am-7pm by 3 
hours each day from Monday to Friday to assess customer demand particularly 
during this cost-of-living crisis, which is leading to more complex enquiries now 
being received.  

 Took part in an LGA peer review of our Customer & Digital services which 
resulted in very positive feedback and some recommendations now 
implemented which has helped to strengthen our customer experience. 

 Improved the signposting of enquiries to external organisations by providing 
contact information in our call centre messaging. 

 Produced guidance for staff on what is expected from them to ensure a 
consistently excellent customer experience across the whole organisation, 
including some practical examples of how to apply our culture of “Everything 
Speaks” in our workplace. 

 Launched a new online “customer service essentials” training course for all 
staff, with an emphasis on “everything speaks,” with 300 front line staff 
completing it in the first few months of it going live.   The course is shortly to be 
made mandatory for all front-line staff. 

 Captured real-time feedback from customers by introducing satisfaction surveys 
at the end of contact centre phone calls and satisfaction surveys accessed in 
our physical locations by scanning QR codes on mobile devices. Customers 
using our contact centres have given a 92% satisfaction rating. 

 We refreshed and relaunched the Community Panel during the Summer of 
2021 and now have over 350 panel members.  

 Launched our new “My Telford” app to replace “Everyday Telford” with 
improved functionality and ease of use. To date it has been downloaded by 
over 6,100 individuals.  

 Launched our new digital Telford Loyalty Card, the MyTLC app.  

 Added a new digital directory to the Live Well Telford website to assist people to 
get online and develop their digital skills. Alongside this we have delivered a 
number of digital inclusion projects in partnership with voluntary and community 
sector. This has included providing 68 devices to support activities ranging from 
homework clubs to dementia cafes.  We have also launched ‘loan a device 
scheme’ at Southwater library with 20 devices available for residents to borrow 
free of charge.  

 Developed a new branding, signage, and style guide to be applied consistently 
across the organisation and by partner and grant-funded projects. 
 
A complete list of all the actions delivered to date can be found within the 
refreshed strategy. 

 
4.2. 2021/22 has also shown a significant shift in the channels that customers are 

using to contact the Council. Most noticeably we have seen a 30% reduction in 
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calls to the corporate contact centre whilst at the same time seeing a 21% 
increase in the use of online transactions using our webforms and the app. 

 
4.3  Earlier in the year, the Council became members of the Institute of Customer 

Services (ICS) with the aim of working towards attaining Service Mark 
accreditation. The Service Mark provides a rigorous and structured framework 
that will help to drive further improvements and is synonymous with customer 
service excellence. Initial benchmarking results from ICS are very positive, with 
Telford & Wrekin Council receiving a Customer Satisfaction Index score of 
71.2%, compared against the 64.4% average score for other Councils.   We have 
also scored well for Customer Effort, with a rating of 4.2 against an average score 
for all UK organisations of 5.2 (the lower the score, the easier customers found it 
to transact with the organisation).  
 

4.4 The second part of the accreditation process, which is currently underway, is a 
survey of the work force to understand how well employees understand the 
customer strategy and the vision of the organisation. 

 
4.5 Once all initial benchmarking is completed, ICS will provide us with a road map of 

recommended actions that will need to be completed to achieve Service Mark.   
These actions will take priority alongside the high priority actions from the 
refreshed strategy to be delivered by 2024 which include a review of our First 
Point function in Libraries and further consideration of services to be migrated to 
the corporate contact centre and work to further embed our Everything Speaks 
culture.  

 
5.0  New Town & Parish Council Partnership Agreement 
 
5.1 The new Town & Parish Council /Borough Council Partnership replaces the 

previous Parish Charter, which it was widely agreed needed a significant 
overhaul and simplification to reflect the current working relationship between the 
Town & Parish Councils and the Borough Council. 

 
5.2 This draft agreement was developed in partnership with members of the Parish 

Charter Monitoring Group, and officers and members from Telford & Wrekin 
Council, before going out to consultation with all our Town and Parish Council’s 
earlier in the year. Feedback received has been used to create the final 
agreement that is being presented to Cabinet for ratification. 27 Town or Parish 
Councils have agreed to sign up to the new agreement. 

 
6. Alternative Options 

 

6.1 Not applicable 

7 Key Risks 
 

7.1 Not applicable 
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8.0 Council Priorities 
 
8.1 A community- focussed, innovative Council providing efficient, effective, and 

quality services  
 
Key outcome: Our customer experience is the best possible and facilities are 
accessible to all. 

 
9.0 Financial Implications 
 
9.1 The actions detailed in the report to improve and develop the customer experience 

are funded from a combination of existing budgets and the use of specific 
reserves. 
 

PT 16/8/22  

 
10.0 Legal and HR Implications 
 
10.1 Although there is no statutory requirement for a local authority to have a customer 

strategy, it is good practice to set out how the Council intends to interact with its 
customers in the provision of services, and in terms of the methods to be applied 
section 111 of the Local Government Act 1972 provides the power for the Council 
to do anything, including the spending of money, to facilitate the delivery of its 
primary functions. 

 
The Customer Strategy has been assessed in accordance with the Council’s 
duties under the Equalities Act 2010 and in particular section 149, the public 
sector equality duty.  All forms of customer interaction and strategic engagement 
must be delivered in accordance with these duties and the need to deliver services 
having due regard to the need to eliminate discrimination, advance equality of 
opportunity and foster good relations between different people when carrying out 
their activities.  To these ends, the strategy recognises the requirement to consult 
and seeks to engage different customer groups at various stages of process 
development to ensure that our services are fit for purpose.  

 
11.0 Ward Implications 
 
11.1 Not applicable 
 
12.0 Health, Social and Economic Implications 
 
12.1 Not applicable 
  
13.0 Equality and Diversity Implications 
 
13.1 All of the borough’s customers and stakeholders will be impacted by the Customer 

Strategy and Customer Contract. The strategy will particularly benefit those 
customers who have protected characteristics for example, those with disabilities, 
older people and those where English is not their first language.  
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The needs of our customers have been considered throughout the development of 
this Customer Strategy and its associated actions. We have incorporated 
outcomes identified through our ongoing integrated equality analysis into the 
Customer Strategy and supporting action plan.  

 
14.0 Climate Change and Environmental Implications 
 
14.1 Not applicable 
 
15.0  Background Papers 
 
 Not applicable 
 
16.0  Appendices 
 

A Customer Strategy 2022 update 
B Town and Parish Council/Borough Council Partnership Agreement 

 
17.0  Report Sign Off 
 
Signed off by Date sent Date signed off Initials  
Legal 12/08/2022 15/08/2022 RP 
Finance 12/08/2022 16/08/2022 PT 
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Customer Strategy

Improving our Customer Experience 

Our journey to excellence by 2025

Last updated September 2022
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Foreword
I am pleased to introduce this progress update on delivery of our Customer 
Strategy. At this mid-way point much work has already been delivered to improve 
and evolve the customer experience, with a significant number of our priority 
actions already being completed. We have also reflected and refreshed the actions 
that we should focus on delivering over the next 18 months. 

Our customers, who are made up of residents and stakeholders in the Borough, 
are at the heart of everything we do, and we want to make sure that the experience 
that our customers have is outstanding. To achieve this, we need to get the basics 
right, pay attention to detail, and make sure we uphold high standards of customer 
service across the entire organisation. These principles need to be part of the core 
DNA of every single contact we have with our customers and built into the future 
design of our services. 

The range of ways that customers can access our services needs to continually 
evolve to reflect innovations in technology and changing customer expectations.  
For our customers who have the skills and technology to get online, we want 
our digital services to become their contact method of choice because we have 
designed them to be accessible, easy to use and reliable.

However, we want to ensure that all residents can easily access Council services by 
continuing to provide those who cannot get online with the means to speak to us in 
person.

This should be led by developing a deep understanding of our customer’s needs 
and behaviours. Every interaction between our customers and the council speaks 
and we need to make sure we listen and learn from what we hear. By using the data 
we gather as well as customer feedback we can mould our entire approach to the 
customer’s experience of our services. We will settle for nothing less than excellent 
customer service delivery, our key measure of this is when the customer tells us 
this themselves. 

Cllr Rae Evans Cabinet Member 
for Finance, Governance and 
Customer Services.

Our relationship with our customers 
will also support the delivery of all 
the Council’s priorities and help us 
deliver the outcomes we want for 
Telford & Wrekin, as articulated in 
the Council Plan.

This Customer Strategy describes 
what we want to achieve to realise 
this vision and how we will deliver it.
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Our journey to excellence

Few organisations provide such a wide and diverse range of services as Local 
Government, to an equally wide and diverse range of customers. 

Some of our services are accessed by most residents and households in the 
borough, such as waste services, street lighting and council tax collection. Other 
services are more targeted based on the needs of specific individual customers 
at different points in their life. These include services such as support from social 
workers, registration of key life events, applying for school places or financial 
welfare assistance.

Many of these services can be accessed online, as well as through traditional 
access channels such as telephone. Customer behaviour suggests that customers 
are more likely to choose traditional contact methods when they are in a crisis or 
where they are dissatisfied with the service they have received.

2020 has clearly demonstrated how we have been 
able to quickly adapt and extend the services 
we deliver to residents to respond to unforeseen 
emergencies, such as the flooding in the Ironbridge 
Gorge and the COVID-19 pandemic, and we will need 
to continue to be just as responsive in the future.

1  Office of National Statistics 2021 census initial findings

2  Office of National Statistics 2021 census initial findings

3  Office of National Statistics 2021 census initial findings

4  Office of National Statistics 2011 census and Understanding Telford & Wrekin 2019 Report.

5  Office of National Statistics 2011 census and Understanding Telford & Wrekin 2019 Report.
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What do we want to achieve for our customers?
 
In summary, our vision is to:

Work with our customers to develop quality services that are accessible to all and to make every contact count.

Our key aims are to:

• Own responsibility for every contact received anywhere in 
the organisation and if we can’t help, connect you to other 
organisations that can

• Understand and care about your concerns; demonstrating 
through our actions that your issues matter to us

• Be helpful, polite, friendly and treat you fairly and with respect

• Be honest, only making promises we can deliver, and do what 
we say we will      

• Meet our customer service standards when we respond to 
you and regularly monitor and publish how well we’re doing 
this

• Provide clear and up to date information about our services 

• Explain our decisions and the reasons for them

• Display the Council logo clearly on our information, signage, 
buildings and vehicles so you know which services we are 
responsible for

• Deal with your request correctly the first time you contact us 
and if we have to pass your enquiry on, give you the name 
of the person, team or organisation dealing with your enquiry 
and how to contact them

• If things go wrong, say sorry, do our best to put them right 
and learn from our mistakes

• Protect your confidentiality by handling your information 
sensitively and securely

• Make sure Council services are accessible to all and meet our 
co-operative values

• Provide help if you need assistance because of a disability or 
health condition with information available on our website and 
through our contact centres

• Enable customers to access more information and services 
online

• Invite, listen to and act on feedback from customers to 
improve our services, and communicate the improvements we 
have made
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Modernising our approach

To deliver these aims, we need to develop and continually update how customers 
can interact with us to meet customers’ expectations and preferences. Whilst more 
customers are benefiting from the convenience of the many online services we 
already provide, we recognise that this is not always the best option for everyone.

Our approach will be: 

Digital – ensure the option to do business online exists for every service or enquiry 
type in the Council and those digital services should be easy to use and reliable 
so they become the customers preferred method for communicating with us. We 
will utilise social media to share information with our customers and embed it as 
a channel for receiving communication and feedback from our customers. We 
will support customers to gain access to the skills and technology that will help 
them use online services. We will make use of new technologies such as web-chat 
and artificial intelligence to respond to online enquiries as quickly and easily as 
possible.

Telephony – channel all initial telephone enquiries through to a customer contact 
centre, with as many enquires as possible being resolved at the first point of 
contact, making use of new technologies, such as intelligent voice recognition, to 
deal with enquiries as quickly and easily as possible. If we are unable to resolve the 
issue ourselves, we will signpost or refer the customers directly to the organisation 
that can assist.

Face-to-face – all our physical council locations which are visited by customers 
should be accessible to all customers and should be welcoming safe spaces.  
There will be clear and visible signage and branding, directing customers to and 
within buildings. Staff will be easily identified as representing TWC and will offer a 
warm welcome.
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How will we achieve our aims?

Our achievements over the last year demonstrate there is a huge amount of good 
practice and positive activity taking place in the Council with many examples of a 
good customer experience being delivered.

However, we need to make sure that the same commitment to the customer 
experience is being delivered throughout the entire organisation to ensure there is a 
consistent approach no matter which part of the Council a customer contacts.

This means that everyone in the organisation has a role to play in ensuring that we 
deliver the aims of this strategy. This clear focus on the customer experience must 
be part of the culture within every tier of leadership within the Council. This is 
particularly important when reviewing or designing new Council Services.

Elected Members will be critical in delivering our vision. Often Members are the first 
point of contact for residents. They respond to queries, questions and complaints. 
Members gather customer insight and information which can help inform service 
delivery and improvements. 

In their community leadership role, Members can also encourage customers who 
can, to self-serve; promoting and supporting customers to access our services 
online. They are well placed to explain to residents that by doing this they will 
enable the Council to be more efficient.

We also recognise we cannot achieve these outcomes in isolation. Working 
with partners and collaborating with others will be important. There may be 
opportunities to work together as well as support and learn from each other. For 
example, developing signposting and referral pathways with organisations to allow 
a handover of enquiries that are received by the wrong organisation. There are also 
opportunities to work with community-based organisations to improve access to 
technology and development of digital skills for residents.

We have developed a 4 year plan for how we intend 
to deliver the aims of the strategy, based on reviewing 
customer and member feedback and benchmarking 
with other organisations. This was further informed by 
consultation with employees, members and residents 
that was carried out during October 2020. However, 
this plan will be a live document and we will continue 
to develop it over the lifetime of this strategy. This is 
underpinned by a longer-term action plan and we will 
report on progress on an annual basis.

This strategy highlights key actions that have been 
delivered in the first year of the strategy, and those 
which have been prioritised  for delivery by March 
2024. 
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How will we know if we have succeeded?

We will monitor and report on performance against our key performance indicators 
(KPIs) each quarter, and measure performance against the service standards in the 
Customer Contract.

Our KPIs include:

% increase in customers doing business online

% of customers who contacted the council in the last 12 months who were 
satisfied with how their contact was handled 

% of customer insight reviews where services are rated at least 9/10

% reduction in complaints

% increase in compliments

We will be able to evidence changes and improvements that have been made to 
council services directly as a result of feedback from our customers.

We will publish online any improvements we have made as a direct result of 
customer feedback.

Customer Contract
In conjunction with this new strategy we have reviewed and refreshed our Customer 
Charter, which we have now renamed our Customer Contract.

This new contract sets out our key commitments and service standards for 
all customer interactions across the whole organisation. It also sets out our 
expectations for how we would like our customers to interact with us to allow us to 
serve them effectively.
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Appendix A
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Our customer contacts 2021/22
We had 302,897 calls to all our customer contact 
centres (of which 239,837 were handled by our main 
Corporate Contact Centre). 

The top 5 types of enquiries relate to: 

• Revenues Services (Council Tax, Business Rates 
etc.) - 19.5% (66,869 calls).

• Neighbourhood Services (Grounds, cleansing, 
waste, highways etc.) - 11.3% (38,799 calls).

• Housing & Homelessness - (Housing advice, 
homelessness calls) - 7.5% (25,649).

• Family Connect - Children (advice and guidance 
on children’s services including emergency out of 
hours calls) - 7% (24,119 calls).

• Planning & Building Control - 5% (17,766 
calls).

61,800 emails were received by our Customer 
Contact Centre

There were 10,162 webchats with a customer 
advisor 

There were 8,478 enquiries handled by the Ask 
Tom
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Appendix B 
Priority actions to enable us to deliver these aspirations:

Prioirty rating of LOW, MEDIUM and HIGH.

Customer Service Standards
To be clear about what customers can and cannot expect and ensure consistent 
delivery across every part of the Council.

Actions delivered to date:

• Launch of a new Customer Contract which includes the new customer service 
standards for the whole Council.

• Produced a new guide for staff on what is expected from them to ensure a 
consistently excellent customer experience across the whole organisation.

• Underwent a peer review of our Customer & Digital services which resulted 
in positive feedback on the services we provide and recommended some 
improvements which has helped to strengthen our customer experience.

• Piloted a programme of back to the floor exercises for senior managers to 
observe our customers experience first-hand, which will be rolled out by the end 
of December 2022.

• Enhanced our recognition of employees who provide exceptional customer 
service, including the introduction of  a customer care employee award and 
promoting the positive feedback and compliment process.

By April 2024, we will:

• Attain Customer Service Excellence accreditation from the Institute of Customer 
Services. HIGH.

• Introduce performance measures across all council services so that we can 
monitor compliance with the new service standards using Mystery Customers, 
accompanied with twice yearly performance dashboards and a sample of 
customer journeys which are reported to the Council Directors for review. LOW.

Training and development
To equip staff and elected members with the skills 
and knowledge needed to provide excellent customer 
service, no matter what their job. This will include 
the development of a brand-new customer services 
training programme for front-line staff, and training for 
leaders on managing the customer experience.

• Actions delivered to date:

• Launched new online “customer service essentials” 
training course for all staff, with an emphasis on 
“everything speaks”.

• Launch event for new My Telford App was run for 
Town and Parish Council’s, and a commitment to 
provide ongoing support included in the Town and 
Parish Council Partnership Agreement.
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By April 2024, we will:

• Develop new face-to-face customer services training course for all front line 
staff that meets the requirements to obtain Customer Excellence accreditation 
from the Institute of Customer Service (ICS). HIGH.

• Refresh and deliver the customer experience training courses to all front 
line staff and manager and leaders with an emphasis on further embedding 
“everything speaks” into the culture of the organisation. MEDIUM.

• Face-to-face Customer Service Awareness training will be provided to all new 
employee’s as part of the induction process, starting in November 2022. HIGH.

Involve customers and employees in improving services 
To involve customers in the design of services so that we better understand 
their needs and preferences. Ensure we have, and use feedback, including from 
employees delivering services, on their experience to inform improvements and to 
shape services in the future.

 Actions delivered to date 

•  Completed our programme of snapshot reviews into the “front door” 
experience of using council services including an assessment of how confident 
customers feel visiting us post Covid.

• Expanded our customer insight programme which uses Mystery Customer 
volunteers to give real user experience feedback of using council services, 
including user-testing of new online services before they go live.

• Held our first annual Mystery Customer thank you event where we share the 
impact that their involvement has had on service delivery.

• Undertaken a customer services benchmarking survey in conjunction with 
the Institute of Customer Service which will enable us to compare customer 
experience with that of other private and public sector organisations.
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• Carried out an employee survey in conjunction with the Institute of Customer 
Service to understand how well the customer strategy is understood across the 
organisation.  

• Captured real-time feedback from customers by introducing satisfaction surveys 
at the end of phone calls and satisfaction surveys accessed in our physical 
locations by scanning QR codes on mobile devices.

• We refreshed and relaunched the Community Panel in May 2021. Currently 
we have just over 350 panel members, each of which has identified ‘areas of 
interest’ to support us in carrying out targeted engagement moving forward. For 
example - 150 panel members are happy to be engaged with about ‘customers 
and online services.

• Created a single “everything speaks” email address that Councillors can use to 
report issues of concern to the Senior Management Team.

• Introduced a new ward-member enquiry process with accompanying time 
scales for responses from officers.

• Undertook a residents survey to gain a better understanding on how we can 
improve our services to the public.

• Provided monthly summary and quarterly more detailed complaint and 
compliment information plus summary of responses to Directors to understand 
issues/review quality. 

• Publicised examples of how customer feedback has led to service changes. 
“You said, We Did”.

• Continued to encourage services to pro-actively engage with their customers to 
understand their experience and how this could be improved, including the use 
of service specific surveys.

By April 2024, we will:

• Provide complaint handling refresher training to managers, facilitated by the 
Local Government Ombudsman. MEDIUM.

• Continue the programme of producing detailed customer insight reports into key 
council services. MEDIUM

Customer Contact Centre 

To accelerate migration of enquiries for council 
services into our corporate customer contact centre 
and expand the available contact channels.

Actions delivered to date:

• Increased the number of services that can be 
accessed through web-chat and move to a more 
prominent home-page location, which led to a 
40% increase in customers using this service.

• Launched a new digital assistant “Ask-Tom” which 
is available 24/7 to respond to the most frequently 
asked customer questions.  In the first year over 
10,000 enquires were resolved by the assistant 
with a >99% customer success rate.

• Improved the signposting of enquiries to external 
organisations by providing contact information in 
our call centre queue messages.

• Migrated call handling for Registration Services 
and Housing into the corporate contact centre.

• Began a trial extension of the customer contact 
centre opening hours from 8am-7pm to gauge 
customer demand.

By April 2024, we will:

• Expand the knowledge base of Ask-Tom to handle 
more council services, starting with Leisure and 
Theatre enquiries. HIGH.

• Explore options for migrating more services into 
the corporate contact centre, focusing on those 
with high volumes but are under-performing. 
MEDIUM.
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• Review the First Point Service being offered through our libraries to ensure they 
continue to meet the needs of residents given the significant increase in use of 
our online services. LOW.

Online Services
To continue the development of our online customer portal to enable it to become 
the single gateway into all council online services. We will work with partners and 
communities to provide the technology and the skills to help people move to using 
online services.

Actions delivered to date:

• Launch of new “My Telford” app to replace “Everyday Telford” with improved 
functionality and ease of use.

• Launch of “Ask-Tom” 24/7 digital assistant (see above).

• Launch of new digital Telford Loyalty Card, the MyTLC app.

• Added new digital directory to the Live Well Telford website to assist people to 
get online and develop their digital skills.

• Introduced a regular review program for web pages to ensure content is 
refreshed when needed. 

• Launch of new Leisure website with improved self-service options and 
enhanced information.

• Benchmarked the online services we offer with those of other Local Authorities 
to identify any gaps. 

• Began a review of the functionality and design of website and a reduction in the 
number of stand-alone Council operated websites.

By April 2024, we will:

• Improve the communication regarding completed jobs, by providing customers 
with a photograph of the completed works (e.g. a filled pothole) or details of the 
work carried out. LOW.

• Allow customers to reopen a completed job in 
MyTelford if they are not satisfied with the work 
completed. LOW.
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Branding, signage and identity
We will ensure that it is clear which services are being provided or funded by the 
Council by improving the visibility of our branding, and ensuring that there is a 
consistency and clarity of signage to and from all physical council locations. In the 
first year, the key actions that will contribute to this aim will include:

Actions delivered to date:

• Developed a new branding, signage and style guide to be applied consistently 
across the organisation and by partner and grant-funded projects.

By April 2024, we will:

• Review/audit council owned assets that can carry TWC branding and priority 
messaging. For instance, electronic signage, council vehicles, noticeboards and 
uniforms. MEDIUM.

Accessibility 
To undertake a fundamental review of our services 
to ensure that all barriers are removed and that our 
services are accessible for all.

In the first year, the key actions that will contribute to 
this aim will include:

Actions delivered to date:

• Ensured that our website complies with the new 
public sector accessibility standard.

• Produced a new equality, diversity and inclusion 
strategy and action plan which includes a section 
on ‘serving our customers’.

• Updated our website to include information for 
customers regarding the accessibility facilities that 
are available in our buildings.

By April 2024, we will:

• Reduce barriers to visiting our council facilities by 
ensuring they are autism and dementia friendly 
and our employees receive training to be able to 
support these customers. This will be linked to the 
new Autism Strategy which is in development.

• Produce a checklist for managers to conduct peer-
to-peer service reviews to assess accessibility and 
equality of services. MEDIUM.
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Our approach to Equality
Providing fair and accessible services, available to all sections of our community is 
very important to us.

It helps us to meet our duties under the Equality Act 2010. Our commitment is 
demonstrated through our actions which are detailed in this strategy and other 
supporting strategies and policies.

You can find out more about our approach to Equality including our objectives and 
progress by visiting our website:

www.telford.gov.uk/equality 
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Last updated September 2022
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Telford & Wrekin Council 
working with our Town  
and Parish Councils
Last updated: September 2022
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Church Aston Parish Council

Chetwynd Aston & Woodcote 
Parish Council

Eyton upon the Weald Moors 
Parish Meeting

Donnington & Muxton Parish Council Edgmond Parish Council Ercall Magna Parish Council

Great Dawley Town Council Hadley and Leegomery Parish Council

Hollinswood and Randlay Parish Council Ketley Parish Council

Members of the Town and Parish Council 
Partnership Agreement

Dawley Hamlets Parish Council

Kynnersley Parish Council
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Waters Upton Parish Council

Telford & Wrekin Council

Rodington Parish Council

Newport (Shropshire) Town Council

Lawley and Overdale Parish Council

Wellington Town Council

The Gorge Parish Council

St. Georges & Priorslee Parish Council

Oakengates Town Council

Lilleshall Parish Council

Wrockwardine Wood & Trench Parish Council

Stirchley and Brookside Parish Council

Madeley Town Council

Preston upon the Weald Moors 
Parish Meeting

Tibberton & Cherrington  
Parish Council
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Successful partnership relationships 
The purpose of this agreement is to set out the ways in which we 
plan to continue our successful partnership enabling Telford & 
Wrekin Council and all 27 local Town and Parish councils to continue 
to work together for the mutual benefit of the Borough, its residents 
and visitors.

This agreement replaces the previous Parish Charter first agreed 
in 2012 and is intended to be a fresh approach to managing the 
relationship between our two tiers of local government whilst further 
strengthening our partnership. 

Telford & Wrekin Council approved a new Customer Strategy 
and Customer Contract in January 2021 which set out its vision, 
aims, and service standards for delivering an excellent customer 
experience for all of its customers, which also includes all 
interactions with Town and Parish Councillors and Parish Clerks.

This new agreement builds upon the Customer Strategy and 
Contract by putting in place some additional commitments that 
recognise the importance of the Town and Parish Councils as 
representatives of  residents and community groups and as major 
partners across the Borough of Telford & Wrekin.
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Joint commitments between Town & Parish 
Councils and Telford & Wrekin Council

• Treat each other fairly and with respect

• Recognise that we are all aiming to serve our local communities 
in the best way we can and putting their interests first, even if we 
do not always agree on specific decisions or actions

• Engage in open, honest and transparent communications to 
foster trust and co-operation between our organisations and with 
others

• Encourage the resolution of issues of disagreement through open, 
honest and respectful dialogue 

• Deal with requests in a timely manner as detailed in our other 
policies and contracts or explain the reason for any delay

• Only make promises that can be delivered and do what we say 
we will

• Communicate and share news that will benefit local residents or 
organisations 
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Intentions of Town & Parish Councils

• Attend and actively engage in scheduled meetings between 
the Borough Council and Town and Parish Councils, ensuring 
appropriate representation at every meeting

• Where appropriate, consider match funding the Borough Councils 
investment in projects that will benefit local residents, with any 
such projects being co-branded and credited to the investing 
organisation 

• Act as the eyes and ears for their communities by pro actively 
reporting issues of concern in their area

• Use digital services to report requests for action or to find 
information whenever possible, and also encourage and support 
residents to do business online 

• Provide updated contact information to the Borough Council 
for all Town and Parish Clerks and Chairs within 14 days of any 
changes

• Where issues of disagreement cannot be resolved through 
dialogue between officers, matters will be escalated through 
Telford & Wrekin Councils Complaints Policy

• Provide feedback of suggested areas for improvement or 
compliments where we have exceeded expectations through the 
Telford & Wrekin Councils Feedback process

• Encourage residents to take part in relevant consultations that 
affect them and their area

• Where appropriate help the council to share important council 
updates and messages through the use of local social media 
channels and notice boards

• Where financially viable to do so enter into partnership deals with 
the council to maintain or enhance local service provision
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Intentions of Telford & Wrekin Council

• Provide clear escalation routes for urgent matters or to resolve 
long-outstanding issues 

• Where issues of disagreement cannot be resolved through 
dialogue between officers, matters will be escalated via the 
individual Town or Parish Councils complaints process

• Provide contact information and escalation routes for the services 
in the Borough Council that are most frequently contacted by 
Town and Parish Councils

• Share information about funding opportunities that are available 
to Town and Parish Councils that could benefit local residents

• Provide advance communication of local projects/initiatives that 
are of particular relevance to Town and Parish Councils where 
possible (this may not always be possible if it is an urgent or 
emergency response initiative)

• Facilitate regular meetings with key members, officers and 
representatives of Town and Parish Councils. These will include:

• Quarterly meetings with SALC, the Chair of the Wrekin 
Area Committee of SALC, the Leader & Chief Executive of 
Telford & Wrekin Council, with key members, officers and 
representatives of Town & Parish Councils

• Regular meetings between Town and Parish Council reps 
and the Cabinet Member for Co-Operative Communities, 
Engagement and Partnerships

• An annual meeting to review, and if necessary, recommend 
amendments to this Agreement

• Work with Town and Parish Councils to facilitate a biennial 
conference event to include local community organisations, that 
recognises the positive co-operative working taking place in the 
Borough

• Facilitate training/awareness for individual Town and Parish Clerks 
and Councillors to support them to encourage their communities 
to take advantage of online and digital services wherever possible

• Where financially viable to do so, offer partnership deals for Town 
and Parish councils to help maintain or enhance local services for 
residents

• Recognise that some Town and Parish Councils only have the 
support of a Clerk for a few hours each week and there may be a 
delay in receiving responses

• Recognise the meeting cycles of Town and Parish Councils and 
be mindful of this when setting time frames for responses to 
consultations and for consideration of proposals
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Contacting Telford & Wrekin Council

Initial reports or requests for action of day to day issues should be logged using the 
Parish Councils  My Telford (www.telford.gov.uk/mytelford) account either online, 
or using the Downloadable app for smart phones. This route is the fastest way 
to ensure your enquiry is directed to the right person. It also allows you to track 
progress of your request via your My Telford dashboard.

If you cannot find a specific form to log your request, you can use the general 
Contact us (www.telford.gov.uk/contactus) form.

If you are unable to report an issue online, then it should be reported to the 
Customer Contact Centre by calling the relevant Contact number (www.telford.gov.
uk/usefulnumbers).
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Designation of New Local Nature Reserves 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Our green spaces are so important – a haven for those seeking to bolster their mental and 

physical health, a place where we can protect and reconnect with the natural environment, 

and a free activity in an ever more expensive world. 

“That’s why we’re creating six new Local Nature Reserves and extending two others, 

increasing our total area of designated reserves by more than 25%, so that everyone has 

nature nearby.” 
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Borough of Telford and Wrekin 

Cabinet 22 September 2022 

Designation of New Local Nature Reserves 

 
 
Cabinet Member: Cllr Carolyn Healy – Cabinet Member: Climate Change, 

Green Spaces, Natural and Historic Environment and Cultural 

Services 

Lead Director:  James Dunn – Director: Prosperity & Investment 

Service Area:  Development Management 

Report Author:  Fran Lancaster - Ecology & Green Infrastructure 

 Specialist 

Officer Contact 
Details:            Tel: 384220  Email: Fran.Lancaster@Telford.gov.uk 
 
Wards Affected:  All 

Key Decision:  Key Decision 

Forward Plan:  Yes 

Report considered by: Cabinet - 22 September 2022 

 
 
1.0 Recommendations for decision/noting: 

1.1 It is recommended that cabinet: 
- Approves the declaration of the new areas of Local Nature Reserve including both 

new and extended sites 

- Delegates authority to complete the declaration process to the Director of 

Prosperity and Investment and Director of Policy and Governance in consultation 

with the Cabinet member for Climate Change, Green Spaces, Natural and Historic 

Environment and Cultural Services. 

 

2.0 Purpose of Report 

2.1 This report sets out proposals for Cabinet to approve the declaration of extensive 
new areas of Local Nature Reserve (LNR) under Sections 19 and 21 of the 
National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949. 
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2.2  The declaration of these new areas of LNR forms part of a wider program of works 

being delivered by the Council to protect, care and invest in the borough’s natural 
environment. To date this program has protected over 1000ha of locally important 
green spaces valued by our local communities, protecting 200 Green Guarantee 
sites and 17 LNRs. 

 
2.3  The proposed new areas of LNR includes a range of new sites along with some 

extensions to existing LNRs to cover areas of land which were not included in the 
original declarations. The Council will continue to identify suitable land across the 
borough on an ongoing basis, including ongoing discussions to extend Dawley 
Hamlets LNR. 

 
2.4  The declaration of these further areas of LNRs, over new parcels comprising a mix 

of new LNRs and extensions to existing LNRs covers 151ha and will bring the 
number of LNRs in the Borough to 23 covering an area of 707ha.  

 
2.5  The declaration of the LNRs identified within the adopted Telford and Wrekin Local 

Plan (2011- 2031) has been completed. The Local Plan is currently under review, 
and the designation of further LNRs has been identified as a key driver in the 
delivery of an enhanced and better protected natural environment within the 
borough. The further program of LNR declarations set out in this report addresses 
that need. 

 
2.6  Visitor modelling in 2020 identified that the borough’s existing 17 Local Nature 

Reserves receive approximately 3.5 million visits a year. The derived welfare value 
provided by those visits can be valued at approximately £12.5 million/yr. Of the 3.5 
million visits per year approximately 2.5 million visits are made via active travel 
and 1.1 million visits are made by individuals who have never visited the LNRs 
before. 

 
2.7 It is increasingly recognised that we are facing three challenges linked to the 

natural environment:  
- The impacts of a changing climate,  

- The impacts of current declines in biodiversity, and  

- The increasing need to strengthen the connections between people and the 

natural world.  

The protection of additional areas of LNR, as part of a wider suite of sites across 
the borough, will help to address these challenges at a local level. 

 
2.8 LNR status recognises the role each site plays in increasing local resilience to a 

changing climate whilst as a core site within the borough’s wider green network 
the designation provides recognition of the site’s wider ecological value. The 
designation ensures residents will have continued access to accessible green 
space on their doorstep allowing them to create meaningful connections to the 
natural environment as well as helping people improve their health and wellbeing 
by engaging in healthy activities locally. The Council is not simply providing these 
spaces but working actively to ensure they are participatory. Telford’s green 
spaces are cared for by a combination of Council services and just under 30 
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individual ‘friends of’ groups, many of which are affiliated with The Telford Green 
Space Partnership. 

 
2.9 The response to the coronavirus pandemic has highlighted the need for our 

communities to have access to local green space and has shown that there are 
inequalities in the levels of local green space provision and accessibility. At the 
height of the pandemic in 2020 the UK’s People and Nature survey found that 
nearly 50% of adults surveyed had spent more time in the natural environment 
than before the pandemic. However, it was also found that people’s ability to 
access local green space was strongly linked to their socio-economic status. 
People living in areas of high deprivation, on low incomes or without a current job 
were less likely to be visiting local green spaces. Similar trends were also found 
for older people, minority ethnic groups and those with long term illness. 

 
2.10 The increasing provision of LNRs in the borough, including designating sites in 

areas of higher than average deprivation particularly in the south of the borough, 
will improve both the availability and, through effective promotion and 
engagement, knowledge of how the sites can be accessed and used.  The 
formation of a ‘friends of’ group for each site will provide an opportunity for 
community involvement and a feeling of local ownership as well as opportunities 
for physical activity and social interaction through volunteering. Educational usage 
of the sites, by local schools, engages school aged children with the natural 
environment and with their local green spaces. This work complements the 
Council’s Safer Stronger Communities program. 

 
3.0 Background 

3.1 The proposed new areas of LNR includes a range of new sites along with some 
extensions to existing LNRs to cover areas of land which were not included in the 
original declarations. 

 
3.2  The declaration of these further areas of LNRs, over new parcels comprising a mix 

of new LNRs and extensions to existing LNRs, covers 151ha and will bring the 
number of LNRs in the Borough to 23 covering an area of 707ha.  

 
3.3  The declaration of the LNRs identified within the adopted Telford and Wrekin Local 

Plan (2011- 2031) has been completed. The Local Plan is currently under review, 
and the designation of further LNRs has been identified as a key driver in the 
delivery of an enhanced and better protected natural environment within the 
borough. The further program of LNR declarations set out in this report addresses 
that need. 

 
3.4  Visitor modelling in 2020 identified that the borough’s existing 17 Local Nature 

Reserves receive approximately 3.5 million visits a year. The derived welfare value 
provided by those visits can be valued at approximately £12.5 million/yr. Of the 3.5 
million visits per year approximately 2.5 million visits are made via active travel 
and 1.1 million visits are made by individuals who have never visited the LNRs 
before. 

 
3.5 The details of the proposed LNR’s are as follows:  
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Proposed New LNR Ward  Hectares 

Central Hall Donnington  5 

Heath Hill and Pool Hill Dawley & Aqueduct 13 

Holmer Lake with 
Kemberton Meadow and 
Mounds 

Madeley & Sutton Hill 
The Nedge  
Brookside 

30  

Horsehay Pool with 
Simpsons Pool 

Horsehay & Lightmoor 7  

Snedshill and the Flash Priorslee and St Georges  48 

Langley Fields Malinslee & Dawley Bank  13 

SUB TOTAL   116 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Proposed Extensions  Ward  Hectares 

Dothill LNR  Dothill, Shawbirch  
Admaston & Bratton  

12 

Granville  Muxton 23 

SUB TOTAL   35 
 

OVERAL TOTAL   151 

 
3.6     A series of maps showing the proposed LNRs is presented in Appendix 1.  
 
4.0 Summary of main proposals 

4.1 This report sets out a proposal for the Council to agree to declare a number of new 
parcels of land as statutory Local Nature Reserve. This is in accordance with the 
provisions of Sections 19 and 21 National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 
1949. Local Nature Reserves provide opportunities for volunteering in the natural 
environment which increases physical activity, social interaction, encourages the 
lifelong learning of new skills and allows individuals to give back to their local 
community which leads to increases in physical and mental wellbeing. 

 
4.2 The sites meet the necessary criteria for declaration and draft management plans 

are in preparation. Initial engagement with Natural England has been undertaken 
along with the appropriate level of geotechnical assessment. As part of the 
declaration process and following Cabinet approval, a series of legal checks will be 
undertaken including reports on title, coal and drainage searches. Detailed 
boundary work will also be undertaken with any small changes required being made 
before declaration. Following which a consultation document will be issued to 
Natural England to seek their formal ‘Welcome’ prior to completion of the 
declarations and the associated legal seals. 
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 The Sites 
 
Central Hall  

4.3  This site covers 5ha in Donnington Ward off Oakengates Road and St Georges 

Road. The site is comprised of wet grassland, scrub and grassy banks and is an 

adopted Local Wildlife Site. 

 

Heath Hill and Pool Hill  

4.4 This site covers 13ha in Dawley & Aqueduct Ward between Doseley Road and 

Station Road, and between Station Road and Fence Road. The sites are largely 

wooded with a mix of broadleaved trees with some open areas of gorse and bracken 

at Pool Hill. 

 

Horsehay Pool with Simpsons Pool 

4.5 Horsehay Pool is a 3ha site north of Bridge Road in Horsehay & Lightmoor Ward. 

The site is comprised of a large mature lake along with the woodland and grassed 

surrounds. With it is Simpsons Pool which covers an additional 4ha west of the 

A5223 Wellington Road in Horsehay and Lightmoor Ward. This compartment of the 

site includes a deep former quarry pool and the surrounding broadleaved woodland. 

There are angling and recreational interests on these pools which will be protected 

as the site management plan is written. 

 

Holmer Lake with Kemberton Meadow and Mounds 

4.6 The lake covers 9ha in The Nedge Ward and Brookside Ward north of the A442 

Queensway and includes areas of woodland and grassland around the lake which 

is a reservoir. The lake itself is not in the ownership of the Council and cannot be 

included in the declaration. Kemberton Meadows and Mounds is comprised of 20ha 

and sites on the intersection of Madeley & Sutton Hill Ward, The Nedge Ward and 

Brookside Ward south of the A442 Queensway and in close proximity to Holmer 

Lake. The site includes a mosaic of grasslands, scrub and wooded pitmounds on 

the eastern edge of Halesfield Industrial Estate. 

 

Snedshill and the Flash  

4.7 This site includes 49ha of land in three distinct compartments within Priorslee Ward 

and St Georges Ward. 

 The Flash sits east of the A5 St Georges Bypass and covers an extensive area 

of woodland and grassland and the mature Hangman’s Pool. The pool has 

historically been used for angling and this use would be protected. There is also 

an existing play area and a small pitch with the potential for future enhancement. 

These existing facilities will be protected in the management planning for the site 

and potential enhancement of formal recreational facilities would be made clear 

at the time of declaration with the potential for the boundary to be amended 

around these facilities at the time of declaration.  
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 Snedshill covers a former mine working location east of the A442 either side of 

Cannongate and is comprised of secondary woodland and grassland areas. 

There is an existing ball court and youth shelter within the site and a new play 

area is proposed to be delivered in 2022. Neither of these facilities will be 

impacted by the proposed LNR status and management activity will seek to 

maintain and secure these facilities. 

 Redhill Eco Park with great crested newt pools and pitmounds covering land 

around the Redhill development in St. Gorges. 

 

Langley Fields  

4.8 The site covers 13ha of land in Malinslee and Dawley Bank Ward adjacent to the 

new Telford Langley School off Duce Drive. The site includes a mosaic of pools and 

woodland with scrub and large areas of heathland. The site is rich in amphibian and 

reptile species, birds and invertebrates including dingy skipper butterfly. 

 

Extension to Dothill LNR  

4.9 This large extension to the existing Dothill LNR covers areas of land in Dothill Ward, 

Shawbirch Ward and Admaston & Bratton Ward totalling 12ha which sit to the north 

of the existing declared site. The additional land contains areas of woodland, 

grassland and scrub habitats forming important green connections through the 

developed area.  

 

Extension to Granville LNR  

4.10 The proposed extension to the existing Granville LNR in Muxton Ward cover 23ha 

over two distinct sites: 

 The larger compartment sits immediately south west of the current LNR 

declaration and includes areas of woodland, a steeply sided ‘bowl’, ponds and 

grassland areas 

 The smaller area covers a small compartment of previously undesignated 

woodland close to Daisy Bank Drive. 

 

5.0 Alternative Options 

5.1 The alternative is to not declare additional land as Local Nature Reserve and to retain the 

existing sites. 

 

5.2 The Council has already declared 556ha of Local Nature Reserve meaning that the 

borough has close to 3ha of LNR for every 1,000 population. This is 3 times the 

recommended level of provision and will rise further if these new proposals are taken 

forward. Telford & Wrekin was within the top 20 local authorities nationally for provision of 

LNRs based on available data from 2021 and was the leading West Midlands authority at 

that time. 

 
 
6.0 Key Risks 
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6.1 Internal and external consultation with relevant stakeholders has taken place. 

 Internal consultations with Engineering Officers confirmed the need for 
geotechnical risk assessments on these sites which have mining legacy. The 
geotechnical risk assessments are complete and funding has been secured 
to implement the recommendations prior to formal declaration. 

 Internal consultations with Healthy Spaces Officers have identified some 
sites where existing play, youth provision or ball game facilities exist within 
the proposed boundaries, the inclusion of these facilities within proposed 
LNRs is consistent with previous declarations. These facilities are part of the 
sites and are part of the balance between conservation and recreational 
usage of the sites. These facilities will be maintained and managed for their 
specific use.  

 Some sites where additional play or other facilities are desirable have also 
been identified and management planning will take these needs into account 
and if necessary small boundary amendments can be made prior to 
declaration to ensure that these additional or enhanced facilities can be 
delivered without being constrained by the LNR declaration process. 

 Internal consultations with officers including development management, 

estates, drainage, and environmental maintenance have not identified any 

potential issues with the declaration of this sites. 

7.0 Council Priorities 
 
7.1 Following declaration the land shown in Appendix 1 will be managed as Local 

Nature Reserves  
 
7.2 The selection and declaration of Local Nature Reserves play an important role in 

maintaining a healthy balance in spatial planning between the built environment and 
green infrastructure. A full list of existing Local Nature Reserves is provided in Table 
1.  

 

7.3 Table 1: Local Nature Reserves in Telford 

Site Size 
(ha) 

Dothill 41 
Limekiln Wood  24 
Lodge Field  3 
Madebrook and Stirchley Dingle  5 
Madeley Pit Mounds  43 
Telford Town Park  92 
The Beeches  4 
The Ercall and St Lawrence’s Hill 67 
The Granville 62 
Apley Woods 23 
Lillishall Hill 5 
Ketley Paddock Mound 5 
Randlay Valley (in process) 45 
Rough Park (in process) 
Lightmoor (in process) 
Dawley Pools and Pit Mounds  

42 
24 
38 
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The Cockshutt (in process) 33 
TOTAL  556 

 
 
8.0 Financial Implications 
 
8.1 The Council will continue to manage and maintain the sites at its current budget 

levels.  Any recommendations arising from the geotechnical risk assessments and 
implementation of recommendations arising will be funded from within the 
Development Management budgets.  S106 funding will be used to support the 
maintenance of play equipment at the sites referred to in section 4. 

 
8.2 The Council will work in partnership with Parish & Town Councils and ‘Friends’ 

groups and seek to establish groups across these new sites. 
 
9.0 Legal and HR Implications 
 
9.1 The Council has power under the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 

1949 to establish nature reserves by way of a declaration. The declaration will stand 
as evidence that the land is a LNR and will be managed as such. LNR status is a 
statutory designation which reflects an owner’s commitment to managing the site 
for conservation purposes or for a combination of conservation and recreational 
purposes.  

 
9.2 There is a making and publication procedure that needs to be followed regarding 

the declaration which includes prior consultation with Natural England. Legal 
Services will assist the Director of Prosperity and Investment as required regarding 
the process. Declaring a site as a LNR provides opportunity for the Council to make 
byelaws for the protection of the reserve. 

 
9.3 There are no direct HR implications arising from this report. 
 
10.0 Ward Implications 
 
10.1 The designation of the areas as LNRs will deliver borough wide benefits and specific 

impacts in multiple wards listed in 4.3 to 4.10 above. 
 
10.2 The designation of the LNRs contribute to several priorities, including: 

 ensuring that neighbourhoods are safe, clean and well maintained  

 improving the health and wellbeing of our communities and addressing health 

inequalities. 

10.3 The provision of accessible green spaces contributes to supporting the delivery of 
the Borough’s public health priorities encouraging people of all ages to remain 
active.  

 
10.4 LNR status for these sites will assist in the application for external funding. 
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10.5 LNR’s provide opportunities for volunteering which increases physical and social 
interaction and encourages lifelong learning of new skills as well as supporting 
mental wellbeing. 

 
11.0 Health, Social and Economic Implications 
 
11.1 Outdoor Recreational Value (ORVal Assessment) 

ORVal is an online tool that spatially models the number of visits made to sites and 
calculates the welfare value of these visits. Calculations are based on findings from 
the ‘Monitor of Engagement in Natural Environment’ (MENE) surveys and a variety 
of economic valuation literature. In 2020 Telford and Wrekin Council modelled the 
outdoor recreational value of the council’s LNR series. This high level assessment 
based on broad habitat types and the presence of outdoor facilities indicated that: 

 Telford’s 17 Local Nature Reserves receive approximately 3.5 million visits a 

year. 

 Those visits to Telford’s 17 Local Nature Reserves can be valued at 

approximately £12.5 million/yr   

 Of the 3.5 million visits per year to our Local Nature Reserves approximately 

2.5 million visits are made via active travel, and 

 Of the 3.5 million visits per year 1.1 million visits are made by individuals who 

have never visited the LNRs before. 

Accessible Natural Green Space ANGsT 
11.2 In 2010 Natural England published ‘Nature Nearby’ setting out the recommended 

standards for Accessible Natural Greenspace: 
 
“Everyone, wherever they live, should have accessible natural greenspace: 

• Of at least 2 ha in size, no more than 300 metres from home; 

• At least one accessible 20 ha site within 2 km of home; and 

• One accessible 500 ha site within 10km of home; plus 

• A minimum of one hectare of Local Nature Reserve per 1000 population” 

11.3 At the time of Telford’s inception it was intended that every 1000 of the population 
would have access to four hectares of green space. This standard was achieved by 
the 1980s. 

 
11.4 In 2016 the Marches Ecosystem Assessment revealed that 89% of households 

within Telford and Wrekin are within 300m of accessible natural greenspace of at 
least 2ha in size. 

 

11.5 The borough of Telford and Wrekin has an estimated population of 185,600 people 
(Office of National Statistics, 2021). The Cabinet approval of these eleven new 
areas of Local Nature Reserve will increase the spatial coverage of Cabinet 
approved and formally declared LNR’s in the borough by 151hectares to 707 
hectares. The declaration of all the cabinet approved Local Nature Reserves will 
result in approximately 3.8ha of LNR per 1000 of the population, nearly four times 
the minimum recommended standard. 

 
11.6  Health and Mental Wellbeing 
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Health inequalities are often linked to individuals’ access to nature. It has been 
shown that living close to accessible green spaces can promote public health and 
reduce levels of obesity, heart disease, reduce stress and levels of depression. 

 

11.7 Access to high quality green space is important to health and wellbeing at all stages 
in life. Learning through natural play is a key part of developing imagination, physical 
fine motor skills and improves a child’s ability to deal with stress and adversity in 
life. Activities in nature can have a significant impact on reducing social isolation 
and symptoms anxiety and depression in adults. 

 
12.0 Equality and Diversity Implications 
 
12.1 The Council, working with parish and town councils, friends groups and local 

environmental organisations has made a commitment to address the inequalities in 
physical, cultural and social access to the natural environment and this reflects even 
more positively given the changes seen through the pandemic. 

 
12.2 Volunteering through Friends of Groups is an established and effective way of 

engaging A wide range of people and provides opportunities for maintaining and 
improving physical health as well as providing social opportunities. These groups 
also offer opportunities for local people to be involved in site management and 
decision making processes through the steering groups on which Telford & Wrekin 
Council, town and parish councils and local people work together for the good of the 
site. 

 
12.3 Telford & Wrekin Council is also delivering Live Well Telford, an online community 

directory which signposts local people to a range of services across the borough. 
Volunteering opportunities at Local Nature Reserves are made available on this 
directory.  

 
13.0 Climate Change and Environmental Implications 
 
13.1 Natural Capital 

In 2020 a government review collated and assessed our current understanding of 
the economics of biodiversity. The study sets out how we rely on the natural 
environment to provide us with food, water and shelter and how the natural systems 
we are part of regulate our climate, maintain nutrient cycles and oxygen production. 
The review sets out how, as individuals or as communities, the natural environment 
can enhance our physical health and mental wellbeing providing us with 
opportunities for spiritual fulfilment, recreation and recuperation. The study 
highlighted how the natural systems we are part of also absorb the waste products 
we produce including carbon dioxide, plastics and other forms of waste that, in some 
instances, can be polluting or disruptive to the way the natural systems we are part 
of work. 

 
13.2 The natural environment has an intrinsic worth. However, our natural environment 

can also be viewed as an asset in the same way that roads, buildings and factories 
or health, knowledge and skills are assets. The natural environment has ‘value’ and 
delivers ‘economic good’. 
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Biodiversity Net Gain 
13.3 The Council’s existing and proposed LNRs hold a considerable resource of 

biodiversity which the Council is making a baseline assessment of biodiversity value 
in 2022 and 2023. The Council will identify potential for increasing biodiversity value 
across these sites, through amending and altering management, and determining 
how those increases are funded in the long term. 

 
14.0  Background Papers 

 None 
  
  

15.0  Appendices 
 

A Site Maps 
  
  
  

16.0  Report Sign Off 
 
Signed off by Date sent Date signed off Initials  
Finance 05/08/2022 12/08/2022 AM 
Legal 
Director 

05/08/2022 
05/08/2022 

10/08/2022 
12/09/2022 

HR 
JD 
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Appendix 1: Site Maps 

Central Hall (Donnington Ward)  
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Heath Hill and Pool Hill (Dawley & Aqueduct Ward)  
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Holmer Lake with Kemberton Meadow and Mounds (Madeley & Sutton Hill Ward, 

The Nedge Ward and Brookside Ward)  
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Horsehay Pool with Simpsons Pool (Horsehay & Lightmoor Ward)  
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Snedshill and the Flash and Pitmound (Priorslee Ward and St Georges Ward) 
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Langley Fields (Malinslee & Dawley Bank Ward)  
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Extension to Dothill LNR (Dothill Ward, Shawbirch Ward and Admaston & Bratton 

Ward)  
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Extensions to Granville LNR (Muxton Ward)  
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Telford & Wrekin Council Becoming Carbon Neutral Update 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“I’m delighted to present the wide range of initiatives set out in this report, not least the 50 

public electric vehicle charging points that we plan to install in car parks across the borough. 

We are reducing plastics and taking climate action across all service areas, and are bringing 

our community along with us. 

“We have given ourselves an ambitious climate action timeline – but it’s one we are 

determined to meet. With eight years left, and having already reduced our emissions by 57% 

over the last three years, we are confident that we will be able to achieve carbon neutrality 

for council operations by 2030.” 
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Borough of Telford and Wrekin 

 Cabinet 

22 September 2022 

Telford and Wrekin Council Becoming Carbon Neutral and Plastic Free 

Update 

 
 
Cabinet Member:  Cllr Carolyn Healy - Cabinet Member: Climate Change, Green 

Spaces, Natural and Historic Environment and Cultural 

Services 

Lead Director:  Felicity Mercer - Director:  Communities, Customer and 

Commercial Services  

Service Area:   Community Services   

Report Author:   Ian Wykes - Team Leader: Climate Change and Sustainability 

Officer Contact 
Details:   Tel: 01962 384960  Email: ian.wykes@telford.gov.uk 
 
Wards Affected:  All 

Key Decision:   Non-Key Decision 

Forward Plan:  Not applicable  

Report considered by: SMT – 22 August 2022 

Business Briefing – 08 September 2022 

 

 
1.0 Recommendations for decision/noting: 

 

1.1 That Cabinet notes the progress the Council has made over the last 12 months in its 

journey to become carbon neutral by 2030 and how the Council will continue to work to 

reduce carbon emissions from the Council’s operations and activities and influence 

carbon reduction Borough-wide. 

 

1.2 That Cabinet notes the progress the Council is making to become plastic free by 2023 

and as part of the borough wide Telford and Wrekin Plastic Free Task Force. 

 

1.3 That Cabinet Notes that this report is in relation to the Council’s response to the Climate 

Emergency Declaration and will be referred to Full Council for information as part of the 

‘Matters Determined by the Cabinet’ report.  Page 155
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2.0 Purpose of Report 

 

2.1 To update Cabinet on progress being made to meet the Council’s target of becoming 

Carbon Zero by 2030 (a 57% reduction in emissions to date) and Plastic Free by 2023. 

 
3.0 Background 

 

3.1 In 2019 Telford and Wrekin Council declared a Climate Change Emergency and set out 

an ambitious target to ensure its activities and operations are carbon neutral by 2030.  

The Council also made a commitment to remove single-use plastics from the Council's 

operations and activities, replacing them with sustainable alternatives, by the end of 2023. 

 

3.2 Previously reporting on these two areas has been undertaken separately.  However, we 

will be reporting on both as one delivery plan for the purposes of monitoring and reporting 

moving forward.  

 

3.3 At the time of the last Climate Change Report to Cabinet in November 2021 the UK was 

hosting the COP26 in Glasgow. The main achievement of COP was to reaffirm the 

commitment of keeping a global increase in temperature to 1.5oC as previously agreed at 

The Paris Agreement in 2015. The UK Government’s commitments are still those set out 

in the Climate Change Act 2008 (as amended) which established a legally binding target 

to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 100% by 2050. 

 

3.4 Although there have been no recent legislative changes, there are two ongoing 

influencing factors that have had, and will continue to have, a bearing on the focus of the 

Council’s climate change work going forward.  

 

 Firstly 2022 has seen a continued increase in fuel prices which have contributed to the 

current cost of living crisis. This is one of the biggest challenges Telford and its 

residents are currently facing. More households will be entering fuel poverty and we 

will also see a big impact on local community groups and businesses.  

 Secondly the general trend of climatic extremes has continued into 2022 with July 

recording the highest ever temperatures in the UK. 
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3.5 The graphic below sets out the principles that the council seeks to adhere to meet its 

sustainability and climate change ambitions 

 
3.6 To support a range of schemes to reduce the Council’s carbon footprint the Council has 

allocated £4,000,000 of capital funding into this programme of work. To date 

approximately half the fund has been allocated and is being used across a range of 

projects to help support the delivery of the action plan.  More information on this is set out 

in the main report. 

 

4.0 Summary of main proposals 

 

Carbon Emissions 2021/22 

 

4.1 The Council has continued to monitor emissions from the following activities: 

 

 Corporate estate 

 Street lighting  

 Transport and travel 

 
4.2 Regarding transport and travel data, whilst there is accurate data available on business 

and fleet mileage, it has not been possible to precisely monitor emissions from 

commuting by employees.  This is due to variable working patterns of employees during 

the Covid recovery period.  We have therefore removed commuting from the data, 

pending carrying out an updated staff travel survey, linked to an accommodation review, 

which will provide an evidence base for future data. 

 

4.3 With that in mind, and to ensure consistency, we have also removed commuting from all 

previous years data in order to track progress in 2021/22 against a comparable baseline 

figure for 2018/19. Using this methodology, emissions in 2021/22 total 2426 tonnes 

CO2e.  When comparing this to equivalent baseline data for 2018/19 (5686 tonnes 

CO2e – with commuting removed), the overall figure is a reduction of 57% overall in 
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emissions.    

 

4.4 Using comparable data, the % reduction in 2020/21 from the baseline year was 

61%.  This small variation is to be expected as services were returning to normal 

operation during 2021/22 following the pandemic, however it is positive to note that we 

still managed to sustain a 44% decrease in emissions in business mileage in 2021/22 

compared to pre-pandemic (2019/20) levels. 

 

 

Progress against the action plan 

 

4.5 The Council has received national recognition for its climate change work. A report by 

Climate Emergency UK and featured in the Guardian put Telford and Wrekin Council in 

the top 10 single tier authorities. 1 The Council has also been approved to become a 

member of UK100 a network of local authorities who have a clear and demonstrable 

commitment to tackle climate change. This will be formally signed by the Leader in the 

autumn. 

 

4.6 Good progress is being made against the actions in the corporate Climate Change Action 

Plan with 22 of the 82 already having been completed and a number of longer-term 

actions are in progress as well.  Some of those in progress have either been delayed by 

the continuation of Covid 19 or are awaiting other reviews to be completed such as the 

ongoing accommodation review. 

 

4.7 For the corporate estate, a range of energy efficiency and renewable energy installations 

have been delivered. The council has targeted those buildings with the largest emissions 

already identified those buildings and measures have been completed in 8 of these. For 

the remainder measures are being identified which will form part of future funding bids. 

The council is currently looking to submit a bid to the Public Sector Decarbonisation Fund 

for retrofit and other improvements at Darby House and Granville House 

 

4.8 At Newport Leisure centre £586,000 was secured from the Public Sector 

Decarbonisation Fund to install an air source heat pump and thermal insulation. The 

Council also reduced the depth of the pool to reduce water heating costs and installed 

new LED lighting.  The outcome of this work means the site will save 566,863kWh a year 

(the same amount of energy typically used by 182 houses). The pool was re-opened to 

the public in July 2022. 

                                                 
1 https://councilclimatescorecards.uk/ Page 158
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Air source heat pump and completed installation at Newport Leisure Centre 
 

 
4.9 At Oakengates Leisure Centre photovoltaic panels have now been installed, funded 
 through SEPUBU (Sustainable Energy in Public Buildings). SEPUBU funding has also 
 been used to install Electric Vehicle charging points and LED lighting at Horsehay Golf 
 and Fitness Centre. Additional funding has now been secured to install photovoltaic 

 panels  and battery storage.  
 
4.10 NuPlace (owned by Telford and Wrekin Council) have developed 46 sustainable homes 
 at Southwater Way, all with photovoltaic panels and electric vehicle charging points with 
 the first tenant moving in April 2022 

 
 

     
 

Sustainable housing at Southwater Way 

  
 
4.11 In Donnington planning consent has been granted for a 329 unit development. All units 

will accommodate a range of carbon reduction technologies including fabric upgrades, 
water heat recovery, electric car charging points, solar panels etc. Eighteen NuPlace 
properties are to be built to the Future Homes standard and will be electrically heated 
powered by photo voltaic panels.  

 
4.12 NI. Park is employment development land south of the A518 and west of the A41 in
 Newport.  The first phase of TWC Investment Units was completed in October 2021 and is 
 understood to be the first in the area to deliver both electric vehicle charging and 
 photovoltaic panels to support smaller businesses, ahead of recent changes in the 
 planning process. It also includes a wildlife pond: 
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4.13 Funding from the capital budget has been allocated for the installation of low energy LED 
lighting at Granville House, and for Photovoltaic panels at Lakewood Court. Funding 
has also been provided for an innovative Pavegen scheme at Southwater currently being 
installed. Pavegen is a technology where paving slabs can generate electricity from the 
motion of peoples’ footsteps. 
 

4.14 170k of capital funding, from the Municipal Investment (see case studies in section 4.19) 
will be utilised to fit energy efficiency measures to 12 units of the Council’s temporary 
accommodation, showing an intent to lead by example in improving our own stock for 
vulnerable people. This is part of the Councils much wider work on Safer, Stronger 
Communities.  £500,000 of the capital budget is being used to plug gaps in Government 
funding and help deliver energy efficiency measures and other support to targeted 
residents most at risk of fuel poverty. This is part of the council’s wider affordable warmth 
work. 

 
4.15 Our Affordable Warmth Strategy has set us clear targets to make homes with an energy 

performance rating of D and below within our borough more energy efficient, taking our 
most deprived households out of fuel poverty, while working towards our carbon net zero 
target. Homes currently account for around 20% of all emissions in the borough. To date 
we have brought in over £3m of capital funding through programmes such as the Green 
Homes Grant Local Authority Delivery scheme to provide energy efficiency measures to 
our most vulnerable citizens in fuel poverty resulting in a minimum of 900 measures being 
delivered in people’s homes. Targeted work has also been undertaken in our Safer 
Stronger Community areas, for example 61 households alone have benefitted in Sutton 
Hill.  
 

4.16 Looking at transport, a comparison of emissions from some areas with data prior to Covid 

 may indicate a long-term trend in the reduction of carbon emissions. For example, grey 

 fleet mileage (business mileage in private cars) just prior to the pandemic in 2019/20 

 stood at 1,672,429 miles but reduced significantly in 2020/21 to 671,626. This figure 

 increased the following year as lockdown restrictions lifted again but it still shows a 

 reduction of 59.8% compared to pre-pandemic mileage levels.  This could suggest there 

 has been a permanent shift away from face to face to more virtual meetings which will 

 have a positive impact on our travel emissions moving forward. 

 

4.17 Supporting this, the Council are continuing to invest in electric vehicles as part of its 

routine ongoing replacement of its fleet. The Public Protection team are already in receipt 

of four electric vans and Highways have also purchased two electric vans. An additional 

ten vehicles are ordered and awaiting delivery including two electric minibuses for Arthog 

that will be funded through the Municipal Investment. The Council is finalising a bid for 

funding to install up to 50 electric charging points in car parks across the borough 
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aimed at providing charging facilities for residents without off street parking. This builds of 

the 15 points the council has already installed for its own fleet 

 

4.18 In July 2022 Cabinet approved the Electric Vehicle Strategy as well as the Local Cycling 

 & Walking Infrastructure Plan both setting out the Council’s aspirations towards 

 sustainable transport. Both will play a significant role in helping the Council meet its own 

 climate change commitments as well as the borough as a whole.  

 

 
 

4.19 Focussing on biodiversity, the Council has a range of projects it is working on. It organised 

a No Mow May event and bug hunt in Hartshill Park earlier this year in conjunction with 

Oakengates Town Council.  In June it worked with Bug Life and created an extensive 

project in Dawley Park to improve the bee line corridor and in July it built 2 bug hotels at 

Bowring Park along with the Friends of Group.  The Council is due to build more bug 

hotels in Dale End Park in September and is working on developing a bee bank. A bat 

walk and survey is also planned, followed by bat box building in conjunction with local 

schools in the autumn.  

4.20 Over and above the specific actions set out in the Climate Change Action Plan the Council 
is also engaged in a wide range of activities across land in its ownership to deliver 
appropriate habitat and site management, benefits to specific species and biodiversity 
enhancements through actions funded by Council budgets, external funding and 
developer contributions. These actions are targeted primarily at biodiversity gains, and 
halting biodiversity loss, but in many cases contribute significantly to the sequestration of 
carbon and therefore to the aims and objective of the Climate Change Action Plan. 
Examples of relevant actions are the restoration of pools and ponds, management of 
heathland and species rich grassland to maintain extent and enhance condition and the 
enhancement of grasslands for increased species diversity. 
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Case studies  
 
4.21 The case studies below provide a snapshot of a range of activities completed (or currently 
 being delivered) since the last report. These include actions in the action plan that 
 contribute directly to the Council’s own carbon footprint, the wider Borough’s emissions or 
 are helping raise awareness. 
 
 Climate Change Fund 
  

 

The fund was launched in February 2021 

with a £100k grant fund to support local 

groups and small businesses with projects 

to reduce their carbon footprint and help 

the Borough reach Net Carbon Zero by 

2030. It was very well received, with the 

scheme being oversubscribed, receiving 

69 applications with grant requests 

totalling over £250,000.  
 

Admaston House Community Centre one of 
the recipients of the Climate Change Fund. 

Successful applications included projects such as a community electric charging point in 
Sambrook, a secure bike storage facility at Burton Borough School and the installation 
of solar PV systems at several buildings across the borough. Owing to the success of 
the first round a second round of £200,000 was launched in June 2022. This is being 
secured through the Municipal Investment. 

 
 Municipal Investment 
 
   Telford & Wrekin Council launched the West Midlands’ first Community Municipal 
 Investment (CMI) with Abundance Investment in May 2022, meaning local people can 
 now invest directly in a greener, more sustainable future for all. It has already raised over 
 £250,000, (296 investors) allowing people to invest from as little as £5, earning 2.1% 
 interest per year fixed, before tax, with interest and capital repayments every 6 months 
 across the investment term. The CMI fund will be used to:  
 

 Provide the finance for the second round of the Climate Change Fund (see above)  

 Pay for energy efficiency improvements to the Council’s temporary accommodation, 

meaning affordable warmth for some of the most vulnerable members of the 

community 

 Buy two electric vehicles for the Council’s Outdoor Education team, meaning school 

trips to everyone’s favourite place - Arthog - become sustainable! 
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 Youth Climate Summit   
 
 Directly as a result of the feedback from consultation on the Borough Climate Change 
 Partnership’s Plan, Telford and Wrekin Council held the first Youth Climate Change 
 Summit at Enginuity which is part of the Ironbridge Gorge Museum. Over a hundred pupils 
 from Year 9, 10 and 12 attended from 4 schools across the borough: Ercall Wood 
 Academy, Charlton School, Newport Girls' High School and Hadley Learning Community. 
 The event included talks on aspects of climate change from a range of experts as well as 
 interactive workshops so that pupils could help shape the Council’s work going forward.   
 
 Babi Banjoko, 14, a pupil at Ercall Wood Academy said: "Our generation is going to be the 
 one that has the most impact on what is going to happen to the Earth, so it is important 
 we have the information in our heads to help us.” Geography teacher at Charlton School 
 and head of year nine, John Taylor, said: "It is a good realisation for them that it is not just 
 about planting trees, but action is more important and the awareness of reducing their 
 impact on the environment."  

  

 
 Wellington Bus Station 
 
 Telford & Wrekin Council opened the UK’s first bus station to generate its own electricity 
 in June 2022. Working with suppliers Etesian Green and Journeo, an ‘off-grid’ station was 
 created where power is generated by multi-directional wind turbines and solar panels 
 producing renewable carbon free energy. The bus station will generate approximately 820 
 kilowatt-hours a year, enough electricity to supply a house for three months.  
 
 This energy will power the lighting, CCTV and live timetable information boards in the 
 shelters. Over  the lifespan of the bus station, carbon savings of 55 tonnes will be 
 achieved. In addition,  each bus shelter is made from 100% recycled plastic bottles.  As 
 well as energy saving measures, the station now has passenger information technology 
 including improved accessibility and security features such as voice and push button 

 announcements.  
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Opening of Wellington Bus Station 

 Eco grants  
 
 The Telford and Wrekin Growth Hub launched its Eco grant mid-January as part of the 
 Councils’ Pride in Our High Streets (PiOHS) programme. Christine’s Florist in Oakengates 
 was given an Eco grant to support the switch from cellophane wrapping to brown roll wrap 
 – cellophane wrapping is a third cheaper than brown eco paper.  With our funding help 
 she was able to sign up to a 3 year delivery schedule of brown paper making the switch 
 affordable and giving her time to build in small price increases to absorb costs over the 
 next 3 years. Just William Cobblers in Newport have old fluorescent tubular lighting 
 installed in their shop. The Council’s eco-grant will support the business owner to switch 
 over to eco LED lighting panels. 

  
 Cool Shropshire and Telford 

 
  Telford and Wrekin Council have been working with Shropshire Council and local 
 company E4envrionment Ltd to provide a free resource to support micro businesses and 
 other organisations providing an online resource to help businesses identify effective 
 measures they can undertake to be more sustainable and save money through energy 
 efficiency. So far over 30 businesses have registered and E4environment are following up 
 with additional resources and support.  

 
 
 

Carbon Literacy Training 
 
4.22 To support the Council’s journey with becoming carbon neutral, 3 members of the 
 Climate Change & Sustainability Team have completed carbon literacy training, delivered 
 by Save Our Shropshire. 
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4.23 Carbon Literacy covers the basic science of climate change and an understanding of the 
 ways to reduce emissions in a variety of ways, on an individual, community and 
 organisation basis. The intention now is to ‘train the trainer’ and share this knowledge 
 across the rest of the organisation to inform and influence the Council’s future operations. 

 
External funding 
 

4.24 Moving forward it is important that the Council maximises the amount of external funding it 
 can draw down through a variety of national and regional funding sources. A funding bid 
 has been submitted to Phase 3 Public Sector Low Carbon Skills Fund (administered 
 through Salix) for feasibility studies across eleven properties.  

 
4.25 If successful, this will then form the basis of a larger bid for wide ranging retrofit works. 
 The Council are also involved in two substantial bids to the Marches Energy Fund. One to 
 provide an additional fund for businesses in the Marches LEP area and another working 
 with AceOn to trial large scale battery storage at various sites across the LEP area. In 
both  cases we have been successful in our expressions of interest and been invited to submit 
 detailed bids. 
 

 Partnership working 
 

4.26 Although the primary focus of this report relates to the Councils’ own activities, it should 
 also be noted that since the last report to Cabinet in November 2021 there has been 
 considerable progress working in wider partnerships. For example, the Council has 
 supported the Telford and Wrekin Borough Climate Change Partnership to finalise and 
 publish the Borough action plan as well as agree priorities for the first year of activities. 

 
  4.27 The Council has also been working closely as part of the Integrated Care System to 
 develop an inter-agency strategy to tackle climate change and with the Town and Parish 
 Councils Climate Change group, many of whom have now also declared their own climate 
 emergencies. 

 
 Removing single use plastics 
 

4.28 The Council has made a commitment to remove single-use plastics from the Council’s 
operations and activities, replacing them with sustainable alternatives by 2023. Single-use 
plastics can include any disposable plastic item which is designed to be used only once 
e.g., plastic bags, disposable utensils, wet wipes, razor blades, food wrappers and plastic 
lids.   
 

4.29 The Council has an action plan in place setting out how it will reduce its own single use 
plastic and how it will encourage and promote plastic free initiatives borough wide. It 
requires participation by a wide number of teams and services and as such we have a 
Council cross-working group to ensure we are doing all we can to achieve this. 

 
4.30 Progress was last reported to Cabinet on this in October 2020 but for the two years after 

this things have proved challenging due to Covid. We were unable to hold any community 
events during lockdown and a number of things had to be put on hold due to the offices 
being closed and restricted operations.  However, we have still been able to make positive 
changes during that time: 

 

 Environmental impact has been included in the new Cabinet report template to 

ensure that consideration is given to climate change and the impact of single-use 

plastics.  
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 We have recruited 32 Climate Change Champions that help us to communicate 

with friends, family and local communities about the climate change agenda, including 

single use plastics. 

 We now have a local Green Guide for Telford and Wrekin via the Mossy Life 

website.  Accredited as a ‘plastic free champion’ this website signposts users to local 

sustainable businesses and organisations and you can search a variety of green 

credentials including plastic free.  A link to this sits on our Sustainable Telford & 

Wrekin Website and we are working with Plastic Free Taskforce members to promote 

the website to local businesses, encouraging more to sign up.  Mossy Life is regularly 

updated to include details of Council’s activity on Plastic Free. 

 We have introduced dual recycling bins in the Town Park, Hartshill Park, and 

Dawley Park that capture recycling separate from general rubbish.  These allow 

people to recycle whilst they are on the go and were a recommendation from the 

Environment Scrutiny Committee. The non-contamination and quality of recyclates to 

date has been very good and Environment Scrutiny Committee will be reviewing later 

this year to see what impact they have made. 

 We have introduced a new recycling process into the Street Champion scheme - 

they now have clear bags to separate their recycling into (this is in addition to the blue 

bags you may see them using for the general waste).  This is great news as we have 

over 1,300 volunteers doing litter picking activity across the borough, so it is far 

reaching.   

 We’ve also replaced the plastic hoops that Street Champions use to hold their 

rubbish in with ones made out of recycled plastic. 

 The Council’s Events team continue to work with waste companies who are able to 

evidence that they can recycle the majority, if not all, of the waste from our events. 

They have worked with some different examples of waste companies to assess their 

effectiveness both at reducing waste to landfill or incineration and in cost 

effectiveness.  In addition, they have clearly instructed our event vendors and 

suppliers of our aim to reduce plastic waste, and indeed not to supply it at future 

events but replace it with sustainable or recyclable alternatives.  

 A number of social media campaigns have taken place, this year including: 

 

‒ A Plastic Free Pledge launched February 2022.  The objectives being to spread 

plastic free messages to a diverse audience, increase awareness, encourage 

behaviour change and encourage people to make their workplace part of the 

plastic free community.  We created messages to encourage pledge sign-up 

across all our channels, including messages to volunteers and stakeholders who 

could share with their communities.  In signing the pledge, people signed up to a 

series of ‘tips’ emails over the following 4-week period using the last email to 

cross-sell sign up to the Sustainable TW monthly emails for people who want to 

keep receiving sustainability tips in future.  In total 316 have signed up to the 

pledge so far and we continue to promote this throughout the year.  Example 

images: 
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‒ Plastic Free July – linking in with the national campaign we highlighted the 

environmental impacts of plastic pollution and encouraged local residents and 

organisations to be part of the solution by ‘stepping away from single-use’ and 

signing the plastic free pledge. We ran a series of communications on social media 

throughout the month including case studies from staff, volunteers and members 

of the Plastic Free Taskforce. We also delivered an online event for staff to find out 

more about what we are doing and how everyone individually can make a 

difference – either at work or at home. This included an online quiz and we gave 

examples of how to make simple swaps. 

‒  

 
 
 

4.31 However, there is still more we need to do and key areas of focus moving forward include: 
 

 Reviewing the use of products that contribute to micro plastic pollution in all our 

operations. 

 Reviewing single-use plastic used in our care sector. 

 Exploring how Fleet Services and staff can help reduce vehicle tyre plastic pollution. 

4.32 We will also be bringing the Council cross-working group together again to review 
 the current plan and look at what else can be added moving forward to continue 
 removing single-use plastics from our operations. 
 
 Achieving plastic free community status for the borough 
 
4.33 The Council has set up and is working collaboratively with a range of local 
 organisations including schools, universities, businesses, community groups and  Town 
 and Parish Councils.  Collectively Telford & Wrekin Plastic Free Taskforce are working 
 to achieve plastic free community status for the borough by 2023 as well.  Accredited by 
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 Surfers Against Sewage there are 5 main objectives to this, so the Taskforce has 
 developed its own action plan and the group meets regularly throughout the year to report 
 progress and work together on joint events.   
 
4.34 For the Council’s part, as well as passing a resolution we play a lead role in co-ordinating 
 the work of the Taskforce.  This includes administering meetings,  gathering evidence to 
 support our application and supporting borough wide awareness raising campaigns and 
 events.   
 
4.35 Progress to date: 

 
 Wrekin Housing Group is our Flagship employer 

 All Town Councils need to achieve plastic free status in their own right and 

pass resolutions – so far 1 has achieved this (Newport) and the rest are working 

towards this and are at various stages in the process. 

 42 businesses in the borough overall need to be signed up as business allies, 

supporting the campaign and removing at least 3 single use plastics from their 

operations – so far we have 54 signed up but the Partnership will continue to work 

with more across the borough. 

 We require plastic free allies; from schools, community facilities, places of worship 

and libraries – and we have been carrying out targeted engagement with these 

groups this year and offered to support them with making the commitment.  Work is 

still in progress to get as many signed up as possible.  This will include the Council’s 

own Leisure Centres, Libraries, Theatre and outdoor activity centres. 

 Holding at least 2 community events in each calendar year: 

   

‒ Last year we did a borough wide litter picking event that included recycling (as 

 part of  the Great British Spring Clean campaign).  Working in conjunction with 

partnership members and local Street Champions it was held across Hollinswood, 

Woodside, Dawley, Wellington, Oakengates and Ironbridge.  As part of the litter 

picking we asked participants to separate the rubbish between general household 

waste and recycling and this was supported by a promotional campaign and video 

to raise awareness about the importance of recycling and single use plastics.  In 

total 85 bags of general waste and 56 bags of recyclables were collected during 

this event.  Following this we became shortlisted finalists at the Keep Britain Tidy 

Network Awards 2022. 

 

‒ We also worked on an Ocean Fish project, in partnership with the British Ironwork 

Centre, which was launched as part of a schools’ education programme.  23 

schools took part, all of which painted a fish which was provided by the Ironwork 

Centre.   

In doing this they learnt about why we should stop using single use plastics and 

what we can do to change.  All the fish went on display in the Town Park over the 

August Bank Holiday weekend as part of the Balloon Festival.  Following that they 

were put on display in the Chelsea Gardens in the Town Park for a period of time 

along with some background information about the project.   
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‒ This year as part of the Council’s Youth Climate Summit we had a ‘Plastic 

Free’ stand to promote the work of the partnership and to encourage more 

schools to sign up and become community allies. 

 
‒ Later this year we will be hosting a ‘greener living’ event’ to provide a celebration 

of sustainable living and to get a variety of stalls to offer information and advice 

on a range of different topics including single-use plastics. 

 
5. Next steps  
 
5.1 To build on the progress made to date and to ensure that the Council’s carbon 
 mitigation work fully contributes to wider issues of extreme weather and fuel poverty 
 the following areas of work are seen as a priority: 
 

 To keep the Corporate Climate Change Action Plan and Plastic Free Action Plan 

under constant review and to work across the authority to identify new initiatives. 

 To continue to monitor progress on a quarterly basis to ensure progress is being 

made and to identify challenges more quickly to ensure the successful delivery of 

projects. 

 To work with service areas to develop adaptation plans or to ensure that the 

impacts of climate change are fully reflected in business continuity plans. 

 To ensure that any actions to address climate change also continue to play a full part 

in helping Telford’s residents, community groups and businesses address the 

impact of unprecedented recent increases in fuel prices and fuel poverty. 

 Developing a Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) on climate change in 

support of the revised Local Plan. 

 Extend our range of advice and support to staff – including a new Climate Change 

training module on Ollie and carbon literacy training to support service provision and 

operations. 

 Lobbying.  We cannot succeed alone and require more legislation and greater 

funding support from Government in order to push forward with this agenda in the 

way that is needed. Working together with other members of UK 100 will help us do 

this. 

6.0 Alternative Options 
 
6.1 The alternative option would be to do nothing and not deliver on the council’s   
  climate change commitments. However, this could lead to serious reputational risks for  Page 169
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  the council as a community leader.  
 
  Not addressing issues such as energy efficiency of  buildings or development of   
  renewable energy generation opportunities would also lead to significant cost implications 
  through increase in fuel bills and loss of income. Doing nothing would also lead to a  
  negative impact on the health and social / economic wellbeing of Telford and Wrekin  
  businesses, communities, and residents. 
 

7.0 Key Risks 
 

7.1 Committee Independent Assessment of UK Climate Risk for the UK’s third Climate 

 Change Risk Assessment (CCRA3), published in June 20212 sets out the priority climate 

 change risks for the UK.   In summary, risks in the report include:  

 

 The impacts of climate change on the natural environment. 

 An increase in the range, quantities and consequences of pests, pathogens and 

invasive species. 

 The risk of climate change impacts, especially more frequent flooding and coastal 

erosion, causing damage to infrastructure services. 

 A reduction in public water supplies due to increasing periods of water scarcity. 

 The impact of extreme temperatures, high winds and lightning on the transport 

network. 

 The impact of increasing high temperatures on people’s health and wellbeing. 

 Increased severity and frequency of flooding. 

 Disruption to the delivery of health and social care services due to a greater 

frequency of extreme weather. 

 Damage to cultural heritage assets as a result of temperature, precipitation, 

groundwater and landscape changes. 

 Impacts internationally that may affect the UK, such as risks to food availability, 

safety and security, risks to international law and governance from climate change 

that will affect the UK, international trade routes, public health. 

 
Therefore, there are significant risks as outlined should the Council fail to mitigate climate 
change and ensure that residents, businesses and the natural environment are able to 
adapt to the future climate. 
 

 
8.0 Council Priorities 
 
8.1 The councils’ work on climate change and sustainability is a direct response to the 

council’s priority “Our natural environment is protected, and the Council has a leading role 
in addressing the climate emergency”.   However, as a cross cutting agenda it also has a 
significant contribution towards all other council priorities including: 

 
‒ Every child, young person and adult lives well in their community. 

‒ Everyone benefits from a thriving economy. 

‒ All neighbourhoods are a great place to live 

                                                 
2 https://www.ukclimaterisk.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/CCRA-Evidence-Report-England-Summary-
Final.pdf Page 170
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‒ A community-focussed, innovative council providing efficient, effective and quality 

services. 

 
9.0 Financial Implications 
 
9.1 An approved allocation of £4m was included in the capital programme to support Climate 

Change initiatives; spend in previous years totalled £0.2m which leaves £3.8m available 
in 2022/23.  This is being allocated to schemes in the Action Plan which are detailed in 
this report and appropriate finance support is being provided.  Finance will also provide 
support in relation to any bids for external funding as required. 

 
 The Community Municipal Investment was launched in May 2022 and provides an 

opportunity for individuals to lend money to the Council which will be used to fund projects 
across Telford & Wrekin to help tackle the climate emergency.  This is a new borrowing 
source for the Council (permitted in the approved Treasury Strategy), which is an 
alternative to loans from the Public Works Loans Board (PWLB) and is specifically aimed 
to support the Council’s Climate Change Agenda.  The cost of borrowing to the Council, 
including fees, was comparable with PWLB rates at the time of entering the arrangement.  

 
10.0 Legal and HR Implications 
 
10.1 Legal  
 

The Climate Change Act 2008 (as amended) establishes a legally binding target to reduce 
the UK’s greenhouse gas emissions by 100% by 2050 when compared with the 1990 
baseline. At a local level, Section 19(1A) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 
2004 requires local planning authorities to include in their local plans, policies designed to 
secure that the development and use of land in the local planning authority's area 
contribute to the mitigation of, and adaptation to, climate change. In the management of 
its activities, provision of its services and performance of its functions, local councils are in 
a position to play a vital role in meeting the challenges posed by climate change. The 
Council has wide scope to decide how best to address these challenges.  

 
Full legal support was provided for the implementation and launch of the Community 
Municipal Bonds scheme. 

 
Implementation of the proposals in this report may give rise to specific legal issues upon 
which specific legal advice will be provided as necessary 

 
10.2 HR   
 
 This report does not raise any specific implications for HR.  
 
11.0 Ward Implications 
 
11.1 This report has a borough wide impact 
 
 
12.0 Health, Social and Economic Implications 
 
12.1 Climate change will continue to have a significant impact on the health of Telford and 

Wrekin’s residents as well as on their social and economic wellbeing. For example, July 
2022 saw the highest temperatures on record. Heatwaves can lead to very serious health 
implications particularly for the most vulnerable3 Many of the actions set out in the climate 

                                                 
3 https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)30434-3/fulltext Page 171
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change plan have considerable co-benefits. The Climate Change Fund supports 
businesses and community groups with energy efficiency measures which should help 
address recent rises in fuel prices.  

 
 
13.0 Equality and Diversity Implications 
 
13.1 The Council’s Climate Change Action Plan takes account of the legal requirement to pay 

due regard to the aims of the Public Sector Equality Duty. Key to this is consideration of 
people’s specific needs based on their protected characteristics.  

 
  People who share protected characteristics of age, race, ethnicity and disability are often 

disproportionately affected by climate change and its consequences. This is true locally 
and internationally. Extreme weather events, for example heat waves most detrimentally 
affect older residents and those with pre-existing respiratory and cardiovascular 
conditions.  

 
 The success of our climate change activity relies on active participation by the whole 

community. Steps are taken to make sure that events are inclusive and the differing 
needs of individuals are considered so that they can access activities and contribute 
effectively. 

 
14.0 Climate Change and Environmental Implications 
 
14.1 This report sets out the key areas as to how Telford and Wrekin Council is helping 

address climate change and environmental implications. 
 
 
15.0  Background Papers 
 

1 Telford and Wrekin Becoming Carbon Neutral Update – report to Cabinet 4 
November 2021 

2 Telford & Wrekin Council Becoming Carbon Neutral Action Plan - Annual Update 
18 March 2021 

3 Reducing Single-use Plastic in Telford and Wrekin – update report - 8 October 
2020 

  
16.0  Report Sign Off 
 
Signed off by Date sent Date signed off Initials  
Pauline Harris 11/08/0220 17/08/2022 PH 
Emma Harvey 23/08/2022 24/08/2022 EH 
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Hackney Carriage Fare Tariffs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 “As the licensing and regulatory authority, we will consult with residents on fares and 

charges for hackney carriages in the borough following a request for a rise in fares by taxi 

drivers. Fares and charges in the borough have not increased since 2011.  

 “As small businesses owners and with only 21 operating in the borough, Hackney taxi 

drivers are facing challenges with general rising operating costs including fuel, any 

subsequent decisions will need to strike a balance between supporting drivers to make a 

living and keeping fares and charges affordable for people who use them. We welcome 

people's views as part of the consultation." 
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Borough of Telford and Wrekin 

Cabinet 

22 September 2022 

Hackney Carriage Fares and Charges 

 
 
Cabinet Member:  Cllr Richard Overton - Deputy Leader and Cabinet Member: 

Housing, Enforcement and Transport 

Lead Director:  Dean Sargeant - Director: Neighbourhood & Enforcement 

Services 

Service Area:   Neighbourhood & Enforcement Services   

Report Author:   Anita Hunt – Public Protection Group Manager   

Officer Contact 
Details:   Tel: 01952 380733          Email: anita.hunt@telford.gov.uk 
 
Wards Affected:  All Wards  

Key Decision:   Non-Key Decision   

Forward Plan:   N/A  

Report considered by: SMT - 23 August 2022 

      

 
1.0 Recommendations for decision: 

 

1.1 Cabinet approves the advertising of the proposed hackney carriage fares and 

charges.  

 

1.2 Cabinet delegates authority to the Director of Neighbourhood & Enforcement, in 

consultation with the Chair of Licensing Committee, to take all necessary steps to 

undertake any consultation and introduce any revised fares and charges structure. 

 

1.3 Cabinet delegates, authority to the Licensing Committee to undertake any future 

reviews, amendments and implementation of revised hackney carriage fares and 

charges. 

 

2.0 Purpose of Report 
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2.1 The purpose of this report is for Cabinet to approve the consultation of the 

proposed hackney carriage fares and charges while delegating authority to the 

Director of Neighbourhood & Enforcement, in consultation with the Chair of 

Licensing Committee, to implement such amendments.  

 

2.2 In addition, the paper seeks delegation to Licensing Committee to consider future 

requests and take all necessary steps to modify hackney carriage fares and 

charges whether an increase or decrease. 

 

3.0 Background 

3.1 There are currently 21 hackney carriages licensed in the Borough.  Unlike private 
hire vehicles, hackney carriages can be hailed or flagged down anywhere.  While 
limited in number, and traditionally more costly than private hire vehicles, they do 
play an important part in the borough’s transport network providing an on demand 
transport service for those who need it. 

 
3.2 In March 2022, the council received requests from its licensed hackney carriage 

drivers to review and increase the current hackney carriage fares and charges. 
The last request and review of fares and charges was undertaken in 2011.   

 
3.3 In response to the request, the council invited hackney carriage proprietors to 

propose a revised set of fares and charges.  This has been considered and has 
informed the revised fares and charges structure that requires formal consultation.  
The proposed fares and charges are attached at Appendix A.     

 
3.4  If Cabinet approves the recommendation to consult on the proposed amendments, 

the revised fares and charges will be advertised for 14 days.  If adopted following 
that period, each vehicle will have a recalibrated meter tested by the council.  

 
4.0 Summary of main proposals 
 
4.1 The hackney carriage fares and charges have not been reviewed since 2011.  

With the significant increase in operating costs alongside the cost of living crisis, 
the council has received requests from the licensed hackney carriage trade to 
review the current fares and charges. 

 
4.2 The Council has considered the increased cost of fuel as well as the overall rise in 

the cost of living as part of this review.  The proposed changes strike a balance 
between supporting vehicle proprietors in managing the financial challenges and 
those who utilise this mode of transport.    

 
4.3 Aside from the private car, the Borough benefits from a variety of travel modes 

which includes bus, train cycling and walking.  The council continues to invest in 
infrastructure upgrades including cycle/walking, such as the Silkin Way, and is 
currently securing operators to provide new bus routes across the borough which 
includes a new ‘Work Express’.  This new service will provide dedicated and 
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affordable transport from residential areas such as Sutton Hill, Brookside, 
Woodside to Halesfield, Hortonwood and Stafford Park employment sites.  

 
5.0 Alternative Options  
 
5.1 In reviewing the hackney carriage fares and charges the council has considered 

both operating costs and those who use this mode of transport as part of a wider 
transport network.   

 
5.2 The current fares and charges could remain unchanged however, there is a risk 

that this could see a reduction in the number of licensed hackney carriages in the 
Borough.  In-turn, this would have further impacts on those who use this mode of 
transport and place further pressure on the limited number already operating. 

 
5.3 Fares and charges could be increased further than what is proposed however, this 

will impact on users at a financially challenging time. Furthermore fares and 
charges could be decreased however this would add further financial challenges to 
the sector. 

 
6.0 Key Risks 
 
6.1 The majority of licensed hackney carriage vehicles in the Borough are solely 

owned by a proprietor which is their main income stream. Therefore, no change in 
fares and charges could lead to a reduction in number of hackney carriages 
licensed within the borough which is already very limited in supply.   

 
6.2 An increase in fares could place further pressure on residents against a backdrop 

of the national cost of living crisis.   
 
7.0 Council Priorities 
 

7.1 This proposal supports the following priorities: 
  

 Every child, young person and adult lives well in their community; 

 All neighbourhoods are a great place to live 

8.0 Financial Implications 
 
8.1 The fares and charges are income to the vehicle proprietors.  The Council will 

meet the cost of associated activities that arise from a change in fares and 
charges, such as advertising from existing budgets.  The Council does receive 
licensing income from Hackney Carriages.  

 
9.0 Legal Implications 
 
9.1 In accordance with the Local Government (Miscellaneous) Provisions Act 1976 

(the Act) the Council may fix rates or fares for the hire of a Hackney Carriage 
which operates within the administrative area of the Council. 
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9.2 Section 65 of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 provides 
that a Council may fix the rates or fares and all other charges in connection with 
the hire or arrangement for hire of a hackney carriage vehicle. 

 
9.3 Any policy change in the fares and charges carries inherent financial risk to the 

council in the event of a legal challenge.  However, this has been mitigated 
through the completion of an informal consultation and a further 14 day statutory 
public consultation. 

 
10.0 Ward Implications 
 
10.1 This proposal covers the whole Borough with all wards being affected. 
 
11.0 Health, Social and Economic Implications 
 
11.1 An increase in hackney carriage fares and charges will have some economic 

benefit to 21 hackney carriage operators in the borough to offset the continued 
rise in operating costs.  

 
11.2 However, it is acknowledged that an increase in fares could impact on the 

community alongside the general increase in the cost of living.  This is mitigated in 
part through the council’s continued investment in infrastructure and the emerging 
network improvements to bus services such as the Work Express.  These 
interventions provide alternative transport options alongside hackney carriages. 

 
12.0 Equality and Diversity Implications 
 
12.1 The rise in fares may have an impact on passengers who utilise hackney 

carriages.  
 
12.2 The council continues to invest in the highway network to provide a safe and 

accessible transport system; this is alongside investment into improvements in the 
bus network to provide efficient and affordable transport particularly linking 
residential areas to our employment sites.  

 
13.0 Climate Change and Environmental Implications 
 
13.1 There are no immediate or anticipated climate or environmental implications 

associated with revising the Hackney Carriage fares and charges. 
 
14.0  Background Papers 
 
 None 
 
15.0  Appendices 
 
A Current and Proposed Fares and Charges 
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16.0  Report Sign Off 
 
Signed off by Date sent Date signed off Initials  
Finance  17/08/2022 19/08/2022 PT 
Legal 17/08/2022 19/08/2022 AL 
Director 17/08/2022 19/08/2022 DS 
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Appendix A - Current and Proposed Fares and Charges 

 

Rate Current/Proposed 
Rate 

Cost 1st 
Mile 

Cost for each 
subsequent mile 

Cost for sample 5 mile 
journey  

Rate 1 
For hiring begun between 
7 am and 12 midnight 
For the first 206.56 yards 
or 72 seconds 
For each subsequent 
103.53 yards for 1553.44 
yards or every 36 seconds 
For each 125.72 yards for 
three miles or every 36 
seconds 
For each subsequent 
135.38 yards or 36 
seconds or part thereof or 
combination of both 

 
 
 
£2.00p 
£0.10p 
 
£0.10p 
 
£0.10p 
 

Current Rate £3.50 £1.40 for 3 miles then 
£1.30 for each 
subsequent mile 

£9.00 

Rate 1 
For hiring begun between 
7am and 11pm    
For the first 206.56 yards 
or 72 seconds  
For each subsequent 
106.53 yards for 1553.44 
yards or every 36 seconds 
For each 117.3 yards for 5 
miles or every 36 seconds 
For each subsequent 88 
yards for remaining journey 
(6th mile onwards)  
 

 
 
 

£3.00p 
£0.10p 

 
£0.10p 

 
£0.10p 

 

Proposed Rate £4.50 £1.50 for 5 miles then 
£2.00 for each 
subsequent mile 

£10.50 
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Rate 2 
For hiring begun between 
12 Midnight and 7am and 
Christmas Eve and New 
Year’s Eve from Midnight 
to Midnight 
For the first 206.56 yards 
or 72 seconds 
For each subsequent 
155.34 yards for the first 
1553.44 yards or every 36 
seconds 
For each subsequent 
146.66 yards or 36 
seconds or part thereof or 
a combination of both 
 

 
 
 
 

£3.00p 
£0.15p 

 
 

£0.15p 
 
 
 

Current Rate £4.50 £1.80 for each 
subsequent mile 

£11.70 
 

Rate 2 
For hiring between 11pm 
and 7am every day AND 
Christmas eve and New 
Year’s Eve midnight to 
midnight. 
For the first 206.56 yards 
or 72 seconds  
For each subsequent 77.5 
yards for the first 1553.44 
yards or 36 seconds 
For each 117.3 yards for 
the REMAINING 
JOURNEY or every 36 
seconds 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

£4.50p 
£0.15p 

 
£0.15p 

Proposed Rate £7.50 £2.25 for each 
subsequent mile 

£16.50 
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Rate 3 
For hiring begun between 
Midnight and Midnight 
Christmas Day, Boxing 
Day, New Year’s Day 
For the first 206.56 yards 
or 72 seconds 
For each subsequent 
103.53 yards for 1553.44 
yards or every 36 seconds 
For each subsequent 
125.72 yards or 36 
seconds or part thereof or 
a combination of both 

 
 
 
 

£4.00p 
£0.20p 

 
 

£0.20p 

Current Rate £7.00 £2.80 for each 
subsequent mile 

£18.20 

Rate 3 
For hiring begun midnight 
to midnight Christmas day, 
Boxing Day, New Year’s 
Eve 
For the first 206.56 yards 
or 72 seconds  
For each subsequent 77.5 
yards of 1553.44 yards or 
36 seconds  
For each 117.3 yards for 
the REMAINING 
JOURNEY or every 36 
seconds 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

£6.00p 
£0.20p 

 
£0.20p 

Proposed Rate £10.00 £3.00 for each 
subsequent mile 

£22.00 
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Rate 4 
For hiring begun between 
7am and Midnight on Bank 
Holidays excluding 
Christmas and New Year 
period 
For the first 206.56 yards 
or 72 seconds 
For each subsequent 
103.53 yards for 1553.4 
yards or every 36 seconds 
For each subsequent 
125.72 yards or 36 
seconds or part thereof or 
a combination of both 
For each subsequent 
135.38 yards or 36 
seconds or part thereof or 
combination of both 

 
 
 
 

£3.00p 
£0.10p 

 
£0.10p 

 
 

£0.10p 
 
 
 

Current Rate £4.50 £1.40 for each 
subsequent mile 

£10.10 

Rate 4 
For hiring begun between 
7am and 11pm on bank 
holidays and Sundays 
excluding Christmas and 
New Year’s period. 
For the first 206.56 yards 
or 72 seconds  
For each subsequent 77.5 
yards for 1553.44 yards or 
every 36 seconds 
For each 117.3 yards for 5 
miles or every 36 seconds 
For each subsequent 88 
yards for remaining journey 
(6th Mile onwards)  

 
 
 
 

£4.00p 
£0.10p 

 
£0.10p 

 
£0.10p 

Proposed Rate £6.00 £1.50 for each 
subsequent mile for 5 
miles and then £2.00 
for each subsequent 
mile. 

£12.00 
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Extra Charge on Fare Card Current Charge Proposed 
Charge 

Example 

Waiting Time £0.20p per 
minute of 
waiting. 

£0.30p per 
minute of waiting 

30 minutes of waiting at current rate = 
£6.00 
30 minutes of waiting at proposed rate = 
£9.00 

 

Soiling Charge (Maximum Charge) £30.00  £50.00 NA 

Where a Hackney carriage Vehicle is pre-booked with 
the driver. The driver is permitted to charge an 
additional “booking fee” on top of the metered fare as 
outlined above. The booking fee is calculated in a one 
mile radii taken from Telford Central railway Station.  
This may be levelled at all pre-booked fares. 

£2.00 per mile to 
a maximum of 
£14 

£2.50 per mile to 
a maximum of 
£20 
 

5 mile journey to pick up a customer at 
£2.00. per mile = £10.00 (current) 
5 mile journey to pick up a customer at 
£2.50 per mile = £12.50 (proposed) 
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